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• CHAPTER TWO 

Sect ior1 14 

I may have become a civilian in the eyes of the 

U.S. Army, but not in the calculations of the Haganah, whose 

commander in the United States was Teddy Kollek, the beloved aide 

to Ben-Gurion, later to become the Director-General of the Prime 

Minister's offi c e, and ultimately the world-famo us Mayor of 

Jerusalem who developed it into a r e markably beautiful city 

~hrough his extraordinary energy and fund-raising ability. Teddy 

was headquartered in the Hotel 14, next door to the Copacabana 

night club on East 60th St. in Manhattan. Some said that the 

Hotel 14 served as the location where the beautiful showgirls 

• plied a separate trade in additi o n to their dance routines on the 

nightclub stage. Whatever the c ase, there always seemed to be a 

steady flow o f male visitors in and out of the hotel, and all the 

traffic headed for Teddy's s uite of rooms was buried anonymousl y 

i n the general stream. 

One day after my return to Denver, fo llowing years of 

absence, o ne day , mind you, he telephoned from New York ordering 

me to proceed to Mexico City on a spec i al mission. He did not add 

"if you care to undertake i t", as was done in the TV show 

"Mission Impossible", but quickly outlined what had to be done, 

and hung up . It s eems the Haganah had taken an option to p urchase 

a tramp steamer in the port o f Tampico, and had 4 days left in 

which to exercise the option, at a cost of $400, 000, o r lose the 

• depos i t and the ship. The vessel was to be used for the transport 



• 

• 

• 

to Palestine of mili tary e q ui pment a nd supplies then being 

accumulated throughout the Uni ted States v ia t he Sonneborn 

Institute and other less respectable means . I was given the 

address of another Haganah operative already in Mexico City, a 

certain Avram Fein, a carpenter from the kibbutz Ein Ha-Shofet , 

n amed after S upreme Court Justice Brande is, t he arden t Zionist . 

Avram and I were supposed to perforro a blitz fund-raising miracle 

in the time all o ted, and he would take the money to Tampico to 

complete the details of t h e purchase . Teddy also gave me t he 

names of two prominent leaders in the Jewish community who were 

will i ng to help one was Elias Sourasky, the banker, and the 

other was Arturo Wolfo witz, the PepsiCola distributor • 

I met Avram, we went to Sourasky's o ffi ce, and as we 

enter ed the lobby of the building, received a terrible shock. 

Embedded in the center of the marble f loor of the lobby was a 

h uge swasti ka, beautifully made of pieces of co lored s tone, like 

a mosaic, set i n a strong black circle. What wierd symbolism was 

thi s for a proudly Jewi sh banker? We could hardly wai t to 

confront him with the question, and he was quick to explain. This 

whole buildi n g had been the Nazi Central Bank, and after t he 

outbreak of war, the Mexi can Government had expropriated it as 

enemy alien property. Sourasky h ad bought it from the government, 

because he wanted to walk into his building every day and wipe 

his feet on the s wastika in the floor . Psychological revenge, 

when no other kind was possible? Who knows but it did give him 

great satisfaction and he s teadily refus ed to remove the hated 



• symbol. 

He called Wolfowit= and some o ther men. We went to work 

very quickly, they having decided that the best approach would be 

through the 23 separate Sephardic synagogues ( if I remember the 

number correctl y> . From experience they knew that it was 

impossible to get them all together because of ancient rivalries, 

pett y personality squabbles, national origin animosities, the 

Syrian Jews wouldn't associate with the Lebanese Jews, etc., etc. 

Therefore the only productive way to work was t o approach each 

group s eparately, to convince each one that the fate of Palestine 

rested solely and exclusively on their heads, that if they failed 

to raise their quota, which was assigned to them o n the spot , 

• doom would result and they would be cursed in this life and for 

eternity. The four of us raced from synagogue to synagogue, 

another team wo rk ing ahead of us to get meeting after meeting s et 

up. We kept this up far into every night , and star ted as early as 

possi ble the next morning. We asked for cash, not pledges or 

promi s es. In some cases, where a particular person had a 

momentary cash s hortage, and Sourasky knew that person, he wo uld 

offer to advance from his bank. By noon of t he fourth day, the 

requisi te amount was in an attache case, handcuffed to Avram who 

flew off to Tampico. Mission accompli s hed. It was a remarkable 

display of national Jewish solidar i ty, combined with local 

communal pride. They were proud that a Mexican ship would carry 

• 
ammunition to fight for Jewish independence. They were proud that 

they alone had been summoned to the d ut y of financing it. This 



• was no t an internati o nal c ampai gn of which ~hey were a sma l l 

par t. They had the sole r esponsi b i lit y , and were determined t o 

s ucceed. Sourasky later become a ma;or contributor to many 

projects in I s rael which bear his name, particu larly at Tel Aviv 

Uni versity and a Tel Aviv hospital. I ~ ave alway s found that 

Di a s pora Jews respond well to challenge, if some careful thought 

is given to their local psychology and the approach to them is 

based on what their local leaders recommend. The challenge can 

well come from I srael. Th at is acceptable, even welcome, but 

implementation cannot be dictated f rom afar. An o fficial from 

afar, who is also conversant with local customs, represents the 

very best c o mbination of Israeli moral author it y blending in with 

• local conditions. When Av ram and I met in his kibbutz many years 

later, we reminisced with pleasure over that Mexican episode. 

Teddy's next assignment lasted more than four days. To 

be pr ecise, it was a process which encompassed the balance of 

19 47 and almost all of 1948, involved many co-conspirators , 

complicated logistics, s ome physical danger, strong nerves to 

fend o ff federal investigato rs, and a r isk of i mprisonment. The 

abo v e list sounds formidable, and it really was. Yet I undertook 

it witho ut hesitation, for I was convinced in my own mind that it 

was not some quixotic adventur e, but a life-and-death matter. I 

believed that a War of Independence was inevitable and mandatory. 

We could not get a State without such a war. I knew that we had 

• almost no heavy arms, and thus could very well lose that war . 

Such an outcome would absolutely shatter the people waiting in 



• the camps in Germany and o n Cyprus. Waves of suicides were also 

waiting to happen. Therefore, anything I was asked to do to 

strer1gthen the Yishuv's fighting capabi 1 i ty was legitimate, ever1 

if the law of the u. s . said no. Wher1 Teddy outlined the project 

to rr.e, I simply started to plan its imp 1 ement at i or1. 

There was no heavy artillery in Jewish hands in 

Palestine. There were four guns, relics of the Franco-Prussian 

war of 1870 , called 25- pounders, I suppose, because that was the 

weight of the projectile fired . Jumping ahead of the story, for a 

moment, there was a historic argument on April 1, 1948, six weeks 

before the Declaration of Independence, between Ben-Gurion and 

General Yigael Yadin, Chief of Operations, as to the placement of 

• those four antiques. For Ben-Gurion, Jerusalem was the heart of 

the Jewish people, the future capital of the State-to-be, and was 

to be defended no matter what else might be lost. He wanted the 

four guns rushed to Jerusa lem. Yadin knew that the strongest 

attack would come from t he north Cas every geopol itical 

strategist including Isaiah and Jeremiah warned ) , and tried to 

convince B-G that the guns must be placed in the Ga l ilee to fight 

off the Syrians and Iraqis. The arg umer1t between the two men, 

which took place in the presence of many wit nesses, and was told 

to me by Yadin, raged bitterly for seven hours. The typically 

Jewish solution was finally accepted - a compromise, t wo guns in 

the north and two guns before Jerusalem. How strar1ge - ho~' 

• pathetic -how scary - an argument over symbolic power, not real 

power. Was there some fantasy that David's slingshot against 



• Goliath' s a rmor would prevail again in the middle o f the 20th 

cer1tury? 

Coming back to the realization in mid-1947 that there 

simply was no heavy artillery , the Haganah experts experimented 

and came up with something called a "satchel charge". Thi s 

consisted of assembling two stacks of dynamite bricks, 3 bricks 

to a stack, wiring them together, attaching a detonator cord of 

whatever length was desired , and placin~ the assemblage inside a 

standard knaps ack for easy carryi n g . One s oldier could eas i l y 

car ry a neat package of six bricks in eac h hand . In c o mbat 

conditions, placing these packages, or satchels, against a stone 

wall or an iron gate or any other obstacle, could blow a hole 

• large enough for troops to charge through . It was a substitute 

for a large caliber artillery shell . The satchels were much more 

powerful than ordinary land mines, arid could be buried in the 

path where oncoming tanks might be expected . It was a versatile 

weapon, cleverly imp rovised , very functional, easily assembled. 

There was only one problem - obtaining the dynamite bricks. They 

were manufactured in Wilmington, Delaware, at the plant of E. I . 

du Pont de Nemours et Cie, known simply as Dupont, arid their 

export to the Middle East was forbidden under the terms of the 

U. S. Goverrament c urrent embargo against sending weapons to that 

inflamed area of the world . Although Pres ident Truman was 

extremely sympathetic to the Zionist movement, and the idea of a 

Jewish State, which he ul t imately recognized within three minutes 

• of its being declared, still there were very strong forces i n the 
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~t ate Department and in the Congr e ss which preferred that the 

~- S - remain neutral in the impending armed conflict . An embargo 

o n arms signified neutrality. It is hard to believe that the 

first weapons that might accurately be described as offensive 

were scold to Israel c0nly in 1964 by President Johnson. At 

--ate, i r1 1947, embargo or not, these dynamite bricks, and many 

o ther items, had to be o bta ined and sh ipped, whatever the cost or 

:~ i sk. Teddy Kol lek ' s plar1 evc·l ved, after discussion arid 

t 1r1ker 1ng, 2r1to a s uccessful operating system. 

I was to set up a mining company in Denver, all 

carefully documented, with appropriate permits, quit claim deeds, 

a full set of journals and ledgers, balance sheets, profit and 

:oss statements, even down to paying taxes o n the profits roy 

company was making , if any. Reading through all this paper, one 

could well be satisfied that it described a living and breathing 

o perating company. This was all executed by two skillful lawyers, 

selected by me for their loyalty to the cause and discretion, in 

addition to their technical expertise. The set of books was 

physically in a locked safe in my office in Temple Emanuel. 

Nex t, my company started ordering dynamite bricks from 

:)upont, for shipment to its office in Boulder, Colorado. A 

vigorous search, plus a l ucky tip, had unc overed an abandoned 

mine shaft a couple of miles outside of Boulder, with tracks and 

ore cars still 

mountair1. This 

s hipments would 

intact, running about a half-mile deep into a 

was a 

arrive 

marvelous 

by freight 

storage 

car. A 

place. The Dupont 

wonderful man, Sam 



• Sterling, and his gang of Jewish War Veterans as stevedores, 

would unload the crates in the railroad yard, truck them to the 

mine shaft , and roll them deep into the mountain on the little 

ore cars. Sam was devoted, efficient, loved the idea of what we 

were doing , and his men loved him. There wasn't a single mishap 

during all the months of the operation, except one. Through some 

error in the Dupont shipping department, s everal o f my orders got 

clogged u p , and instead of being sent in the smaller quantity 

which each order called for, many orders were bunched together. 

One day the sheriff of Boulder County bellowed over my phone that 

33 freight cars full of dynamite were in the railroad yard, 

enpugh to bl o w all of Boulder off the map, and if I didn ' t get 

• them unloaded by nightfall, he was declaring an emergency, which 

would give him the right to send them back t o Delaware, or turn 

them over to the Rocky Mountain Arsenal nearby. Within minutes 

Sam Sterling was rounding up his crew, I was cancelling the 

confirmation class and all other appointments, and believe it or 

not, working through the afternoon and all n ight long under 

lanterns, we got the stuff tucked away. At daybreak, I brought 

the sheriff over to the freight yards t o show him the empty cars. 

Crisis averted! 

To me , this whole thing was a re-play of the Stettin-

Berlin situation. Once we had the DPs in, we had to get them out . 

Same here, with the bricks safely stored, we had to get them out, 

• to make room for more to come. The basic concept was to ship t h em 

south to the port of Tampico in Mexico. Ref4ember the Sourasky 
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story? But concept does not necessaril y include specific details 

o n every little step, and th is step was crucial . ~efore we even 

s tarted ordering from Dupont, r had decided that the best way to 

transport south was to create another "commercial" o peration. Sci 

we formed an export corporation for the se l ling and shipping of 

canned fruit to the Far East . After measuring various cardboard 

cartons, we discovered that our bricks fit exactly into Del Monte 

cartons, with no space left over, so that nothing would be loose 

o r bangin~ a round inside. How could we get thousands of cartons? 

Only one way suggested itself t o our already corrupted minds - to 

go to Del Monte, California and steal them which we did. It 

took only o ne foray, and we had enough • 

The final st~p, repacking dynamite so that it appeared 

to be peaches or fruit salad, required a working space. There was 

o bv iously no room inside the mine shaft , nor could we do it 

outside on the open ground. A perfect solution suggested itself. 

The president of the congregation, Mr. Philip Milstein, owned a 

bonded warehouse. There was no need to ask him for space inside . 

He woul d never unlock it for us, nor should he. All we needed was 

the large yard for our trucks, and the loading dock, where we 

could unpack crates and repack cartons. The loading dock even had 

an overhang, so that a rainy night would not disrupt the process. 

It was perfect. Phil was a fr i endly, jovial f ellow. Tal 1, lean, 

himself a former army officer, he had the breadth of vision to 

understand what was at stake. As a result of his social standing 

in town, and long time family connections, as well as those of 
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his wife, he had a natural linkage with that group of people in 

the congregation who were opposed to Zionism and S tatehood. Yet, 

with his l og ical mind , s ense of fairness, and a wareness of the DP 

plight wh ich he h ad heard from me i n tremendous detail, his 

o pinion was s wi n gi ng away from that of his socia l peers. I gave 

hi m great credit for that , and felt comfortable taking him into 

my confidence . It was a r isk, for if I was wrong i n my 

assessment, it would mean difficulty for Operation Bricks, but 

more importantly it would mean difficulty between him and me. He 

was the President of the Temple, and I was breaking the l aw of 

the U. S. Once he knew what I was doing, how c ould he permit it? 

My . arrest would be a public scandal whi ch would besmi r ch the 

Jewish n ame, or at l east the congregation' s name. He wou ld have 

the right, at v e ry least, to ask me to dissoci ate from t h e Temple 

i mmed iate l y , 

perso na lly. 

so that any risk or scanda l wo uld be mine 

Such were the menta l calculations, b ut in the end I 

decided to put my cards on the table, for I had innate faith in 

h i s intelligence and basic Jewi s h loya l t y , as we ll as o ur 

friendship. His answer was simple and s wift . He agreed, on o ne 

cond ition that I inform him immediatel y if any crisis l oomed -

otherwise he wanted t o observe the ''need to know" r ule. That i s, 

he had no need to know details, therefore he did not want to know 

details. 

And thus it went . The d ynamite came in - the mine s haft 

- the loading dock - the peaches went o ut . Periodically I went to 

the Hotel 14 in New York, got a whopp ing amount of cash, 



• ~eposited that to the s pecial account in my Denver bank, and paid 
I 

taxes on the non- existent profits of my two companies. There is 

one last footnote , havi r:g tc• do with the FBI. Two clean-cut 

gentlemen in white shirts began to v isit me in my Temple office. 

I have no idea where they picked up the trail - perhaps from 

Dupont , or the Boulder sheriff, or just any anonymous person who 

happened to be wandering past the freight yards. I received them 

c ourteously, a nswered what I chose to, dodged other questions , 

and kept r epeating my quiet r eGuest to know what they were 

looking for . They dodged that or1e, for they had no hard evidence. 

They never charged me with anything, but kept coming back. I 

insisted that they take my books for inspection, which they 

• fi~ally did, in a rather resigned fashion , for they knew that the 

books would show a genuine industrial operation, and they 

returned the books o n their very next visit . Sometimes they would 

v eer o ff on an apparently unconnected line of questioning, such 

as the curiosity of a clergyman being so heavily invo lved in a 

big mining operation. Did the Jewi sh religion permit this? Then 

I would go off on the Talmudic line of reasoning that no one is 

supposed to make a living fro m the Torah , but that every rabbi 

s hould have a legitimate occupation , the famous Rabbi Akiba was a 

shoemaker, et c ., etc. We were toe-dancing around each other, and 

2ver1tually they desisted . I am certair1 they had the feeling 

something was wrong, but they could not put a finger on any fact, 

and so thay had t o give up. I never told Phil about it, because 

• there was no crisis. Years later, I told him the whole operation, 



• and his sincere comment, accompanied by a gentle smile, and a pat 

c•n the back, was "Well dor1e." 

There were many heroic persons work ing al l over the 

U. S . in this desperate Haganah operation to strength the military 

capabilit y of the Yishuv to meet, first the g uerilla warfare 

under the command of an I raqi general , Fawz i bey el-Kaukji , and 

later the regular armies of the five Arab states who joined the 

rorroa l war agains t Isr aeli independence. Some of these heroes 

became we ll-known, others rema ined anonymous, all were motivated 

to undergo the risks by a fierce sense of history which dictated 

that the only meaningful reply to Hitler' s attack would be the 

r~se of the Third Commonwealth . One who started his work in the 

•• pre-state period, a nd remained connected with the defense 

establishment f or the next 40 years was Al Schwimmer . A great 

feat of his resul ted in three huge B-17s, the bombers known as 

Flying Fortresses, being lifted from Tinker Field i n Oklahoma, 

and flown in stages to Israel, without adequate navigation aids 

or proper r adio equipment. Some observors thought these gigantic 
, ... 

predators were worth more i n-the psychological .. area of building 

Israeli confidence and causing Arab fear than in the actual 

military area. Be that as it may, it was a great demo nst ration of 

the inger1uity, darir1g and "long arm" attitude which was to mark 

so much o f future Israel Defense Force ( IDF> methodology. 

Schwimmer organized and built the entire Israel Aircraft Industry 

• during his lifetime of work, to the capability of even up 

producing a supersonic jet fi ghter plane, was named Lavi . This 
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later scratched , due to econom ic considerations, but it was 

thri 11 i rig to know that such techr1ical and industrial capacity 

existed in the nation. 

Another instance in the Haganah o peration started less 

happ ily, but ultimately ended we ll . A young daredevil from Las 

Vegas, Nevada, named Hank Greenspun, liberated a boatload of .50 

calibre machine guns from a U. S . Navy war ehouse on Treasure 

Is land, off the coast from San Diego. While running down to good 

old Mexico, he was caught by the Coast Guard flat-footed. There 

was simply no way to wiggle out . The goods were stolen and the 

embargo violated. He came up before a Federal judge in Los 

Armel es named I saac Pacht, who sentenced him on a felony charge 

to a y ear arid a day in penitentiary and a $10,000 fi r1e. The jail 

time was suspended , the fine was paid by the Haganah, but Hank's 

American citizenship was revoked . A private member's bill, 

introd uced in Congress, as a direct request from President 

Kennedy in 1961, restored that citizenship, but Hank lived in 

limbo for 13 years without it . He died recently, having achieved 

prominence as a newspaper publisher and publi c figure, fighting 

for many liberal causes in general, arid for Israeli defense 

causes in part icular. To men like Greenspun and Schwi mmer, and to 

hundreds of others, anonymous collectors, packers and shippers, 

who took risks, yet who l o oked back with pride and nostalgia to 

those hectic months as a high moment in their li ves, wh en they 

felt connected to a cause greater than self, w~send a salute of 
I - \- ~," 

gratitude for their posture of bravery and idealism. 



• CHAPTER THREE 

Section 1 

After settling in, and adjusting psychologically, first to 

the civilian environment and then to the congregation, I began to 

develop a pattern of work which broke naturally into three 

components. There was the Haganah duty, which consi s ted mainly of 

the "mining operation", plus other small chores which Teddy 

Kollek occasionally assigned. I truly liked him, for his energy 

and good spirits. When he called my own spirits rose, my heart 

and will responded, I was cheered by his positiveness. And above 

all, I was buoyed by a strong sense that I personally was riding 

• on the crest of a surging wave of history which was shaping a new 

future for the Jewish people. This moment was not 1776, but 1947 

was as close as I was ever going to get to the creation of a new 

state, and the thrill of participation in the birth accompanied 

the dawn of each new day. 

The second element of work was the UJA segment, both local 

and national. Reinforced by my knowledge of how important the 

money was, and recollecting the times I had turned to the Jewish 

Agency and the JDC for large sums for my work in Germany and 

Europe, I had returned to the U.S. with a f~eling of obligation 

to help raise those sums which I knew would be continuously 

needed. When the local leaders in Denver asked me to serve as 

chairman of the 1948 campaign, I accepted eagerly, for I knew 

• that the birth of the state was coming to term. It was also clear 

to me that the birth would occur only through war. As in nature, 



• all birth is accompanied by blood. To possess a role of 

leadership at such a moment was to stake a claim for oneself, to 

earn the right to say to one's children in the future that one 

had measured up and not been found wanting. How many times in a 

millenium does the door of fate swing open to reveal an 

absolutely new era, a totally different opportunity. To be alive 

and functioning at such a rare moment! How blessed could one be? 

I remember clearly the excitement, the el at ion, the 

incredible emotion of bringing to Denver the woman who epitomized 

the independent spirit of the new Jew, the proud, self-reliant, 

heroic yet modest pioneer, who, by a weird coincidence, had once 

• lived in Denver, before going off to a kibbutz in Palestine. So, 

it was a homecoming, in a way, and the population of the city, 

non-Jewish as well, turned out in massive numbers to welcome her. 

Golda Myerson she was called then, and her strong voice, bouncing 

off the walls of the large high school auditorium, told in simple 

words the saga of an ancient people seeking to be free so it 

could express its own soul in its own homeland. As she spoke, the 

War of Independence was raging in mid-1948, and her audience was 

transported and swept up in the events she was describing even as 

they were taking place eight thousa~d miles away. 

Follwowing the great rally, there was a fund-raising meeting 

at the home of Jesse Shwayder, the patriarch of the family which 

created Samsonite luggage. It was hugely successful, and there 

• remains as a souvenir of that meeting a wonderful photograph of 

Golda sitting on a chintz sofa between Jesse and Adolph Kiesler, 



• the most generous single contributor in the community. The two 

men look serious and she was smiling. Before leaving, she gave me 

a precious token Vol. I, No. 1 of the Official Gazette of the 

State of Israel autographed in Hebrew with her old name. Her 

short tour of the American communities helped to raise about $50 

million, giving an enormous boost to the morale of the fighters 

back home, and strengthening the determination of American Jews 

as wel 1. 

As for the UJA work outside of Denver, I was called very 

frequently by the national office to speak all over the country. 

It made no difference to me whether the destination was 

metropolitan large, or backwater small. I went to Boston or 

• Lincoln, Nebraska; Dallas or Duluth; San Francisco or tiny 

Tucson. I went alone or in tandem with some famous person whose 

presence would draw the maximum attendance. I remember travelling 

with Eddie Cantor to several places. He was a favorite of Jewish 

audiences, and his stories and jokes would put the audience in a 

wonderful mood, following which I gave the serious talk designed 

to help them understand what their response must be to the 

demands of the moment. I recall an evening in the Far West with 
I 

" I _.,,~\..; •\-'' 
Vice-President Alben Barkley, a devout Christian who believed 

firmly that the re-establishment of the Jewish Commonwealth would 

help hasten the coming of the Messiah, and who spoke often to UJA 

audiences on that theme. We finished the evening late, and as we 

• sat in his hotel room, eating an apple and chatting through a 

post-mortem oF the day's events, he started puttering around the 



• room, gathering his belongings into a suitcase. I asked him where 

he thought he was going this time of the night, and he replied 

very sweetly that he was catching a red-eye back to Washington in 

order to have breakfast with his new wife. And h e further 

explained that when an older man had the opportunity to spend a 

lovely morning hour with a beautiful younger woman, h e wou ld be a 

damn- fool to pass i t up. Having delivered himself of that 

irrefutable logic, he left for the airport . 

I became the Chairman of the Speakers Bureau of National 

UJA, remaining in t h is position for seven years. That impressive 

title gave the officials in New York the right to call me at 

• will, and further o b ligated me to prepare briefings for the 40-50 

other persons who carried most of t h e speaking load in the 

thousands of meetings which took place constantly all over the 

country. I kept myself up-to-date constantly through extensive 

reading of Israeli papers, talks with Israeli leaders, visits to 

Israel, and links wi th the Embassy in Washington. I maintained 

al s o a tight connection with the JDC, so that I knew what was 

happening with Jewish communities all over the world. This data, 

factual and interpretive, was always the solid basis of any 

speech; and to this was added the emotional element of war, or 

danger, or solidarity of the scattered people, compounded with 

the theme of hi s toric necessity and obligation. We held an annual 

meeting, at the start of every year's campaign, for a l l the 

• speakers, wherein I laid down the line, which we discussed in 

detail . And in betwee n, I sent occasional up-dating papers. It 



• was interesting, stimulating, challeng ing work, for these 

speakers were all strong personalities, intellectuals, believers 

in the cause they were espousing, and dealing with them required 

one to be at least as alert as they were. I loved it. 

The third element of work involved the congregation itself. 

The membership was large, about 700 families, so there were the 

usual number of weddings and funerals, pastoral calls and 

hospital visits, as well as a large school, active young adult 

program, and adult education courses. We acquired an associate 

rabbi, Joel Zion, but the load was still heavy. Above and beyond 

all this, however, I had one major objective, which was to teach 

my members the historic meaning of the land Israel in the 

• existence of the people Israel . I took every opportunity to press 

this message home, to interpret, diagnose, advocate, 

propagandize, if you will. Mostly, it was a matter of teaching, 

by drawing examples from our literature and history, to show the 

crucial link between land and people, between religion and land, 

between all three, as the triangle of forces which ensured the 

continuity of Jews and Judaism. 

In searching through my papers, I found a sermon given on 

December S, 1947, just a few months after I returned to the 

pulpit, on the subject : "PARTITION OF PALESTINE : What Does It 

Mean to an American Jew?" The occasion for this was the vote in 

the United Nations a week earlier. That vote called for the 

• division of Palestine into two states, one Jewish and one Arab. 

Finally, two and one-half years after the war ended, the 



• conscience of the world had moved toward a solution, and made its 

compensatory gesture to the horror of the genocide. We should 

recall, by the way, that this "sense of guilt", as it has been 

termed by some, was only strong enough to win the vote by a count 

of two. The UN by-law was that a vote on such a subject must 

obtain a two-thirds majority of those nations present and voting. 

Forty-three countries were present and voting. An additional 

thirteen were present, but abstained, so they didn't count. With 

forty-three voting, a bare majority was thirty-one. The final 

vote was thirty-three in favor and ten opposed. We won by 2 

votes' Those two were Guatemala and the Phillipines, both 

• persuaded through the personal intervention of President Truman 

with two liberal statesmen, Garcia Granados of the former country 

and General Carlos Romulo of the latter. How strange that the 

fate of the Jewish world at that moment in history should have 

depended on two such small and unexpected allies. 

The incredible significance of that cliff-hanging vote 

served as the platform, from which I dived into my teaching mode • ..._ 
,- ( 

T-Ae-outline of that sermon was as follows: · - ·1 /=-.._:,· · _-::_~ . . ~- '~~' · 
/. 

I ..... ,, ... ~ 
' ~_, , 4 - - [."""'- , ' "' 

I 

I. Meaning of a Jewish State 

A.For present residents of Palestine 

1. Self-government, control of immigration, own army, 

• schools, finances, etc • 

B.For DP's in camps in Europe and Cyprus 
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1. A home, at last. 

C.For Jews in the Diaspora 

-

1. A po itical center? No. They will have no --
political allegiance, citizenship rights or 

obligations. 

2. A religious cet::iter? Also no. Diaspora Judaism is 

already pluralistic, has created various forms 

which serve its needs. 

3. A cultural center? Perhaps. Jewish culture finds 

it difficult to flourish in modern emancipated 

countries. Hebrew creative spirit will flourish 

best in a Jewish state, and those creations may 

inspire the Diaspora to create. 

4. A spiritual center? YES. The role of a Jewish 

state is to warm the spirit of the Diaspora and 

keep its parts connected. 

ACHAD HA-AM <pseudonym, meaning One of the People>, ytZ~ 
.;; . 

foremost Hebrew essayist almost one hundred years ag<?,.. 
A 

wr-ot'e aTI essay entitled ..._Imitation and Assimilation", ,. 
/, __. ..,../_ 

_i..n-WA-i-ch 11 e -said: 

"Assimilation, then, is not a danger that the 
Jewish people must dread for the future. What 
it has to fear is being split up into 
fragments. In the end Israel will be no 
longer one people, but a number of separate 
tribes, as at the beginning of its history • 

There is one escape - and only one - from 
this danger. The different sections of the 
people can be welded together, in spite of 
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rM. PERORATION 

A. Thus, 

their different local characteristics , 
through the agency of a spiritual centre, 
which will possess a strong attraction for 
all of them, by virtue of its own right. 
Such a centre will claim a certain 
(emotional) loyalty from each scattered 
section of the people. 

Each section will c o ntinue to develop its 
own individuality along lines determined 
by imitation of its own surroundings; 
but all will find in this spiritual 
centre a purifying fire and a connecting 
1 ink, 

what wi 11 the rlew Jewish State mean - to the 

American .Jew? l' " JJ~, .e - ... _,/_,,, 
.r-,,., y 

.( ~ " - ...Lt. ... w=i -11 be a spiritual centre which will make b::im ~~ 

)du 
/' 

~~ 

prou~ of its achievements; will give h't'ffi something 

in common with other Jews sin the Diaspora...;.-will ~"'7 
-tu.. .. 

be an object of tµ>s continued philanthro y until 
..,,, 

it becomes financially independent; will be a land 

to which some colonists may go from America, but 

probably not many; will be a source-spring of 

Jewish learning which will nourish the Galut and 

inspire it. 

All of this is the role of a Merkaz Ruchani -

a Spiritual Centre. 

Long may the new State live and well may it 

prosper! ./!} 
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This indoctrination on my part was considered by many to be 

"brainwashing", or whatever the word was a half-century ago. It 

was felt by the old-timers, especially, to betray and reverse the 

classical reform ideology they had been taught in earlier 

generations. And they resented it. A nucleus of discontented 

families began to gather, and gradually a spirit of rebellion was 

born. Then other items were added to the list of grievances. They 

did not like my emphasis on ritual, such as candles and wine on 

the pulpit Friday evenings, or wearing a kipa and tallit, or 

introducing Bar Mitzvah ceremonies for all boys, which placed a 

greater importance on Hebrew in the school curriculum. And then 

more Hebrew began to creep in to the Shabbat services, both 

evening and morning. And then we began to persuade the children 

to ask for Kiddush at the Friday evening dinner table at home. 

In the minds of this group, among whom were some of the 

original founding families of the 18860's and 70's, I was simply 

destroying the foundations of their faith. Both Zionism and 

ritual wre attributes of orthodoxy, and I was twisting their 

beloved Reform Temple into a distortion. Marjorie Hornbein, 

herself a descendant of one of those aristocratic families, but 

not in agreement with their sentiments, wrote a Centennial 

History of the congregation in 1974, in which she encapsulated 

well the dimensions of the problem: 

"Zionism was a crucial issue which raised 
sharp differences in the congregation. In 
1944 the Denver rabbis organized the Colorado 
Emergency Council to aid the European Jews. 
Temple Emanuel supported the Council's 
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efforts .•• But a few months later <September 
1944) when the Council adopted a more 
militant Zionist position, Emanuel withdrew, 
announcing through its board of trustees that 
the Council's purpose has been changed •••• 

Meanwhile, Herbert Friedman, Emanuel's 
rabbi-on-leave, was becoming an even more ardent 
Zionist. He attended the World 
Zionist Congress in Bas le, 
Switzerland and addressed the 
gathering on the pitiful plight of 
the Jewish refugees. He wrote to 
the congregational bulletin: 'Just 
suggest to the Jews in the camps 
that they should settle in Europe 
and forget Palestine. See what will 
happen. You will plunge them into 
the darkest despair, because you 
the American Jews will be betraying 
them.' 

At the same time that Friedman was so eloquently 
asking help for the European refugees, Emanuel's 
president was cautioning the congregation that 
it must not become divided on the issue of 
Zionism •••• At the annual meeting in 1946 the 
congregation voted to maintain a neutral position 
on Zionism ••• 

Zionism continued to be a sensitive and 
controversial issue. Closely related to the 
question of the reform ritual, it caused the 
defection of a certain small group of members 
who were antj-Zionjst and favored a reform 
ritual deyojd of all ceremonials." 

In thi s understated manner, the author indicated that the 

congregation had split, because of my stance on two fundamental 

issues. I was overjoyed, for now each group would be homogeneous. 

No longer would I have to deal with grumbling dissidents; no 

longer would they have to listen to sermons or statements which 

made their blood boil. As I recall, about 100 families split off. 
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The great majority 

t • l:\. . ~ l.L.J "~ ~ 
t ~ ..,.C.No~\";( ~· M. 0- J J 

.,.- I e•• \..,:,\it} • 
remained1 I believe in such partitions. Freed 

from friction, each group can grow and flourish according to its 

own bent and ambitions. The fact is that the offshoot, to whom we 

gave a Sefer Torah to get started, grew quickl y and became 
,~.,..of 2.1-1·,.._ 

stronger. This was good, for the whole argument~ became 

meaningless after the State of Israel was declared, and the new 

congregation could then abs orb many more members from the 

hitherto unaffiliated • 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Section 2 

The attitude of President Harry Truman toward the Zionist 

thr ust for statehood in Palestine was wonderful. He under stood 

the passions, motiv ations, and above all, the humanitarian needs 

behind the movement. This understanding was due simply to the 

natural instinct of the man to veer toward what he considered, in 

a very uncomplicated way, to be right. In the delicate period 

between November 29, 1947, when the United Nations partition 

resolution was passed, and May 15, 1948, when the British planned 

• to te~minate their mandate and the new states were to be 

declared, the President faced many critical moments requiring his 

calm judgment. One such involved Dr. Chaim Weizmann, the foremost 

Zionist leader, destined to become the first President of the new 

Jewish state. 

Weizmann was in the U.S. undergoing t r eatment for his eyes, 

which were threatened with blindness. Negotiations were 

continuing around the question of whether the Negev desert in the 

.south should be included in the territory alloted to the Jews, 

and other similarly delicate questions. Weizmann felt it was 

imperative that he hold a personal conversation with Truman to 

convince him to intervene with Warren Austin, the US delegate to 

the UN, who was being influenced by the Arabists in the American 

• State Department. Truman was refusing to see Weizmann on the 

ground that fairness would then require him to see the heads of 



• the Arab delegations whom he had also been refusing because he 

did not want to make any concessions to them. Weizmann's 

desperation overcame his appreciation of Truman's logic, and he 

pushed for an appointment. 

The key was a man in Kansas City, Eddie Jacobson by name. He 

and Truman had been partners in a haberdashery store which they 

set up after Captain Truman returned home from World War I. The 

business went bankrupt. Truman wanted to run for a local 

judgeship. Jacobson encouraged him to do so, promising that he, 

Jacobson, would stay with the store, work it out of debt, pay off 

every creditor to the last dollar, thus protecting the honor of 

• both their names • Truman won the judgeship, and started on the 

political career which ended in the White House. The two men 

remained life-long friends, and Truman's feeling of obligation to 

Jacobson maintained an open-door relationship between the two. 

The knowledge of this relationship was passed on to Weizmann, who 

importuned Jacobson to obtain an appointment. 

Eddie Jacobson called Harry Truman to say he was coming for 

breakfast two mornings hence, which delighted the President, who 

was canny enough to interject a warning that they could talk 

about anything under the sun except Weizmann. Jacobson didn't 

argue over the phone, saving that for later. After breakfast, 

they sat in the Oval Office and Eddie made his pitch. Harry gave 

his reasons for refusal • It seemed like an impasse. Jacobson's 

• eye caught a glimpse of a bronze bust of Andrew Jackson on 

Truman's desk, and turned the conversation to that subject. 



• Truman explained his feeling of hero-worship for the man, his 

personality, ideals, manner, politics. And that gave Jacobson the 

opportunity for his coup-de-grace. Describing Weizmann in the 

same terms Truman had used vis-a-vis Jackson, Jacobson said that 

Weizmann was his hero; that this tired, old, almost blind man had 

struggled all his life toward a goal which was now in sight, but 

which, in its final weeks, needed the steering hand of the 

sympathetic President to make sure that no fatal errors crept in. 

His plea was warm, personal and irrefutable. Truman surrendered, 

in words which Jacobson himself quoted to me years later as he 

told me the whole story: uokay, you bald son-of-a-bitch, you win. 

• Tell him I'll see him." 

Shortly thereafter, the famous photograph was ~aken on the 

White House porch, showing Weizmann presenting a Sefer Torah to 

Truman. The Negev remained within Israel, and the Torah remains 

in the Truman Library in Independence, Missouri. 

In 1948 both Truman and Israel faced survival tests - one 

through an election and the other through a war. Truman's 

election was a matter of serious concern to the Jewish community 

in the US, not only because of internal American domestic 

considerations, but also because of his foreign policies in 

relation to Israel. Conventional wisdom gave him no chance of 

winning. The very popular Republican candidate, former District 

Attorney and Governor o'f New York, Thomas Dewey, was an odds-on 

• choice. There was no money available in Democratic cof'fers for an 

expensive campaign. Even the Cabinet members who might have been 
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counted on for support could not or would not generate any major 

help. The exception was Charles Brannan, Secretary of 

Agriculture, citizen of Denver, coincidentally, who was devoted 

and loyal to Truman. He was not a money man, nor did he move in 

such circles , but he did ride the campaign train with Truman 

right dOWYl to election day. 

Truman's strategy was based on going directly to the people, 

in person. The best way to achieve this was to organize a 

campaign t r ain, carrying politicians, reporters, family members, 

and local supporters, who would embark and disembark, as the 

train made its whistle-stops across the country. When Truman left 

• the train for the last time on October 31, on the eve of election 

day, he had travel led almost 32, 000 miles, ·been on board for 35 

days, during which he had made 356 s peeches to audiences 

totalling 12 to 15 million people gathered alongside the tracks. 

At each stop he came out onto the back platform of the rear car, 

and the thousands present felt they had actually gotten close to 

him. He was not a boring image on a ghostly scr een, but a living 

human being. Incidentally, 46 million votes were cast in that 

election, not much less than a presidential vote today, when the 

po pulation of America is almost 100 million more. The validity of 

Truman's strategy to go directly to the people was certainly 

demonstrated. 

The problem was to keep the train running. The leaders of 

.'-. the Jewish community mobilized every resource. I received a call 

from Henry Montor, director of the UJA, asking if I could assist. 



• I received a second call from Abraham Feinberg, a top leader in 

Democractic Party politics, asking specifically if I would work 

i n towns along the train route, raising cash money and bringing 

it to the train each day. It was clear to me how high the stakes 

were. If Harry Truman was elected, Israel c o uld count on major 

financia l support. Talk of a possible S100 million loan was in 

the air. I quickly agreed to help. My first assignment was to go 

to Kansas City <right after Rosh Hashanah) a few days before the 

train was due, v isit a carefully crafted list of people, explain 

the purpose of the project, and ask for money. It was not the 

usual system of first soliciting a pledge, with the check to 

• follow sometime later. This was cash money in a brown paper bag, 

and one who carries such a receptacle is sometimes known as a 

"bag man". In criminal circles this is a pejorative designation. 

In our circles, I conside red it a title of honor. 

That first foray produced about $2S,OOO, which was a great 

deal of money in those days. When the train pulled in, and I 

boarded with my paper bag, feeling very proud, the first person 

to greet me was Secretary Brannan. He took the bag, I felt 

relieved, and went over to meet the President. In the course of 

the next many days, as the process was repeated, I grew 

comfortably into a member of the team. I would listen to a 

speech, talk to a reporter, jump off, hasten to the next town on 

our list, do my collecting f or a day or two, jump on with the 

• bag, and gradually developed an easy re lationship with Mr. 

Truman. We had many conversations about Germany, the Marshall 



• Plan for European recovery, the Nazi genocide, the rebirth of 

Israel, his hopes for the strengthening of the Amer ican economy, 

the new nuclear sword hanging over mankind. Only one topic made 

him angry - the assassination of Count Folke Bernadotte by the 

Lehi underground group. He couldn't understand the necessity for 

such an act. He wanted the Jews to live up to the high moral 

standard which the religion promulgated. As far as the loan to 

Israel was concerned, he felt no inhibition against talking about 

it, saying frankly that if he were elected, he would be in 

position to e xecute it. We also spoke frankly about the fact that 

this Jewish effort to keep the train going from town to town was 

• about the only serious fund-raising taking place on his behalf • 

He was not embarrassed · to say how much he appreciated it. 

And so it went - through Denver and Salt Lake City and the 

Wes t Coast and up to Seattle and then eastward across the 

continent with others in our little group getting on and off 

the train each of us contributing as many days as possible -

finally reaching that climactic day when the Chicago Tribune 

printed its notorious headline in huge type DEWEY WINS , which 

was so neatly contradicted by the next day's tally. 

In his memoi rs entitled "Year s of Trial and Hope", Mr. 

Truman has included a letter he wrote to Dr. Weizmann, responding 

to the latter's message of congratulation. The letter sums up 

Truman's personal feelings and attitudes toward the plight of the 

• Jews and the emergence of the new state, as follows: 
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November 29, 
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

Dear Mr. President: 

Today the first anniversary of the Partition 
Resolution is a most appropriate time for me to 
answer your last letter, dated November 5th. 

As I read your letter, I was struck by the common 
experience you and I have recently shared. We had both 
been abandoned by the so-called realistic experts to 
our supposedly forlorn lost cause. Yet we both kept 
pressing for what we were sure was right - and we were 
both proven to be right. My feeling of elation on the 
morning of November 3rd must have approximated your own 
feelings one year ago today, and on May 14th and on 
several occasions since then. 

However, it does not take long for bitter and 
resourceful opponents to regroup their forces after 
they have been shattered. You in Israel have already 
been confronted with that situation; and I expect to be 
all too soon. So I understand very well your concern to 
prevent the undermining of your well-earned victories. 

I remember well our conversations about the Negeb, to 
which you referred in your letter. I agree fully with 
your estimate of the importance of the area to Israel, 
and I deplore any attempt to take it away from Israel. 
I had thought that my position would have been clear to 
all the world, particularly in the light of the 
specific wording of the Democratic Party platform. But 
there were those who did not take this seriously, 
regarding it as 'just another campaign promise' to be 
forgotten after the election.I believe they have 
recently realized their error. I have interpreted my 
re-election as a mandate from the American people to 
carry out the Democratic platform, including, of 
course,the plank on Israel. I intend to do so. 

Since your letter was written, we have announces in the 
General Assembly our firm intention to oppose any 
territorial changes in the November 29th Resolution 
which are not acceptable to the State of Israel. I am 
confident that the General Assembly will support us in 
this basic position • 

We have already expressed our willingness 
develop the new State through financial and 
measures. As you know, the Export-Import 

to help 
economic 
Bank is 

1948 
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actively considering a substantial long-term loan to 
Israel on a project basis. I understand that your 
Government is now in process of preparing the details 
of such projects for submission to the Bank. 
Personally, I would like to go even further, by 
expanding such financial and economic assistance on a 
large scale to the entire Middle East, contingent upon 
effective mutual cooperation. 

Thank you so much for your warm congratulations and 
g ood wishes on my re-election. I was pleased to learn 
that the first Israeli elections have been scheduled 
for January 25th . That enables us to set a definite 
target date for extending de jure recognition 

In closing, I want to tell you how happy and impressed 
I have been at the remarkable progress made by the new 
State of Israel. What you have received at the hands of 
the world has been far less than was your due. But you 
have more than made the most of what you have received, 
and I admire you for it. I trust that the present 
uncertainty, with its terribly "burdensome consequences, 
will soon be eliminated. We will do all we can to help 
by encouraging direct negotiations between the parties, 
looking toward a prompt peace settlement. 

Very truly yours, 

Harry S. Truman 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Section three 

Family life in Denver was very pleasant. The city itself was 

small, clean and beautiful. There was nothing, in those days, to 

pollute air or water; the incredible beauty of the Rocky 

Mountains, agains t whose foothills the city snuggled, provided to 

the inhabitants a sense of nature's awesome power. One's spirits 

soared; almost every single day of the year was filled with 

bright sunshine. The grass was very green and the sky was very 

blue. A general feeling of well-being pervaded and courtesy 

prevailed in human relations. 

We had a neat brick house, brand-new, drawn along modern 

1 ines, three bedrooms on a corner lot and a large backyard 

fenced-in for privacy. It cost less than $20,000, and the 

mortgage payments were quite manageable on any monthly salary of 

$800. Friendl y n eigbhor s abounded, including 
/ 

// 
School teachers, Minna Mae Jacobso~ 'Clnd her 

lived at the other end of our tidy block. ,,,,.. 

one of my Sunday 

husband Jack, who 

We have remained 

friends down the decades, and still see each other although 

oceans and continents have . separated us. 

The house lacked children, and the difficulty in conceiving 

them had become a matter of concern. Elaine and I had been 

married for seven years. We had been apart for the better portion 

of three during the post-war period. Even though she had gone to 

work for the JDC and had been sent as a social worker to a DP 

camp in Germany, still her camp was across that country, on the 
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Czechoslovak border, and we were not together very often. Medical 

knowledge concerning infertility was not very advanced in those 

days, and the doctors could suggest nothing better than careful 

recording of the calendar and female temperature in order to 

determine the day of ovulation. 

A good personal friend, as well as a loyal member of the 

congregation, was Dr. Ray Gottesfeld, one of the city's leading 

obstetricians. Aware of our problem and really eager to help, he 

suggested that a possible c~use might be nervous tension due to 

anxiety, which might be alleviated by adopting a child first. 

This might then open the channels for normal conception later. At 

• that time it was quite a novel theory. We accepted it, and 

bespoke his help in implementation. We wanted a child born of 

Jewish parents and in perfect health. While warning that this 

combination would not be easy to find, he agreed to try. 

One day he called with the news that he had a possibility. A 

young couple, married, both students, both Jewish, had conceived 

and the putative mother had come to him as a patient. Gradually 

they confided to him that they did not want a child at this stage 

in their lives • . Only 19, they felt ill-equipped to care for an 

infant, did not want to interfere with their studies, but did not 

want an abortion. It was a perfect case for us. He slowly 

introduced them to the thought of giving the baby away for 

adoption, promising them that he would find a perfect home for 

•• the child. They trusted him, reconciled themselves to this as the 

best solution, and finally permitted him to sound out the 
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prospective adoptive parents. When he told us the news that he 

would have a baby for us in about four months, we were overjoyed, 

and then, of course, the miracle happened. Elaine became 

pregnant. 

Now came the dilemna. Tell Dr. Gottesfeld to give away the 

adoptive baby to someone else? Take a chance that our own fetus 

would grow to term in a nor mal healthy fashion? What would be the 

" worst " scenario acquiring two babies? My wife and I were of 

separate opinions. She was so delighted with her own pregnancy 

that she saw no need to continue with the adoption plan. I 

preferred that we work on both tracks, and could think only of 

• what a blessing it would be if we did wind up with two. We were 

both 30 years of age, and while we had never thought of a very 

large number o f children, still three or four sounded just about 

right. With the clock running, if we had two by the time we were 

31, there was still time (assuming the infertility block was now 

removed> to have a third by the time we were 35, and that would 

be it. 

Although opposed, Elaine did not attempt to force her 

o pinion on me, and when we discuss ed the d il emna openly with 

Gottesfeld, his advice was unequivocally in favor of taking the 

adoptive baby. He said that it was a rare opportunity to find 

such a combination of circumstances wherein a young healthy 

Jewish couple made a rational unemotional decision to give up a 

•• child now, knowing they would have others at a more propitious 

time in their lives. They would not change their minds in the 
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remaining short period to birth, and this was a bird in hand we 

should not reject. Elaine a greed, for she had great faith in Ray 

Gottesfeld, whose patient she hersel f had now become. 

One night the call came, and I went to Mercy Hospital, to 

be scrubbed and robed, then admitted to the delivery room, for 

Dr. Gottesfeld wanted me to be present at the very birth. I never 

saw the mother's face; the birth was fascinating and 

unexceptional; the infant was left in the hospital until the 

legalities were completed. The paper-work was properly attended 

to by Dr.Alfred Neumann, director of the Jewish Family and 

Children Agency, who steered the matter through the Family Court. 

We named her in Temple, Judith Rae Friedman, her middle name 

after my mother, date of birth October 27, 1948. She was born the 

same year as the State of Israel. 

Seven months later, her brother Daniel Stephen Friedman, 

entered this world on June 2 , 1949, a robust healthy boy, who 

came to live in a newer, bigger house, with more yard to run 

around in, and another room for grandparents who came from the 

east to visit . Dan's middle name honored the memory of my revered 

teacher, Rabbi Stephen Wise. Both babies got along well together, 

provided great company for each other1 and great joy for us. It 

was a very busy, happy time in our family life. 
{ 

There was one man in Denver who filled the role of guardian 

angel. I have referred to him be ore. This was Sam Rose, 

executive director of Temple Eman~el. He was mentor, friend, 

protector; political advisor and financial supervisor; smoother 

I 
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of quarrels and appeaser of irate embers. Sam warned me of 

impending storms and advised me on ,how to avoid mistakes. When 

trouble loomed, because I had been out-of- town on a UJA speech 

and therefore missed an "important" funeral, Sam told me what t o 

do in order to minimize damage. When I was about to announce a 

position on some public issue, Sam would beg me to rehearse the 

whole issue with him in private, to determine if I was making any 

mistake. I hated making hospital visits, and Sam would nudge me 

gently toward those visits which his politically sensitive nose 

told him were mandatory. Without Sam Rose my professional life 

would have been filled with more controversy and less 

achievement . And since a r abbi's professional life is also his 

personal life, because of the manner in which there is maximum 

intrusion and minimum privacy, Sam also made some private life 

possible. I have been grateful to him all my life for the lessons 

he taught me regarding balance, damage control , and independence. 

His was a rare personality - gentle, but strong; self-confident, 

but shy; always respectful of others, but possessed of his o wn 

unshakable convictions. Sweet Sam, with hi s soft southern accent, 

gave me a marvelous support in my congregational career, whose 

lessons I took with me through my later public life. Thank you, 

dear Sam. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Section Four 

~a-t 
/ 

In the spring of 1950 a major problem for Israel began to 

develop o ut of the confluence of several events: 

1. massive immigration, sometimes at the rate of 10-

15,000 per month, coming from the DP camps in 

Germany and Cyprus, Iraq, Iran, Rumania, and other 

European countries. 

2. rapid and continuous drop in UJA income. 

V · austerity and rationing beginning to appear in the 

Israeli economy • 

These factors began to lead toward a conclusion that some new 

method of financing would have to be created. Henry Montor, the 

director of the UJA, reported the loss of optimism on the part of 

some members of the Israeli Government as a new phenomenon, using 

words such as "sense of panic" and "possible doom." 

After lengthy consultations with Eliezer Kaplan, Finance 

Minister, and other officials, the UJA decided to join in the 

calling of a meeting of top American Jewish leadership in 

Jerusalem to decide on a solution. The date was fixed for 

September 3-7 ; the invitational list of 50 persons was chosen; 

and a preparatory meeting of a much smaller number was arranged 

for August 4-5 under the chairmanship of Rudolph Sonneborn, the 

same man who had taken Haganah leadership five years earlier • 
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Montor's analysis of the reasons for the drop in UJA income 

set the tone for that meeting, and it was bizarre, in a way, to 

hear such predictions of doom and failure coming from the man 

entrusted to run that campaign. In another way, however, it might 

have been expected, for the outstanding characteristic of the man 

was his fierce intensity. He was by nature immovable. Once an 

idea seized him, he seemed to have lost control over it. Rather, 

it led him, and he convinced others, through his fanatical 

concentration on it and it alone, that he was right. His driving 

energy derived from a total unswerving loyalty to Israel which 

brooked no disagreements. He was dictatorial in his determination 

to follow whatever particular plan of operation captured his 

imagination. This characteristic, incidentally, was both his 

genius and his downfall. But more of this later. 

Right now, he gave to the Sonneborn group his list of 

reasons why the UJA was failing, and why its funds would continue 

to diminish: 

Local community needs were taking a greater share of 

the funds raised. The UJA was receiving less for 

Israel. There was almost no one fighting hard withi n 

the local community for a larger UJA share. 

The Zionist groups <ZOA, Hadassah and Histadrut> 

J constituted a handicap for the UJA. They had their own 

aims and campaigns. 
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There was a growing isolationist trend in America, and 

the mood of the Jewish public conformed to this, with 

regard to foreign aid. 

4. There was a general failure to tie the average American 

\ 
Jew into the Israeli picture. ZOA has failed. Many 

Zionist organizations are frustrated in their 

activities, now that a State has been established. They 

have to revise their purpose and programs, and they 

take out their frustrations unconsciously against 

Israel. 

Criticism from the various organizations that Israel is 

too socialistic, or too theocratic, or too irreligious 

doesn't help. 

~6. There is no channel for direct contact between American 

Jews and Israel. 

Having made this analysis, Montor went on to give some 

statistics in support of his thesis. In the calendar year 1949, 

UJA had received $79 million. So far(July 31> in 1950, UJA had 

received only $60 million, with not much more to come in. Almost 

$30 million was being used for absorption of refugees into the 

u. s. And local community needs were going up. Therefore, if the 

UJA was receiving approximately $60 million, which had to be 

divided between the JDC and Israel, then 

Israel could be as low as $25 million, and out to 

be the case in 1950, then 1951 could result ZERO. It was a 

startling conclusion. 



• He asked the rhetorical question whether anything could be 

done to alter this prognosis, so unfavorable to Israel. And he 

became further provocative to this group of Israel's staunchest 

friends by reminding them that the appeals in the local campaigns 

wre all based on Israel's needs; the promotion, advertising and 

general campaign atmosphere all centered around Israel's 

predicaments; yet Israel was receiving a shrinking percentage of 

the proceeds. He then suggested, perhaps mockingly, that the only 

remedy might be for the Zionist organizations to fold up, and 

merge their efforts into one great aid-to-Israel campaign. He 

knew this was no solution, yet he wanted to raise and at the same 

time rule out all other possibilities, for he did want to clear 

• the field, in order to make it receptive to the new idea which 

was the solution arrived at by Kaplan and himself. 

He evoked the expected response from both Rose Halprin, the 

head of Hadassah, and Nahum Goldmann, the leading Zionist. 

Goldmann did admit that perhaps the Keren Hayesod and Keren 
\._ 

and could be eliminated, but he did not 
...... 

Kayemet were unnecessary 
~ 

see that dissolving or merging the Zionist memberships and staffs 

would add much strength to the UJA campaign, for these Zionists 

were not the money people in their communities. Mrs. Halprin 

protested vigorously against any merger or dissolution, stating 

passionately that Hadassah's role in teaching Jewish values to 

300,000 women was too important to relinquish. 

Having laid his groundwork well, Montor then sprung the new 

idea - namely, that the State of Israel should issue government 



• bond s , just as many sovereign governments in the world d o , 

including the United States, to finance their operations. The 

idea was not entirely unknown to this audience, for there had 

been rumors and whisperings in the top circles for weeks already 

that such a thought was being mooted in the Finance Ministry in 

Jerusalem. But this was the first exposure that the idea was 

being considered by the UJA. Normally, one would have thought 

that the UJA would be violently opposed to such powerful 

competition. But here was the director of the UJA suggesting that 

his organization was about to fail, and because of his love for 

Israel, was demonstrating there was no other possibility than to 

pick up the new idea. It took some time for this anomaly to sink 

• in. Much feverish discussion ensued. The meeting ended with the 

decision that, since the Government of Israel was requesting a 

cross-section of American Jewish leadership to consult with it in 

Jerusalem on financial problems concerning the 1951 campaign, 

those men and women gathered here would certainly accede to that 

request, and would attend that meeting in Jerusalem, bringing 

with them the following tentative opinions: 

The UJA would remain within the framework of the local 

community welfare fund campaign. 

2. The UJA would make vigorous efforts to secure better 

understanding of Israel's needs, thus a better 

percentage of the local campaign. 

• 3. Should Israel decide to float a large bond issue, all 

pro-Israel forces would lend their support. 
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Should Israel decide to seek financial aid from the 

u. s . government, the same forces would lend their 

support in the political field •• 

CONFERENCE WITH 

AGEBDA / 

AMERICAN/ JEWISH LEADERS 

I 
Sunday, September 3, 1950 - King Davi d Hotel - 3:00 p.m. 

David Ben-Gurion~ presiding 

Teddy Kol lek, secretary 

Greetings - Mr. Ben-Gur/ on 

Message - President of the State of Israel 

Greetings - Mr. Berl Locker, Chairman of Jewish Agency 

Address - Mr. David Ben-Gurion, Prime Minister 

I 

/ Adjournment 

7:00 p.m. - Buffet Reception at home of Prime Minister 

9:00 p.m. - Resumption of Conference at King David Hotel 

Monday, September 4, 1950 
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Entire day devoted to visits, in small groups, to various 

sections of the country. I 
7:00 p.m. - Dinner at Sarafand Military Camp as guests of 

Major General Yigael Yadin, Chief of Staff. 

Tuesday, September 5, 1950 - 9:00 a.m. - Meetings at Hotel. 

Wwdnesday, September 6, 1950 - 9:00 a.m. - Meetings at Hotel. 

8:00 p.m. - CLOSING DINNER. 

A press conference was held just before the meetings 

commenced •• Mr. Moshe Sharett, the Foreign Minister, presided. In 

his opening statement he made it clear that the purpose of the 

gathering was long-range financial planning not short-range 

emergency. His was the strongest intellect in the new government. 

Master of many languages, precise in all of them, thoroughly 

international in outlook, civilized in manner and bearing, quiet 

and dignified in presentation, yet sparkling rather than stuffy, 

his presence enlarged the image of the State he represented, 

especially to those journalists and diplomats from the outside 

world who were his audience. 

"As you are aware, about 50 p,fominent representatives 

from America are alrear here to attend the 

Conference. Delegates have 1arrived from Great Britain 

and South Africa. On the Israel side, all members of 
I 

the Cabinet and of the Executive of the Jewish Agency, 

assisted by a number of /,igh Government officials, will 

I 



• be in attendance. It will be a weighty and 

representative gathering. 

Let me make it clear beyond any possible doubt or 

misapprehension what the Conference is run_ expected to 

be concerned with. It should have nothing whatever to 

do with any of the temporary difficulties with which 

Israel may now be grappling. The present emergency - by 

no means the first, yet not the last of the series of 

emergencies with which the path of the Government of 

Israel is strewn does not form an item on the 

Conference's agenda. The Conference has not been called 

• 
together at the hasty spur of a grim moment and its 

task is not to extricate Israel from any well-

advertised crisis. It has been planned for months. It 

took weeks of active preparation. Its purpose is to 

provide the Government of Israel with a basis for 

laying down a well thought out long-term policy, not to 

improvise a haphazard measure of momentary relief. 

The Conference will be concerned with the future, not 

with the past or the present. Its business will be to 

face the tasks of new construction, not the problems of 

present-day adjustment. It will deal with new 

immigration and settlement, not with the current needs 

of the existing population. Its keynote will be how to 

• accelerate production, not how to alleviate the present 

hardships of the consuming public. 



• J 
Israel as a going concern, with all its asset s and 

liabilities, is the exclusive preoccupation of its 

government. Israel's mission in Jewish history and in 

contemporary Jewish life is a responsibility in which 

Jews everywhere must actively participate. 

The revolutionary transformation which has occurred in 

Israel, with its tremendous impact upon the world 

Jewish position, must transform the conceptions of 

world Jewry as to its moral duty and practical 

performance. It is urgently felt that the hour calls 

for a new approach, a new inspiration, and a new 

driving force. That the Conference will provide all 

• these is our confident hope." 

Mr. Berl Locker, Chairman of the Jewish Agency, in his 

greetings, set out before the entire assemblage the same basic 

facts which had been laid before the small Sonneborn group a 

month earlier: hug immigration;- reduced UJA revenues; possible 

decline t o zero; the need for a new financia-1 approach. The 

immigration figures were startlingly summarized as follows: in 

fewer than 28 months <May 1948 to August 1950) more than 460,000 

Jews had entered Israel, compared to 470,000 who had entered in 

the entire 28 years of British rule, and compared to the base 

population of 600,000 at the time of Independence. Two new Jews 

had come in the past two years for every three Jews already 

• there • 
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David Ben-Gurion's speech was a tour-de-force. Though 

lengthy and over-filled with statistics, it gripped the 

attention, held its listeners in a vise of fascination, as he 

ranged across the widest horizons. He told of war and armaments, 

war and independence, war and the British; made a dazzling 

display of the history and geography of the Jewish centuries, the 

Arab Middle East; spoke of the flight of Arab refugees going out 

of Palest ine, and the flood of Jewish refugees coming in to 

Israel; detailed the plans for new agricultural settlements in 

the coming three years and new housing; and spoke of the 

reservoirs of future immigration and the sceY1arios of future 

wars • It was brilliant, mind-boggling, B.G. at his pedantic, 

inspirational best. The white plumes of hair streaming off the 

big head in all directions, the short arms chopping the air i n 
~ 

deadly emphasis, the high voice attracting concentration rather 

thar1 repel 1 i ng, all came together to mesmerize, seduce, 

overwhelm, and the audience surrendered to an authentic powerful 

leader who made them proud of him and themselves. His success lay 

in the magnitude of the challenge he set before them. 
,,(..__ I l .:V\ ~ V \.' 

Listen to 

~he .f,.i.na.1-par-agraph: 
; 

"We are placing before you not an easy task. We here in 

Israel fear that we are facing a supreme test. We are 

willing to do so; and it is my belief that every Jew in the 

world is facing the same test ...• We built and were not 

disappointed in our belief that the best way to help the 

Jews is to tell them to help themselves. We believe that 



• every one of them, even the most miserable Jews in Yemen or 

Morocco, who were oppressed for centuries, and who were 

devoid of any material or intellectual means, are capable of 

beir1g partners in the great work of self-emancipation, of 

build i rig a new life for ourselves . ••• We are free to build a 

new country, to shape a new life, to become a free 

independent people and to become a moral factor i r1 the 

wor l d. To be come a people who will enhance the name of the 

Jews throughout the world. We believed, and we did it, and 

there were two forces behind it . 

The first was dire need , and the other was vision. The need 

by itself could do nothing. Misery alone, privation and 

• degradation alone can only engender more of same. Just as 

vision alone can do nothing. When vision is not rooted in 

reality, it can become a mere chimera, an idle fantasy, mere 

words. But when you join the dire need and suffering of a 

people with a great vision of self-help, they can change the 

face of the world. This is t h e secret of our victory. We 

fought with our backs to the wall but we fought for a great 

thing and we had to win • • •• We did it but it is not yet 

fi r1i shed. The task we are asking you to participate in 

seemed almost imnpossible, but it was done. I tell you in 

this great hour in our History, in t h is hour of our triumph 

and supreme tests, we must not fai l ." 

• 
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Eliezer Kaplan, Minister of Finance, / made a technical 

speech, in which he analyzed the Israel / budget, the gross 

nat ior1al product, the rate of savings whic~ could be poured into 

productive investment, the costs of imm~grant absorption, and 

various other relevant data. It was not intended to be 

inspirational, but informational, and it certainly was that . 
/ ~ 

Dr. Nahum Goldmann, the veteran Zionist leader, who had 

already started planting seeds in Germany, in his innovative 

manner, regarding material reparations for Hitler 's genocide, 

made an inter esting speech based on the morality of the 

situation. He said: 

"I want to criticize a little bit the two previous speakers 

<Ben-Gurion and Kaplan) . They were, in my opinion, a bit too 

gentle. I can be more frank and brutal • . . • American Jewry has 

not risen to the occasion of the last two years. I must say 

that Israel has done a colossal job, and we Jews outside 

have done a very far from splendid job. This period can end 

either with success or tragedy. We Jews outside want all the 

pride and joy and happiness and enthusiasm, but take very 

little of the anxiety and worry ••. The time may come when 

Israel may be forced not to admit Jews. This will be a moral 

breakdown for the Jews of Israel, and for the Jews of the 

world as well ••• • ! am convinced that this conference will be 

a success if the fifty Jews around this table, with all 

their devotion and intelligence and loyalty, will make up 
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I 
their minds to do the right thing The Jewish people will 

follow good leadership. " 

/ 
Then followed, in successio~, Mr. Stanley Myers, for the 

CJFWF, <Council of Jewish Feder~tior1s and Welfare Funds>; Judge 
I 

Morris Rothenberg, for the UPA (United Palestine Appeal>; Mr. 

Monroe Goldwater, for the JDC (Joint Distribution Committee>; and 

lastly Mr. Julian Venetsky, Chairman of the National Campaign 

Committee of the UJA, who made the striking statement which 

highlighted the central issue of the Conference. Speaking in his 

official capacity, he said "I see absolutely no possibility of 

getting this huge sum of money through the UJA as it is at 

present constituted. I believe a new project of the UJA in the 

American community is necessary." 

After the day of travel , whose purpose was to show the 

delegates the army, new settlements, tent cities of immigrants, 

I tne new one-rq om huts, everyone reconvened for two days of 

serious, soul-searchin§ discussion. There was plenty of time for 

every person to speak as often as required . Since the King David 

Hotel was right on the edge of no-man's land, and the room 

housing the meeting was on the east side of the hotel, directly 

facing the wall of the Old City, which was in Jordanian hands, 

anyone g rowing bored with the discussion could peek through the 

steel shutters and look at the Jordanian soldiers standing at 

each of the firing positions on the parapet. The distance from 

them to us was less than 500 yards. Each peek had a sobering 



• effect . We all knew this was a deadly serious moment, perhaps 

even determinative of Israel's existence, but at least 

determinative of one of the raisons d'etre for that existence, 

namely, an open-door immigration policy. If that were not to be 

maintained, much of the lustre surrounding the country's birth 

would be diminished. 

Ben-Gurion sat in the chair through the entire two days, as 

d id most of the key Israelis. For them, this conference was 

crucial . Dialogue among the Americans was sometimes quiet and 

reflective, sometimes loud and recriminatory. Henry Mor1t or, 

usually ice-cold and tightly reined-in, exploded at one point in 

the discussion. He railed at the weaklings who were afraid of a 

• bond drive and were hiding that fear behind a pious concern for 

the health of the UJA. He recited the cash income figures for the 

first 8 months, January through August, of each of the years: 

1948 $122,540,000 

1949 84,000,000 

1950 64,419,000 

This last figure would result in about $30 millior1 for Israel, 

after allocations were made to the JDC, HIAS and NYANA. He went 

further and made the shocking prediction that the entire year of 

1951 would produce $75 mi 11 ion, of which Israel would get 

o ne-third, and thereafter the UJA would dwindle to nothing. He 

inveighed against those who put local needs before Israel's needs 

• and attacked American Jewry as not being prepared for the same 

austerity in their communities as Israel was in hers. He shouted 



• that thos e present at thi s conference should shed no crocodile 

tears for the UJA, which was being raped and raided . He demanded 

of his hearers that they not object to a bond issue on the ground 

that it would hurt the UJA. The UJA has already been killed by 

communal complacency and we must find a new way to bring in 

money. 

Robert Nathan, a foremost economist who had assi sted 

President Roosevelt in the War Production Board, and now headed 

his own consulting firm, was invited to this conference because 

of his pro fess ional skills, but also because he was a caring Jew 

and a passionate supporter of Israel. He entered the debate at a 

critical moment, to restore calm, and made a very helpful speech . 

• He said that this conference was the first time Israel's total 

needs were being exposed in their full magnitude, and it was 

healthy to see the total perspective. There were two sides: 

relief and economic development . Relief money was necessary, of 

course, but it was non-productive. Also, the money collected so 

far has not even been sufficient for relief. American Jews do 

want to provide relief, and perhaps they will improve on that 

score, but they do not understand t he development side of the 

problem. Development is so very expensive because it involves 

housing, public projects, public utilities, transportation, 

i rr i gat ion, etc., in order to build the general economy so that 

new immigrants can be absorbed. 

•• The normal method of developing a country and providing an 

income for an enlarging populat ion is out of the savings of 



• people which can then be invested in new projects. But the 

settled population of Israel cannot save enough to absorb the 

i mmigrants. Arabs who fled left housing behind, but that has all 

been used up by the huge waves of the first two years. The 

sterling pound balance is practically gone. These facts make the 

problem even more difficult . Is the three-year plan feasible for 

Israel? Can she take in the estimated 600,000 people additional ? 

Absolutely yes. There is no doubt. The settled population are 

self-supporting. The main asset of the country is creataive 

taler1t. Even without rich natural resources, the people, with 

tools and machines, can and do produce. II I foresee a prosperous 

economy here", said Nathan. 

• Cal cu lat ir1g Ort the basis of 600,000 immigrants during the 

next three years, costing ari average of $2500 per person for 

absorption, we need to provide 1 and 1/2 billion dollars. Ben-

Gurion said in his opening speech that Israel would provide 1/2 

billion. Can she do it? Yes - with more austerity and a lowering 

of the standard of living. If she does, her Jews will be so far 

out of line from Diaspora Jews that there will be no comparison 

whatsoever. What is the feasibility of getting 1 billion in the 

U.S. from four sources Contributions to UJA 

Private Investments 

U.S. Government Aid 

An Israeli Government Bond Issue -

• The U. S. national income is about $5000 per family . The 

Jewish level of earning, on the average, is slightly higher than 



• that. Jewish contributi o ns o ut o f earnings have bee n good. Giving 

o ut of current savings and accumulated capital has been almost 

nil. Five ( 5) ~ of accumulated capital wealth or Ten <10 > ~ of 

current savings of U. S . Jewry would do the job. The money i..s. 

available. The American economy is in the most liquid condition 

ever. 

Can Israel repay if she borrows? Yes - if she has enough 

working capital to produce and earn enough. With a daring 

immigr ation policy one must have a daring financial pol icy. The 

U.S. has a debt of $260-270 billion and will never pay it off 

\.- ' 
completely, but will continually retund. This is perfectly 

feasible. With a continual flow of capital, new we~lth will be 

• produced, and bonds can be redeemed. The real question is whether 

US Jewry will have faith and confidence in the future of Israel. 

A new orientation is needed - not charity a l one, but constructive 

development: not out of earnings, but out of capital . We need 

vision. The question is not, can we do it - but, are we willing 

to do it? 

Julian Venetsky made the suggestion that there should be one 

Israel campaign, with all other Zionist campaigns subordinated , 

and the Israel campaign should be separated from local Federation 

campaigns. 

I made the suggestion that: 

\ "'· I 

It would be difficult to have a separate 

•• philanthropic campaign for Israel and to sell bonds for 

Israel at the same time. 
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\2- Retain the local campaigY1 fo r local needs, plus the 

humanitarian overseas needs of the JDC. 

G. Create one mass bond-selling effort with the total 

manpower pool of all the pro-Israel organizations. 

4 . Concentrate on the approximately 400,000 Jewish 

children in the US - sell a $100 minimum bond to every 

child every year from birth to college. 

Moses Leavitt of the JDC suggested a restriction of 

immigration. He felt that the State of Israel was more important 

thar1 the lives of another 100,000 Jews, mor e or less. _......, -Harry Sachar of London, once the secretary of Dr. Weizmann, 
'--

also questioned an unrestricted immigration pol icy. Perhaps it 

should be moderated, or the flow controlled. 

Dr. Joseph Schwartz, also of the JDC, and a year later to 

become the chief executive of the UJA, disagreed strongly. He 

said that a fully open immigration could not be stopped unless 

the Israel Government were actually willing to turn back ships 

and planes carry ing Jews. 

Fascinating insights wer e gained from a dialogue started by 

Stanley Myers of the CJFWF, in the form of severa l questions he 

posed, which Robert Nathan was delegated to answer. 
I 

SM What will be the impact of a popular loan (i.e. 

bond drive) on intergor ernmental borrowing? 

RN This depends on political considerations, not 

financial. A popula~ loan will not interfere, if 

I 
political relations between Israel and the US are good. 



• A military aid program could be obtained from the US, 

without reference to a popular pond sale. More mor1ey 

could be had from the Export-Import Bank also. 

SM - What will be the impact of a bond issue on private 

investment? 

RN - This i s hard t o tell . The flow of risk capital has 

been very s l ow . The bond i ssue won't interfere, and may 

even stimulate pri vat e investment . 

SM What will be the impact of a bond issue on 

philanthropy? 

• RN - Adverse. <Author's note - Nathan was wrong in this 

judgment, as was Montor. > 

SM - How successful wi ll the bond issue be? 

RN - Some people say it will produce only $50 million 

annually. I disagree with this. It will produce much 

more. <Author's note - bond sales in 1989 reached 

almost 3/4 of a billion, and the 1990 goal is $1 

billion.) 

SM - What will be the effect of the bond issue on bank 

loans? 

• 



• RN Israel probably will not be able to borrow 

short-term money from commercial ba t s if it has bonds 

outstanding. I 
SM How secure will these bonds be, as to redemption? 

RN These bonds can be repaid on time and new ones 

floated continuously if Israel uses wisely the money it 

takes in. 

Abraham Feinberg, one of Israel's strongest supporters over 

the longest per iod of time, a man of firm convictions, yet 

-
moderate in thought and speech, was a man who personally 

• practiced his own four-point program through generosity in his 

UJA gift, purchase of bonds, private investment <in the Coca-Cola 

plant in Israel>, and political influence in the Democratic Party 

for US government aid . He summed up his own opinions at this 

conference, and probably expressed a widely held consensus, with 

these concl usioY1s : 

1. Unrestricted immi gration must remain as the policy. 

We cannot promulgate an American Jewish White Paper of 

1950. 

2 . We must recommend the issuance of an Israel 

Government Bond on the international market, and float 

it in the US with the cooperation of all Jewish 

•• organizations • 

3. We must seek financial help from the US Government. 
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4 . We must continue to seek increased charitable 

dollars through the UJA. 

At the closing session, prior to the passage of the 

Resolution, Mrs. Golda Myerson, Minister of Labor, vigorously 

rejected any suggest ion for the restrict ion or "regulat ior1" of 

immigration, and compared the present economic and absorption 

problem with the military problem in 1948. If we recognize today, 

as we did two and a half years ago, she said, that we have no 

alternative, the problem will be solved . She expressed the 

cor1v ict ion that Israel would achieve prosperity and would repay 

any loans she received . She urged the adoption of a bond issue, 

but called for the continuation of the UJA • 

On 6 September 1950 the Conference adopted a three-point 
")./ JI~-

program to obtain $J~OOm. in the United States for the support 

of the immigration of hundreds of thousands of Jews and to help 

make Israel economically self-sufficient in the next three years. 

The full text of the resolution , as as follows: 

MEETING IN THE HOLY Cif Y OF JERUSALEM in the free and 

democratic State of Israel which has admitted more than 

450,000 homeless Jews in the last two years, and which 

has triumphed against a~ l dangers and difficulties in 

establishing its independence, we, the fifty members of 

the delegation from the United States invited by Prime 

Minister David Ben-Gurion and by Mr. Ber 1 Loe ker, 

Chairman of the Jewish Agency, have been privileged to 

meet with the Prime Minister and other members of the 



• ( 
Governme nt to consider the economic situation of Israel 

and a three-year program for the development of the 

country. 

After a c omprehensive and frank discussion, we have 

a rrived at the following conclusions: 

1. That the people of Israel are dedicated to keep 

the doors wide open for al l the hundreds of 

thousands of Jews fleeing from persecution and 

misery; and that they are ready to make every 

sacrifice to preserve the democratic way of l ife 

which is the moral essence of their very existence 

and t hat Israel is striving for peace so that it 

• may give the full benefits of a f ree and 

productive life to all its people. 

2. We have come to realize that the full magnitude 

of the tasks of absorbing hundreds of thousands of 

new immigrants in Israel and consolidating it s 

economy on a sound bas is is far beyond any 

conception which the Jews of America have so far 

enter tained, and calls for a new approach to the 

scope of the cooperation between the Jews of the 

United States and the peo ple of Israel. 

3 . In the light of the tremendous achievements 

already made in rehabilitating the land and 

• developing ind ustrial activities, we are confident 

that if the tools and capital are made available 
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Israel will not only become self-supporting, but 

I 
serve as a dynanic and democratic it will also 

force in the development of the entire Middle 

East. 

4. The ir1terest o f American Jews in the future of 

Israel has been ma nifested by a high degree of 

generosity, and the flow of contributions to the 

UJA has made possible the out st anding 

accomplishments in mass immigration and 

settlement. However, the State of Israel has 

reached a crucial point in which contributions are 

not adequate to meet long-range economic needs, 

• and the Jews of America must recognize that new 

methods must be found to provide the far larger 

resources required in this vital transition 

period. 

5 . Far above the r1eeds of financing this 

immigration is the program of complete absorption 

of many of those who have reached Israel in the 

past two years, and the hundreds of thousands who 

are expected to come in the next three years. To 

make this vast number of newcomers fully 

productive and integrate ther11 into the economy of 

the country, Israel will require $1,500,000,000 

for the next three years. The people of Israel are 

ready to make the utmost sacrifice to assume the 
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fullest share of responsibility. But 

$1, 0 00, 0 0 0 ,000 must come from the United States. 

requirements of such scor e cannot be provided 

full through voluntary ontributions alone, 

in 

and 

consequently additional channels must be found to 

dischar ge this obligation. 

Th e r efore we believe J 

A. That the United Jewish Appeal must be 

I 
continued on an enlarged scale to elicit the 

widest possible response. 

B. That should the Government of Israel 

decide to float a public l o an in the United 

States as a means of obtain i ng funds for the 

financing of cor1structive programs, Americari 

Jewry will extend its fullest support and we 

p l edge ourselves to render max imum service in 

the attainment of this objective. 

C. There are many opportunities for private 

investment in Israel in productive and 

profitable projects. To realize the 

potentials in the field of private 

investment, more intensive efforts should be 

undertaken, t both in the United States and 

Israel. \ 
Appreciating that the exploratory conference between America 

and Israel leaders will be productive to the degree that all of 



• 

• 

• 

I 
American Jewry will share i 1 its concl usions, we of America urge 

t he convening i n t he Unite~ States, at the earliest possible 
I 

date, of a fully representat~ ve, national conference of the Jews 

of America, at which thJ conclusions reached here may be 

presented for the understanding and sanction of American Jewry, 

so that, with full knowledge and determination it may go forward 

in accomplishing the most constructive enterprise in the history 

o f our people. " 

Every person present knew that he or she had become a part 

of Israel's future destiny, had participated in an act of birth, 

was witness to a step so bold as to cause a shiver. Failure would 

have been fatal. There was nothing prudent about stepping off a 

cliff, but the inner compulsion to seize history and make it 

serve the cause of the Jewish people was so strong that this 

group of f ifty sensible successful leaders could not resist it . 

Once the die was cast, events moved very swiftly. Henry 

Monter left the UJA to organize the new campaign for Israel 

Bonds. Dr . Joseph Schwartz was persuaded to leave the JDC and 

take on the onerous task of revitalizing the UJA. Registration of 

the bond issue with the Securities Exchange Commission was 

completed with record speed . Office~ were opened, people were 

hired, advertisements were written, a big machine emerged, 

literally within weeks. In May 1951, exactly nine months after 

the Jerusalem Conference, the Bond Organization was born. David 

Ben-Gurion came to the United States, and kicked off the campaign 

in Chicago, with a huge rally of 100,000 people at Soldier's 



• Field and a ticker-t a pe parade down S t at e Street. By May 1991 , at 

the 40 th anniversary of the Bond dr ive, it i s expected that more 

~han $1 0 Billion wort h will have been so ld. Not the most 

vis i onary thinker at that 1950 meeting wo uld have pred i cted s uch 

ar1 i ncredi ble o utcome. What was launched in a combined mood of 

d e speration and conviction, resulted in the proud performance of 

a pe ople galvanized by the desire to turn an evil century i n to a 

huge rescue of its sons and daughters p l us the rebirth of its 

soverei gr1ty. 

I r-1cidental ly, the gloomy prediction 4 0 years ago of the 

demise of the UJA was also wrong. At this writ i ng, about 3/4 

billion dollars is being raised in the a nnua l campaign, of wh ich 

• $325 mil lion goes to Israel, and an additional $420 million is 

being launched, all for Israel's absorption of the current wave 

of i mmigr ation from the Soviet Union. 

Wh i le there are hundreds of wonderful ly capable and 

ded icated leaders responsi b le for the twin miracles described 

above, and it may be considered unfair to single out one, still, 

great s wee p s of history are often best understood when viewed 

through the actions of o ne person. I should like to quote the 

words of Mr. Joseph Meyerhoff o f Baltimor e at the conclusion of 

that Conference in 1950. He said something like this: Why are we 

fussing around about conflict and c o mpetition between UJA and 

Bonds? The leaders have to do both, and if we do, the people will 

• f ol low. I am one of the top UJA leaders in Baltimore. I will take 

the chairmanship of t h e first Bond Drive, and then I will take 



• the chair of the very next UJA campaign. This will demonstrate 

our double responsibility. It's very clear and very simple. He 

went home, did what he said he would do, and succeeded ·at both . 

The example of this wor1derful man set a tone for almost all of 

American Jewry . 

• 

• 



• CHAPTER FOUR 

Section One 

As a result of all the cross-country trave l l i ng on behalf of 

the UJA, I became known to a large number of lay leaders in 

various cities. My basic beliefs also became known, since these 

served as the basis for my fund-raising appeals. I felt that the 

strongest appeals were those which rested on an ideological base, 

and mine was simple and fundamental : the sacredness of Jewish 

surv i val, both for its own people, and for the world at large; 

the value of every single Jewish life, especially now, in view o f 

the genocidal attack; the inestimable value of Israel as a 

•• physical and spiritual center ; the responsibility of every Jew 

for every other one arid for the homeland. That rubric, short and 

sweet, had to be established, and repeated, and woven over and 

over throughout every speech, for once that ideology was 

accepted, all that remained was a negotiation over the amount of 

the contribution. Raising money was really an exercise in 

educating the listener. Throughout my entire professional career, 

whenever I was asked for the secret of fund-raising, I answered 

that the clue rested in raising people. People raised money, and 

if there existed a corps of people knowledgeable about and 

dedicated to the cause they espoused, they would succeed in 

raising money. Therefore, my task was to teach the basic 

ideology, to enthuse, to inspire, to explain what the money would 

accomplish . 



• One of the people who heard me speak sever al times was a UJA 

l eader from Milwaukee, Mr. Benj amin Saltzstein, who also happened 

co be the President of Temple Emanue l B'na i Jeshurun, a large 

congregation in that city, old, prestigious, influential, and 

classically Reform. He approached me with the request that I 

entertain the notion of accepting a call to bec o me the rabbi of 

nis congregation. He explained that he had o bserved from afar how 

I was succeeding in changing the nature of the Denver 

c ongregation, and this was exactly the same medicine he needed in 

Milwaukee. His challenge appealed to me, especially because it 

was so c rucial to bring this upper-middle-class group of Jews 

oack to its roots, back to a sense of participation in peoplehood 

• and nationhood , back to a more traditional form of religious 

o bservance. As he described what he felt was needed to re-orient 

h is congregation along the lines in which I believed, arid to 

which he enthusiastically subscribed, I grew increasingly 

i Y'lterested. AY'ld when his vice-presideY'lt, Mr. Edward Prince, 

joined in the invitation, also accepting the new credo to be 

established, the whole idea became attractive. 

I loved Denver - I really did - and have been infected my 

entire li f e with a fascination for the Rocky Mountain West, as a 

r esult of that happy e x perieY'lce at the beginning of my 

professional career. I remember with joy the horseback riding iY'I 

Estes Park ; the phenomenon of strong sunshine almost every day in 

• the year, particularly when there was snow on the ground; the 

symphor1y concerts out in Red Rocks Park; the powerful influence 



• of nature ir1 daily life. All of this, ir1 addition to the sheer 

joy of shaping the congregation in the image I desired, made it 

very hard to contemplate leaving. And on the personal side, I 

knew it would be painful to leave the key people who had 

supported me in all the changes I had introduced, who truly loved 

me as I did them. Yet, the pull existed, to work in a larger 

city, to "save" another congregat ior1 for Zionism and a richer 

Judaism. 

As I struggled with these conflicting emotions, and realized 

I was coming ever closer to a decision, it occurred to me that I 

must make certain of one key factor. In one of the series of 

continuing conversations with Ben and Ed, I indicated that I had 

• a major condition, which t h ey interpreted to mean a financial 

matter. Quickly disabusing them, I talked about the necessity of 

having several mid-week days free to take on UJA assignments, 

should I continue to be called upon. They understood immediately, 

agreed in principle and promised to clarify the point to the 

entire board. The financial matters, incidentally, never did get 

settled in advance, because they were not really determinative in 

my decision-making process. I knew the Milwaukee people would be 

fair, and I didn't think twice about it . There never had to be a 

detailed financial discussion for another reason. I did not 

believe in contracts, and never had one in my entire life. I felt 

they were meaningless, as between rabbi and emp loyer. I can think 

of nothing more indignifying than a contract fight. The most 

important condition in the worl d is freedom, and contracts 



• restricted freedom. I wanted freedom to say, do, act in any 

manner which seemed fitting to me, as I interpreted the mandate 

of my profession. That I had learned from my mentor Stephen Wise, 

as well as my own life experiences to date. This freedom, on my 

part, might run counter to feelings and opinions of officers or 

members of the congregation. If they were opposed to what I 

proposed, and if I could not persuade them, why should I remain? 

Why should I invoke some clause in a contract to force them to 

pay me off, i n order to get rid of me? Such a scenario is 

degrading and insulting to all parties concerned . Conversely, in 

order to avoid giving humbrage and getting fired, why should I 

muzzle myself. This scenario is even worse. A craven rabbi should 

• be a contradiction in terms. Relationships should be simple - if 

either congregati o n or rabbi were alienat ed from each other, they 

should quietly and simply separate, without the enormous trauma 

of a congregational fight . After I took the job in Milwaukee and 

actually moved there, I found out what my salary would be when I 

received my first pay check. It was quite fair, and so was the 

temporary house they offered, while they embarked on building for 

us a modern brick and glass structure on staid old Lake Shore 

Drive accordiYiQ to the plans of the Denver house we had loved so 

much . 

After tearful farewells, -we moved to another city which was 

so fundamentally different as to seem like another country. 

• Milwaukee was conservative, almost Central European in its 

German-Polish characteristics, yet possessed of a socialist 



• mayor. There was a tremendous l ibera l tradition in the heritage 

o f Senator Robert LaFollette, an early Progressive; yet an e ver. 

ntore power f u 1 c o nservative t r aditi o n which had sent its pr esent 

S er1ator, Joseph McCarthy, to Washington. The architecture would 

have been at home in Dresden or Bre slau, and t he restaurant mer1us 

would have seemed familiar to any citizen of those cities. Da i ly 

life was paced, sched u les were order l y , interruptions infrequent, 

the unexpected frowned upon. It was all a bit s t range, yet we 

accomo dated r ather quickly, as I recall . The children were young, 

b ut mo b i le, and were soon e x ploring the parks and clambering 

aroun d in the delightful chaos of the new house arising . My wife 

plunged wi th full vigor into the pleas urable task of planning the 

• i nterior furniture and fittings . I went from meeting t o meeting , 

learning the key players in t he various commit tees and functions 

o f the congregation, as we l 1 as in the broader c ommunity. 

Actually, in spite of its i nitial strangeness, Milwaukee quickly 

became home, and the transiti on was relatively painless • 

• 



• 
CHAPTER FOUR 

Section Two 

We arrived in the midst of Wisco ns i n Senator McCarthy's 

national witch-hunt to root out subversives. I was drawn 

immediately into t h at e vent , for this man and his tactics 

represente d t o me the highest form of danger to American 

democracy. Samuel Eliot Morison i n his " Oxford History of the 

American People" labelled McCarthy as " one of the most colossal 

i iars in our history." His method of broadside condemnation, 

• hurling accusation s of communism and treason against indiv i duals, 

wi thout any e v idence or documentation other than a sheet of paper 

he would wave in the ai r , claiming that he he ld a list of 203 or 

120 or 6 or whatever number of card-carrying communists eat ing 

away at the heart of America by their communist tactics, was 

creat ir1g in this country a terr ible mood of fear . No target was 

beyond hi s reach . He would attack teachers, f o r example, by 

holding up a sheet of paper to the t elevision screen, a n nouncing 

in nasal tone his dreadful formula: "I'm holding in my hand a 

list of members o f the <teachers union or whichever organizat ion 

he was smearing) who are teaching c ommunism in their 

classrooms ..•. •• " No one ever saw the list, no names were ever 

• made public, but the pall of fear began to spread among teachers, 

and slowly they began to immobilize themsel ves. They watched 



• their every word, lest it be misinterpreted; they thought 

carefully about every book brought into the the classroom, lest 

it be scrutinized by some McCarthy ite parent; they ceased 

i ntellectual analysis which usually was enriched by looking at 

both sides of a question, because one of the sides might be 

considered by someone as disloyal. The basic constitutional 

premise of innocence was turned upon its head, and a mood 

developed in the country that caused people to fear being judged 

as guilty, and then having to struggle to prove their innocence, 

which was very difficult . The very air of freedom was poisoned by 

the corruption which typified McCarthy's form of attack. 

He went after the theatre and film industries with especial 

• viciousness, destroying the careers of hundreds of talented 

people through nothing more than innuendo as his major weapon. 

Artists are usually liberal people, their very creativity 

stemming from their open-mindedness which enables them to explore 

all possibilities, on a stage or a canvas or before a camera. And 

their liberalism usually extends to other areas of life, 

including social and political arenas, literary and musical 

concerns, international affairs, poverty and homelessness. The 

senator and his staff would pursue particular individuals with 

bulldog tenacity, digging in to their personal lives to seek any 

memberships in organizations, or sexual conduct, or financial 

irregularities which could be exposed publicly and thus ruin the 

• reputation, even the livelihood of the person involved . This was 

terrorism, plain and simple, perhaps even a form of murder. 



• One of the very first of his targets was the Department of 

State itself, wh ich he accused of being soft on communism, his 

proof cor1sistir1g of a "list " of "knowr1" communists in the very 

employ of the Department. After most intensive investi gations , 

not one of the hundreds of employees named by McCarthy was found 

to be a card-carrying communist . Among his last targets was none 

other than General George Marshal l himself, one of America's 

choicest soldiers and diplomats, the man who appointed Eisenhower 

as Commander- i n-Chief in Europe, t he man who fashioned the post-

war plan for the reconstruction of that destroyed continent . What 

was the ordinary person to t hink if an individual as exalted as 

Marshal 1 could come under attack, with no proof, and with no 

• defense, for President Eisenhower did not speak up on behalf of 

his mentor, let alone condemn McCarthy. It seemed that America 

was being cowed into s ilence and submission. It was a fearful 

time. A fog, a miasma of suspicion and fear spread over the 

landscape. People were afraid to express opinions, were worried 

whether next-door neighbors might overhear, or co-workers in the 

office might misinterpret . People were afrai d to wri te or 

publish . People stayed away from performances, uncertain whether 

a particular actor or playwright was on a forbidden list . 

McCarthy's methods turned America paranoid . The very few who 

dared criticize this infamous politician suggested a frightening 

comparison between him and Hitler, with regard to the 

• terrorization of an entire population • 



• Of course there wer e brave exceptions. When McCarthy fi na lly 

went o ver the edge by actually accus ing the Unit e d States Army of 

being communist-infiltrated, a Boston lawyer, J oseph Welch, 

defended the Army wi th arguments drawn from the bed-rock 

pri r1ci ples of democracy and in a manner reminiscent of the sour1ds 

of f reedom in the Massachusetts ai r of two centuries ago. And 

when these Army- McCarthy he ari ngs went on the air, the news 

commentator Edward R. Murrow performed heroically t o explain to 

the American public what a dangerous c rimina l this senator was, 

and to urge resi s tance against t he psychological attitude of 

c o rn pl i a nce. 

There was another s uch hero ic journalist in Wisco nsin, with 

• whom I had t he honor of wor king closely, in an effort to unseat 

our unlov ed senator. This was ____ ~-------' the editor of the 

Madison Capital-Times, who was c irculat i ng petitions around the 

stat e against Mc Carthy, and who was pretty much alone in this 

e ffort. The major newspaper in the stat e, The Milwaukee Journal , 

was ant i-McCarthy, but was actually running around 

collecting signatures. I joined h im in this struggle, raising my 

voice, in public, constantly seeking opportunities to explain why 

Mc Carthy was evil and why we sho~ld not be terrorized by him. I 

used my o wn pulpit for the widest possible dissemination of my 

views. Whenever I would announce a sermon about McCarthy, the 

Friday evening audience would fill the 1500 seats, and the 

Saturday morning newspaper wou ld car ry the story on its front 

page. The headline I lov ed the best looked like this: RABBI CALLS 



• MCCARTHY STORM TROOPER! And my was: RABBl SAYS 

MCCARTHY USES SLIPPERY ELM CLUB 

We collected about 100, 000 s i gnatures. One day I was visited 

irr the temple office by three friends of the Senator, who offered 

" friendly" advice that I should desist from these attacks, or I 

would surely be unhappy with some consequences which might 

unfortunately occur. I carefully wrote down their names and 

officia l positions, indicating that there were still laws in this 

country which protected citizens against threats, and if they 

ever dared to annoy me again, I would seek their arrest. What I 

deemed a more serious problem arose from another quarter. An 

officer of the temple came to warn me of unhappiness among 

• c ertain board members with my "mi xi ng rel igion and politics. " 

They were displeased with such headlines, wit h such a visible 

position, with the generalization which could be drawn that al l 

Jews were ant i-McCart hy, thus possibly provoking a wave of 

anti-semitism from the German-American farmers who supported 

McCarthy. Some of my board wanted me to withdraw to a quieter 

posture. These vague rumblings became more concrete during a 

visit from the treasurer of the congregation who informed me that 

several members had resigned in disagreement with my stance. I 

stated firmly that my position came directly from the biblical 

prophets who inveighed against falsehood and immorality, who 

thundered for justice and truth. I quoted the sacred Holiness 

• 
Code in Chapter 19 of Leviticus, which lays down the moral basis 

of Judaism, and says in verse 16 : "Do not go about as a tale-



• bearer among y o ur fellows . tt McCarthy 's e nt ire a pproach was based 

on gossip, rumor and innuendo exactly what Leviticus was 

conderrm1 ng . 

On the o ther hand, I admitted , it was not fair of me to be 

the cause of financial loss to the congregation. Therefore I 

offered to make up any s uch loss by obtai ni ng an equivalent 

number of new members to c o mpensate for t hose who left . I told 

t he t rea s ur er to supply me e ach mont h with the dollar amount o f 

the loss, and to give me 30 days in wh ich to replace it . In 

return for thi s ob l igatio n on my part, I never wanted to hear 

another word from him or any other board member concerning this 

or any future public position I would take on an issue which I 

• I 
f el t was against the hi gh moral and ethical standards of our 

reli gion. 

McCarthy's goons returned once more, demandi ng that we give 

them the rolls of signatures so they could check whether all 

these peo p le were really voters and not just false names and 

addresses. We rejected this, of cour se, but considered the 

request as fai r warni n g that they would s e ek to steal or dest roy 

the pa pers. The next day, we took the 1 ists a c ross the state l ir1e 

and placed them in a safe deposi t box in a Chicago bank. Soon 

Welch and Murrow f inished him off. Morison concl uded the account 

in thes e words : "When McCarthy demanded that h e be allowed t o 

fish in FBI files for the names of new victims, Eisenhower 

• denounced h im as one who tried 'to set himse l f above the laws of 

our land ' and 'to override orders of the President.' The Senate 



• 

• 

• 

t hen censured him with a n emphatic vote. McCarthy himself 

collapsed, but the poisonous suspicion that he injected into the 

body politic will take many years to leach out." America slowly 

returned to normalcy and democrat ic safety, hav i ng learned, one 

hopes, how close one man can come to destroying freedom, and how 

vigorous ly the nation must f ight to prevent demagoguery 

which can so easily lead to fascism • 



• 

• 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Section 3 

3/0 

L ife in the comunity at large was inv it i ng in 1ts richness. 

I was welcomed on committees of clergymen, dealing wit h moral and 

soci a l issues. The president and faculty of the University o f 

Wisconsin at Milwaukee, which was located just across the road 

f rom the Temple, invited me to meetings and seminars in that open 

friendl y ma n ner which characterized the American mid-west. Local 

politicians opened their doors to ma ke my acquaintance and ask my 

a dvice . Daily existence was never dull, the calendar always had 

something interesting on the next pa ge , and aside from the 

McCarthy plague, life was actuall y gentee l , civilized and 

satisfying • 

Inside the congregation, there was a continuous bustle of 

activity. The servi ces were well a t tended, and therefore required 

careful preparation in all details. I developed the habit of 

reading the Torah portion on Saturday morning phrase by phrase, 

first in Hebrew, the n in English, articulati ng the Hebrew slowly 

and clear ly, so that those who had even a s l ight familiarity with 

the language could somehow feel that they were actually 

understanding the original . Also, I made many explanatory 

interpolations, providing historic background , o r anecd6tes, or 

parables about the personalities arid events in the weekly 

port ion. The reading assumed the nature of a dramatic 

presentation, and t h e congregants loved it . It was the central 

feature of the Shabbat morning service, containing references to 

commentators, Midrash and other sources, so that no additional 



• 

• 
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sermon was necessary, nor desired . To hear the loyalists who 

attended every Saturday say that they could hardly wai t for the 

next week ' s portion was all the satisfaction that a rabbi could 

desi re. And to have the 14-15 year-ol ds in the confirmation 

class, whose Sabbath attendance was a compulsory part of their 

curriculum, 

reward . 

express the same sentiments was an even greater 

The congregation was large, almost 1000 fam i lies , b ustling 

with all manner of activities. Th e major orgarnzations required 

constant programming attention. The Men' s Club wanted outside 

speakers every month, usually on current events, J ewish and 

ger1eral . The Sisterhood wanted book reviews several times yearly, 

and that task fel 1 to 

1 i terat ure, cur:rent 

me • 

arid 

I took it seriousl y , 

classical, and 

selected the best 

worked hard in 

preparation. Everything took time, of which there was always a 

dreadful shortage, but the intellectual pleasure quotient was 

high. Thus life consisted of trying to beat t he clock , but the 

satisfactions garnered made the race worth while. 

We formed a Young People's Club, c onsisting of the most 

interested, most alert, most attractive young members, who would 

obviously form the basic cadre of the c ongregation's future 

strength . They wanted open discussion, welcomed combati ve 

d isagreement, enjoyed the st imulation of my iconoclastic 

opinions, and then relaxed in a social-bonding atmosphere to wind 

up the evening. Discussing the future of the congregation meant 

opening up the wide subject of classical Reform and its 

unsuitability to meet the needs of Israel today, or the desire 
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'for more ritual and a warmer home observance of holidays, or the 

necessity of more knowledge of tradition, or a deeper 

understanding of K' lal Yisrael. These subj ects provi ded me with 

the natural o pport unity to explain my basic beliefs, and to urge 

them t o help take the Temple into new di rections. They came 

gradually t o ursderstand that the 19th century doctrines which had 

been fashioned t o bring Judaism into the modern world, were 

themselves now outmoded, and today 's modernity demanded o ther 

practices, standards and values. Such work gave rne the deepest 

j oy. 

The educational a s pect of rabbinical activity gave me the 

greatest satisfaction, so I gave it a great porti o n of my time 

and creativity. The schoo l contained hundreds of children, ir1 

mid-wee,k and week-end classes. We had a firse faculty, excel lent 

director, perfect administration - yet I retained for myself the 

position of pr inci pal, for I wanted control of the pol icy 

decisions. I increased the t ime dev oted to learning Hebrew, for 

example. I o rganized visi ts of the upper classes to Conservative 

and Orthodox congregations, something unheard -of previously. I 

made Bar Mitzvah ceremonies standard practice for e veryone. I 

taught the Confirmation Class myself, 'for I want ed these 

youngsters to become imbued with my ideals and goals. 

I became involved in the local Federation campaign, because 

I wanted to. The executive director, Elkan Voorsanger, whose 

father had been a Reform Rabbi in San Francisco at the end of the 

19th century, and who was a kind man with a good heart, but not 

possessed of great fund-raising skills <as who was in those 
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d a y s ) , welco med any help offered . The campaign, in this 

prosperous community of 30, 000 Jews , had dro pped fa r be l ow the 

million- dollar mark, with a rat her Lncredible indiffer ence to the 

f act that the State of Israel was born or1ly a few years ago , 

after millenia of prayers and suffering. The campaign during the 

y ear of birth, with all its blood, had been go od, not remarkable, 

and then immediately dropped the next year, as though this almos t 

messianic event was already old news. What happened in Milwaukee 

was not atypical. 

the nation. 

The same story was being repeated throughout 

In the course of trying to reinvigorate the spirit of the 

community leaders, I met a wonderful person, Albert Adelman, who 

felt the spirit of the campaign in his bones. He carried a sense 

of pain regarding the Holocaust, although he himself was 

American-bo rn and lost no family members in Europe; and a sense 

of joy that there was now a sovereign Jewish state which could 

provide strength, pride and protection. He had boundless energy, 

had been an athlete when younger, and exuded vibrations of 

enthusiasm as he spent days and evenings whipping up a team 

spirit to improve the campaign. His success as a volunteer 

carried him to the very top of the lay leadership ladder on a 

national basis. He was directly in line, in the late 1960's, to 

become the General Chairman of the National United Jewish Appeal, 

when an unexpected financial situation triggered his resignation. 

He was t ypical of the handful of the very best American Jewish 

lay persons, men and women, who held the fate of Israel's future 

in their hands. His wife Edie, a strong, intelligent woman, who 
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had c o nverted to Judaism way back at the beginning of their 

marr i e d life, and was o ne of the most loyal J ewesses ever to be 

found, comfo rted hi m at the moment when the Chairmanship was 

snatched away, and encouraged him to continue working in the 

r anks for additional decades to come. There wer e others in 

Milwaukee who made their mark, but "Oll ie " Adelman was the 

outstanding loca l boy to make the national scene. More leaders 

were developed, the campaign slowly matured, gradually the 

community ~ose to the level proper for its si ze and status. It 

was hard work, out always gratifying . 

I was not very good as the pastor. The r eader wi ll recall I 

made the same confession regarding my Denver rabbinate . Certain 

things I could do well, 

individual concerned who 

for I sensed they were crucial to the 

had come seeking help. There was once a 

high school student, threatening suicide, who would wait on the 

steps outside my study door, sometimes for hours, in all kinds of 

weather, to pour out his agonies. Parents, cour-1sel lors, 

psychiatrist could find no way to help. I broke appointments in 

order to give him time, and listened patiently, a nd occasionally 

was able to help, but more often not. The story has no happy 

endi ng - he hanged himself in his room at h ome one night when his 

parents were out . But I knew that l had tried , at least in the 

sense that I had never turned him away, was always available. 

The same feeling of pastoral obligation o vertook me in the 

case of person s seeking to convert . When someone sat across my 

desk and convinced me of the sincerity of his or her fee lings 

regarding the assumption of a new identity as a Jew, articulated 
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care fully what had brought them t o that conclusion, unde rstood 

what tney were doing , knew what f ate the y might be entering <this 

was on ly a few years after Hitler) , explained why t hey were doing 

it , and I was certain that the person should be assist ed t o make 

t hat convers i on, int e llectua lly and spiritual ly , I accepted the 

task wit h an overpowering sense of duty. The process took at 

least a f ul 1 year, s o metimes mo re, on the basis of o ne 

appointment every week. It was terribly demanding. Preparing for 

a class of 20 would have been no more difficult than preparing 

for the one. In the nine years of con gregat i onal ministry in t he 

two cities, Denver and Mil waukee, I prepared eleven persons f o r 

conversion, and each one was a major commitment of ti me and 

energy • 

I was not very good at consoling pe ople when death occurred. 

I cou ld not think of th i ngs t o say which were not banal . It did 

not s eem logical to me that God had a nything to do with the 

parti c ular death of any one person, or that any great cosmic 

scheme was being served by that death . The complex mechanism of a 

human body had fal tered or fa il e d in some significant manner, or 

h ad simply wo rn out . The o nly useful act was to try to analyze 

the meaning of the person' s life and to extol whateve r virtues 

c o uld be discovered . That I h ad already done to the very best of 

my ability in the eulogy prepared for the funeral s ervice, whi c h 

task I al ways took very seriously and was never perfunctory. So, 

what more c ould I say? Thus I seldom went to a house of mourning 

during the subs equent week, unless I was needed for a minyan. 

Hospital visits were my bete n o ir. I tried doing them in a 
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h urry, with a l o ng list i n my hand, dashing i n to s a y hello t o 

Mr . Cohen, wishing him well, explaining t h at "1 7 o ther members of 

the congregation are resident in the hospital at th is very moment 

a nd I have t o get to every single o ne, because you know how angry 

they will be if I don ' t drop in, and so goodbye, I must run . " 

That is a very unsatisfactory v isit for Mr. Cohen and for me. I 

didn't do anything for his morale or his pain or anything . And it 

ma d e me feel like a hypocrite. So I tried a di f ferent syst em -

n amely to allocate a fixed time f o r the hospital , say 9 0 minu tes , 

and a fixed time for each person, say 15 minutes, which meant I 

could see 6 persons, no more. How to select them ? Whom to omit ? 

Who would benefit the most? Who would be most offended? It was a 

conundrum with no solution. Finally I solved the whole problem by 

writing an artic l e for t he Templ~ b u ll e tin saying that a new 

policy was being instituted. Henceforth I would make no hospital 

visits, as a mat ter of course, but was immediatel y available to 

anyone who felt the need for my presence, for any reason 

whatsoever. Therefore, please call the Temple office, and I would 

be there withi n t welve hours if I were in town . It worked , more 

o r less. 

Al 1 the efforts I kept making, in the ideological realm, to 

bring the congregation 

concepts slowly began 

around to acceptance of 

to bear frui t. I could 

my doctrines and 

feel a gradual 

understanding beginni ng to dawn upon an ever-increas i ng r1umber of 

members. This was an enormous satisfaction, for I was investing 

tremendous energy explaining nationalism, peoplehood, pl ur a lism, 

ritual , language, and liber alism. And this energy was being t ake n 
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away from o t her areas of my life a nd work - from family, friends, 

correspondence, studying , recreation time, and wider communa l 

proJects. Yet I was getting the feeling that it was all 

worthwhwile, when a n episode occurred which was bot h 

disappointing a nd yet had a silver l i ning, in that it energized 

me even further to complete the work o f indoctrination. The 

triggering incident s eemed trivial in itse l f , yet it was symbolic 

o f the struggle I was wagin g. 

A fignt br oke out over the date of Confirmation, which was a 

sacred event in the calendar of the early Reform movement . I had 

no obj ection to the ceremony of Confirmat1or1, which had no 

religious basis, nor tradi t ional support, but which di d serve to 

keep the kids in religious school until age 15, which was an 

advar1t age, in that it prpvided at l east two more years of study 

than we other wise wo uld have h ad at our disposal. Thus 1 t 

developed the s acredness and solemnity of a graduation ceremony, 

and in t ime gather ed unto it s elf its o wn set of traditions, 

i n c luding a f l ower offering by the g irl s , and sometimes an 

orig inal cantata written by the c lass, and a class photo taken on 

the a ltar which graced many a mantelpiece for many a decade, a n d 

much competi tion for the choice parts in the program. Si n ce it 

was held at the end of the school year, usually late May or early 

June, it fel 1 reasonably close to the fest i val of Shavuot , which 

holiday, as you know, memorialized the Revelation at Si n a i, t h e 

giving of the Ten Commandments, or, as tradit i on says, the whole 

Torah . I n Temple Emanue l B'ne Jeshurun of Milwaukee, Wi sconsin, 

ror l o these tens or years, Confirmation had al ways been h e l d on 
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a Sunday, close to Shavuot , i f possible, arad if not possible, 

some weeks before or after , and attendance ran wel l over 1000 

pe o p l e, somet i mes 1500. It was a cl ose call as to wh ich holiday 

crew more - Rosh Hashanah or Confirmation. I t was a huge s oc ia l 

occasion wi th parties, presents, new clothes, all of which real ly 

marked the beginning of the summer social season, 

tr ibute to the children. 

a s well as a 

I insist ed that, since the ceremony was linked to Shavuot, 

it be held on the very day , whether it be Tuesday or Thursday or 

whenever. My reasoning was that Reform mandated many cha_r1ges in 

order to conform t o the modern world in which we lived, and I was 

certain ly i n favor of this approach, but one thing which did not 

r equire change was the dates of the fests i vals arid h ol idays. I 

explained carefµlly that I did i n deed understand the preference 

for Sunday, when all the Daddys and Uncles and the few working 

Mothers found it more convenient to attend. Nor was I trying to 

downgrade the cer emony Cthis arg ument was advanced as being my 

secret motive because I was t r yi ng hard to upgrade the ceremony 

o f Bar Mitzvah wh ich was not yet universa lly accepted ) by 

transferring i t f rom a free Sunday to an inconvenient week-day. I 

was simply saying that a holiday was to be observed on the day i t 

o ccurred , neither before nor after . Would anyone dream o f 

observing Yom Kippur on the nearest Sunday? In pursuing my poi nt 

of-view I stressed all the ideological arguments and belief 

system I had been trying to inculcate - pride in Judaism, open 

practice of our religi o us tradition <noth i n g "peculiar" about 

10 00 people coming to Temple on a weekday morning>, joining with 
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other J ews all over the world doing the same thing on the same 

d ay, celebrating the birth of the Jewish nation in the anc ient 

desert , as well as the graduation of our own children into adult 

Jewish responsibilities , and many similar a r guments. 

The fight raged for months. Majority opinion began to 

coalesce around schedul ir1g confirma tion "on t h e correct date" . A 

par e n ts' committee was formed which urged a strike on the part of 

their children, 

pressured aY1d 

and a boycott of the ceremony . Children were 

lobbied by their parent s . Fri e nds s plit and 

families were d iv i ded on the subject . It grew ugly. The solution, 

in the end , cou ld only be what i t must always be in such 

situations - a compromise, which, in the case of a c ongregation, 

as in the case of a nation, means partition. The great majority 

a greed - a small minority disagreed - they must have the ir rights 

also, which meant that they wou l d split off, form their own 

congregation and keep whatever customs they wished. Thus it came 

to pass, and a second Reform congregation was born in Milwaukee, 

which has grown and fl o urished o ver the decades. Begun in 

dissent, it has prospered in conformi ty. It is t o day strong in 

its Jewish identity and practices, observing its confirmation on 

Shavuot . I have served only two congregat i ons in my career, but 

gave birt h to two more. Not many rabbis cay, beat that record. 

Speaking of b i rth , our third child, Joan Michal, was born in 

Milwaukee in 1953. She was a d elightful baby, pi x ie-ish e ven 

then, as she has remained a ll her life. Fey, fanciful , pursuing 

far1tasies i n the s tories she performs in the chi ldrens' theatres 

in which s he wo rks , she is still delightful today. Her older 
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sister, Judy, is mother of two girls, serious, hardwork l ng, 

divorced , ma intaining a single parent househ o ld, still hoping to 

ouild a n ew life for herself. Her older brother, Dan, is an 

assistant United States attorney, deputy chief of the Felony One 

section of the Criminal Justice division of the Department of 

Justice in Washington. Each of the three is separate and distinct 

from the others in personality, character, looks and outlook. 

They live in wi dely separate locations , yet feel the unity of a 

'family . 

Toward the end of 1952, after I had been in Mil waukee less 

than six months , two of the most esteemed leaders in the American 

Jewish community , two of the old German-or1gir1 "aristocratic" 

families, Mr . William Rosenwald and Mr. Edward M. M. Warburg, 

invited me to assume the responsibilities of Executive Vice

Chairman of the National United Jewish Appeal . It was the h ighest 

post in the Jewish civil service of America . I was really 

overcome . There was no false modesty on my part . I knew that for 

the past five years I had been one of the most effective spe akers 

in the country on behalf of the UJA. And I was also familiar with 

h undreds of t he key players, both lay and professional , i n dozens 

of communities. And I was steeped in the two major themes of the 

campaign : the Holocaust and its aftermath , as well as the bi rth 

of the new State of Israel , having touched the former at its 

f ringes and the latter at its very core. All these factors did 

make of me a reasonable candidate for the job, but there were so 

many other facets to the position of Chief Executive Officer, 

with which I had neither experience nor knowledge, that I felt 
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uncomfort able. What did I know of administration, 

adve rtising , labor relations, and many similar subjects? One 

could brush off objections by say ing that e x perts in t hese fields 

could be hired , but I felt that a CEO who would be utterly 

depende nt on others, who was totally ignorant in these matters , 

would never be truly in control of his organization. 

My two sponsors agreed to this analysis, but c ountered that 

I was describi ng a temporary situation. Th e y expressed certai nty 

that I would be a q uick learner, and would soon be at ease in all 

matters wh ich seemed a~ the moment to be arca~e. They e xplai n ed 

further that the incumbent in the position was desperately eager 

t o be relieved , because he s i mply did not f eel t e mperamentally 

suited f o r the job . He was a truly remarkable man in many ways . 

Dr. Joseph Schwart z was a former Orthodox rabbi , scholar, and 

socia l worker, who h ad been recruited as the Europea r1 head of t he 

American Joint Distribution Committee <the JDC, or " Joirst " >, that 

legendary organizat i on which distributed relief t o Jews and 

Jewish comrnunities all over the world throughout most of the 20th 

~ent ury . Hi s office had been in Paris, and whe n the Nazis 

o ccupied Frarice in 1 '340, he got out or1e step ahead of them, and 

establish e d the Joint headquarters in neutral Lisbon. For five 

years, d uring the war, he created and discov e red opportur1ities to 

bring he l p to beleagured communities. He helped rescue 

individuals, set up contacts behind enemy lines, supported links 

with Jews in the Soviet Un ion through Jewish agents from 

Palestine who infiltrated deep into Soviet Asia. His achievements 

were heroic and epic. When the war was over , he returned to Paris 
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and plunged into the overwhelming task o f organizing relief for 

the remnant of surviving Jews in ~urope , wherever it was poss i b le 

to func tion i n the chaos. Both in Li s bon and Paris he was happy 

and useful . 

When the Israel Bond Organization was est a blisned, as I t old 

in detail in an ear lier c hapter, the incumbent CEO of t he UJA, 

Mr . Henry Montor, left that post in order t o t a ke over the Bonds. 

It was necessary to find someone q uickly to take over the UJA, 

and Joseph Schwartz was ca lled back t o the L. S . for that pur pose. 

Everyone knew and admired him, but, in retrospect, it could have 

been predicted that this was not a job for him. This job requi r ed 

a fighter , on many front s simultaneously, wh ich was not his 

metier. He was an introspective, q uiet, 

was deeply intellectual , contemplative, 

sometimes shy person. He 

careful in thought, slow 

to act . As hard as he tried, he s imp ly could not confront the 

constant battles o f the campaign. He had n o stomach for the fray . 

The fi ghts between the UJA and t he indi v idual communities 

regarding the division of the fund s raised were sometimes brutal . 

and i f the UJA executive had no stomach for the f ight, millions 

could be , and were, lost . Feuds between individual lay leaders 1n 

the s ame community, who took opposite sides of the above

ment ioned battles, requi r ed a firm hand to a voi d escalation which 

could cause the disillusionment of valuable personnel. Arg uments 

between the found ing partners of t h e UJA itself had t o be 

resolved whenever there was disagreement a s to how much money 

should go to the Jewish Agency for Israel , and how much to the 

JDC for relief in European or North African countries. Almost no 
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single day passed without a dispute of some sort requiring the 

s trong decisive hand of the c h ief executive. All o f this wore him 

down, was distasteful , seemed unproductive to him, i n t erms of 

what he wanted to do with his life. He was a good soldier and 

would stay until a replaceme nt could be found, but he begged that 

thi s be done qui c k ly. Such was the argument 

Rosenwald. 

of Warburg and 

After careful tnougnt , I demurred. My r easons were based 

purely on the local si tuati on in Mi l waukee - not that i compared 

t his one congregation to the world-wide service which t he UJA 

represented - but good manners, civility, and common courtesy 

made it impossible for me to leave at this moment . I had arrived 

only a few months a go , and already the congregation was bu ilding 

a house for our fami ly according to our specifications. Every 

effort was being made by them to conform to the new ideas I was 

t h rowing at them - h i r ing a cantor <unheard of previously> , the 

Confirmation bro uha referred to above, freedom t o be away o n UJA 

work and speech-making any time the organization called, a 

friendly to l erant at titude toward my anti-McCarthy activities, 

and on and o n . I felt i t was a matter of simple fairness. It 

would not be fair of me to leave them so quick ly a nd suddenly, 

when all the activity in the congregation was filled with such 

promise for the future. They had hired me to create just such 

excitement and a new set of values - it was happening - and it 

would sure l y deflate if I left before all the new pr actices were 

firmly locked 

habituated . 

in place and the congregation had 

Take t h e matter o f the cantor, 

become happily 

for example. I 
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wanted to introduce the richness of traditional music to the 

serv ice, and Torah chanting , and Hebrew songs into the school 

c u rriculum, and Bar Mitzvan cereLlon1es, and all the added 

di mensions wh ich t hese functions represented . To many in the 

congregation these additions represented a return to orthodoxy, 

. o others they were most welcome. l ~ushed 2nd forced . The Board 

finally agreed, and we obta ined a jolly, friendly , chubby tenor, 

Sol Altschuler, wh o quickly endeared himself to a l l ranks. He was 

a wonderfu: add ition to our congregational 

yet fi xed in concrete, so to speak. I felt 

life, but he wasn't 

uneasy about leaving 

him behind , for who knew what the attitude of the next rabbi 

would be. The longer I stayed , ~he more permanent he would 

~ecome . 

I felt in my heart that I was maki n g the correct decision, , and 

u r ged the two gentlemen to search 

certain they bought my explanation, 

for someone else. I am not 

but they were seasoned with 

experience, and could sense that the struggle was over, at least 

For t he moment. We parted with the same sense of mutual respect 

as before . 



• CHAPTER FOUR 

Section Four 

The major empha•i• in my speeches for the UJA rested on the 

its internal problems of creating •n 

administration, the security problem• of controlling fedayeen 

raids aero•• it• borders, and the absorption problems involving a 

doubling of it• population in the fir•t 30 months of it• 

existence. Thi• massive influx included the quarter-million 

DP'• from the camps of Germany and Cyprus, and the near quarter-

million from Yemen and Iraq. But in addition to this 

concentration on the great issues facing Israel, there was 

another fateful condition to be faced - namely, the status of 

Jews in other Moslem countries of North Africa and West Asia • 

• Someone had labelled th••• people "The Fol"gotten Mi.llion". 

Of th••• groups, the most numerous and one of the most needy 

resided in Morocco. My attention was drawn to them, and I decided 

to travel there in order to familiarize myself with their 

situation, so that I could begin to sensitize my audiences to the 

basic fact of their existence. It was a far-si;ht•d attitud• in 

19~3, for Morocco then was under the control of the French, and 

almost no one thought that within 20 months th• French would be 

out and an Arab independent government would be running th• 

country, with obvious implications for the safety of the 4009 000 

Jews living there. My mind, somehow, always seemed to work with a 

certain part of it focussed on the future, a• I tried to forecast 

• areas of future trouble OI" need. Hence it was natural, accol"ding 

to my own customary thinking, to throw a spotlight on a part of 



• th• glob• out s ide the normal range of concern. I mad• th• trip, 

and deli v•red a report to the congr•gat i on on Novemb•r 13, 19~3, 
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l •ntitl•d "THE JEWS OF FRENCH MOROCCO". The text follows. 

"Tucked away in the northwest corn•r of Africa is th• 

eedi•st Jewi s h community in the world today. In a strange and 

~ far-off plae• ealled French Moroeeo, r•mot• from the trav•lled 

~ J' highways of th• world, th•r• •xists a community of mor• than one-

.J ~hird of a million Jews li v ing among 8 million Mos lem•, Arabs and 

Berbers. Th•y are spr•ad across a t•rritory from th• Atlantic 

Ocean to th• Sahara D•••rt. They live in crowded filthy quarters 

in the large cities, as well as in distant villages in the A~la• 

Mountains. They are mainly the descendants of those Sephardic 

Jews who were expelled from Spain in 1492 and found their 

troubled way from Gibraltar across to North Africa. In the city 

of Marrakesh, far to the south, an exotic place of strange 

flowers and huge walls, where Winston Churchill often goes to 

paint , we calculated the Hebrew dates on the stones in the 

cem~tery and found the oldest to be of 1~~9, although local 

legend has it that there are oth•r• still older. 

Travelling, talking, looking, learning making our way 

through this fascinating and troubled part of the Jewish world -

was li ke e xploring a different planet. It hardly seemed real 

hardly seemed related to the Jewish life with which we in the 

West are familiar. 

The basis of the problem in Morocco stems from a triangular 

situation French, Arab and Jewish. Casablanca today i s a 



• bustling, modern port city of almost a mi llion people, well-known 

becau•• of the meeting held there ten years ago, in 1943, between 

Roo•evelt, Churchill and DeGaull• at th• Anfa Hotel. But 40 years 

ago, Casablanca was a primitive walled town of ~o,ooo ragged 

inhabitants. The transformation occurred in the four decades 

since Franc• assumed th• protectorate. Th• French arrived in 1912 

and •tarted to develop and exploit. Let us not her• go into the 

general problem of colonialism. The western liberal •t•r•otype 

that all form• of colonialism are evil per •• do•• not always 

hold up in the face of realities. Th• French brought much to 

Morocco, and while it i• true that the area ha• served as a 

source of great wealth for France, still th• local population ha• 

benafitted greatly through th• int-rod uct ion of schools, 

• hosp i tals, roads and factories. 

At a ny rate, colonial empires are being broken up all over 

the world today, and Morocco is no exception. The Arabs want 

their independence from the Franch and are pressing hard for it 

in the United Nations, It i• inevitable, with the precedent• of 

India, Indon••i•, Egypt and other area• in the past few years, 

that they will achieve it, at least in • om• measure. But the 

struggle is bitter and difficult. 

The Arab nationalist party is called Istiqlal, and its 

member• fight the French with terror as well as by political 

pressure. There are shooting• and incidents daily. While we were 

there, on a Monday, the French arrested 20 members of th• 

• Istiqlal on charges of being terrorist• in possession of arms and 

munitions. On Tuesday, the Istiqlal struck back by murdering, on 
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n•w pro-French sultan. This typ• of thing occurs ev•ry day. There 

is a constant ••n•• of tension in th• Arab struggle against th• 

French. 

Th• Jews are caught, as the third party in th• triangle, 

right in th• middle. There is little question that th• fate of 

the Jews is tied to the fate of the French. While the French are 

in power, th• Jews feel more or less secure. If the power and 

prestige of the French declines, the security of the Jews will 

grow more doubtful. Hatred between Jew and Arab i• a matter of 

ancient trad i tion, long antedating th• establishment of Israel. 

It is a mistake to assume that th• sting of d•f•at in th• Arab

Israel war of 1948 touched off new animos i ties. The· antagonisms 

are old and deep. Let me give you an e xample. 

In the old bazaar of Marrakesh, there is a quarter of Jewish 

artisans who make copper trays by hand, hammering out really 

beautiful patterns. They bend over the anv i ls in little cubby-

holes for 1~ hour• daily, sitting on mud floors, th• youngest 

childr•n alr•ady l•arning the craft . W• wit~sed a scene in 

which an Arab was bargaining with a Jew over t~h• purchase of a 

platt•r. The conversation went something like this 

Arabi I lov• this beautiful tea tray, made by your 

unworthy Jewish hands. How much must I pay 

to free this lovely thing from your dirty grasp? 

Jew1 It saddens me to let this object of my labor pa•• 

into your lech•rous fingers for any price • 

Arabi Don't be so moral. You would sell your mother for 



• Jew1 Give me your filthy mon•y - and may th• beautiful 

tray b• soiled by your filthy use. 

Thi• was not merely Oriental bargaining - although it was 

undoubtedly partly that but a symbolic r•presentation of 

underlying tension and bad blood. 

In all quarters and circles, we were made to feel that the 

Jewish future in Morocco under an ind•pendent Arab rule, without 

th• restraining hand of th• French, would be disastrous. We heard 

this from responsible leaders of th• Jewish eommunity1 from 

ordinary people on the stre•t•1 from official• of the JDC1 from 

Jewish busin•••m•n who•• roots w•nt baek several generations. On• 

• merchant, who was financially stabl•, who•• childr•n had raeeiv•d 

European educations, who•• social status was relativ•ly very 

high, started to p•r•pir• visibly when, at tea in his hom•, we 

put this question about th• Jewish futur•. He admitted without 

hesitation that Jews would simply find it untenable if th• French 

withdr•w, and that actual physical safety wwould lie only in 

emigration. Emigration from Morocco, incidentally, means only to 

Isra•l, •inc• th• masses would be inadmissibl• to the United 

States. 

How do these masses of Jews live? Of 80,000 in Casablanca, 

S0,000 reside in what i• called the Mellah. This is a ghetto 

wor•• than anything I hav• ever seen in my life. The DP camps of 

Germany and Austria after the war ar• vary familiar to m•. Th• 

• tent encampments in Isra•l of 3 years ago are equally familiar. I 

have seen slums of th• meanest quality in American and European 



• cities. Absolutely nothing can be compared to a mellah. There are 

crooked little alleys, often no more than a yard wide, containing 

low doors through which one crouch•• to •merge into a courtyard 

around which are dozens of little openings that are literally 

holes in the wall. In each hole or room, which has no lights, 

water or air, there are living unbelievably large numbers of 

people. F&milies •r• hug• - birth control is unknown. Ususally 

under and around which, sleep 6 to 10 

people. There are oft•n no chairs or table. Cooking is don• on 

the floor, as is eating. There is no question of sanitation. 

Water in th• m•llah is obtained by buying it from water-aell•r•. 

Th• average earnings of the head of a family with 7 or 8 childr•n 

i• about $1.00 p•r day • 

• It is f&ntastic to r•aliz• that people go through the m•llah 

wall• each day, work outsid•, ••• lif• outsid•, and then return 

to this fest•ring stinking place to •l••P each night. We saw 

pr•tty young wom•n, dressed in pres•ntabl• western clothing, 

going out to work in shops and offic••, and coming back at the 

end of the day. We saw others, who, having made th• break, swore 

they would n•ver return, and found a room on the outside, 

although that meant sep•ration from family. There i• a social 

ferment going on at the moment, which will eventually lead to the 

dissolution of the mellah, unl••• there is a forced emigration 

first. 

The social ferment is partly du• to the expanding horizon• 

• of th• young•r generation, and partly due to th• ext•n•ive 

program of h•alth, education and welfare which is being supported 



• by outside agencies such as our own AJDC. When you bring h•alth, 

w•lfar• and mod•rn •ducation to p•opl•, you mak• th•m unhappy and 

dissatisfi•d with th• cubby-hol•. L•t us not go into th• qu•stion 

whether we do th•m any favor or not. There ar• tho•• who would 

••y, "Leave them in th• cubby-hole, they know no b•tter." Y•t, I 

think few would subscribe to that. Progress means irritation, 

agitation, eKcit•m•nt, advanc•m•nt in the fac• of all kinds of 

difficulties. And I, for on•, feel it is right and propar to 

teach them to b• dissatisfied with what they have, so that they 

may strive for better. 

Let me giv• you a few eKampl•• of th• kind of programs and 

projects that ar• going on to increase the rate of dissolution of 

th• old pattern. We saw a large polyclinic of four stories. The 

• place was a beehive of mothers and children. On• of th• nasty 

di•••••• of Morocco i• PARCH, C favus, tinia>. It invad•• th• 

scalp of children and causes running pusay sores. At th• clinic a 

mass attack is being made on this scrofulous dis••••· A battery 

of X-ray machines has baen brought in. The child'• head is placed 

und•r X-ray and after ••v•ral exposur••, the hair falls out. In 

the next room th•r• are about 2~ nurses, locally trained (which 

was no small task>, plucking individual subcutan•ous hairs with 

tweezers, to get every single follicle. The skulls are swabbed in 

many successiv• treatments with a thick greasy past• containing 

various medicaments. Bandaged heads or egg-bald heads of children 

are a most common sight in the J•wish parts of the mellah. 

• Gradually th• hair grows back, fr•• of the parasites, and the 

clean curly locks are matched only by the smil•• on th• faces of 



• th• •Mancipat•d boys and girls. 

I n this sam• clinic, ther • ar• d•partm•nts for many oth•r 

temp•ratur• - all routin• matters which •e•m so commonplace to 

us, but which constitut• a v•ry r•al revolution to people v•r•ft 

of such benefit• unt i l 4 years ago. Down in the basement of th• 

clinic there is a modern sanitary milk plant, under the 

s uperv ision of a young Dutch boy. Machinery has been brought in 

to s terilize th• bottles, fill them automatically, seal them 

her metically, and then, of all miracles, pasteurize them. Every 

mother, bringing a baby or child to th• clinic for any kind of 

tr•atment, get• four pint bottles at each v isit. Medical car• and 

• 
milk ar• fr••· A• an asid•, l•t m• say that it was quit• a thrill 

to • ••• in the large mi x ing room containers of powdered milk, 

with the •t•ncilled emblem Donation of the U.S. Stat• 

Department, from th• d•pot at Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 

You hav e all heard of the dread •Y• di••••• called Trachoma. 

In Africa and Asia millions are blinded by it. It is most common 

to s•• bl i nd beggars sitting in the hot sun, their eye sockets 

crawling with fli•• while th•y cry our for a pittance. An 

experimental clinic has been s•t up by the JDC right inside the 

m•llah for th• cur• of trachoma. In one area which approximated 

two square blocks, 2200 peopl• wer• t•sted. Of these 1600 had 

some form of trachoma. The results of treatment were startling. 

More than 400 ware completely cured, another 400 showed an 

• improved condition, and the last third were too far gone for any 

change. 



• 

• 

• 

Th• ey• clinic was locat•d in a sort of cellar. Children 

wer• brought th•r• four times daily. The does each tim• was 

auraomyacin, 1~ in solution. We looked at th• cards of two 

children who happened to be there at the moment. The doctor was a 

woman, 50-ish, herself a refugee from Siberia, of all places. She 

explained that on• child had been to the clinic 167 times, and 

the other 205 times. This indicated a period of treatment from 40 

to 50 days. Both children, screaming vigorously, held in tow by a 

barefooted grandmother, were practically finished with their 

cure. Four precious baby eyes were saved from the scourge. The 

doctor told us that shortly they were moving the clinic two 

blocks further into the mellah, to tackle another 2000 people. 

The fight for life and health goes on steadily and encouragingly • 

There are many school•, all subsidized in one way or another 

by the JDC. There are the schools of the Alliance Israelite, 

where thousands of children receive secular and religious 

education in both French and Hebrew. An organization called 

Otzar-ha-Torah operates a school for 800 boys. There is even a 

normal school, under the direction of a Fr•nch rabbi, an army 

chaplain, wh•r• t•achers are pr•pared to staff th• •xpanding 

school system all over Morocco. There are many kindergarten• 

where the children are taught to drink milk (which they disliked 

intensely at first, never having had any> and to play 

constructively. One such kindergarten was being operated by a 

young woman who had been sent to Switzerland to get her own 

education and training • 

At all the schools, a fr•• lunch i• given the children, th• 



• only hot m••l they r•ceive in the day. At Marrakesh we stumbled 

across quite a scene. A young woman, who turned out to be 22, was 

literally fighting with the principal at th• entrance to the 

school. She was the mother of ~ children. She was trying to 

register her boy, 4 year• old. The principal was trying to 

e xplain that the boy was too young for the school. The mother was 

shrieking that she wanted him enrolled, so that he could eat. It 

was pitiful - and at the same time indicative of th• very real 

help being offered by the school and lunch program. 

• 

• 

In addition to health and •ducation, the third aspect of th• 

JDC program is economic rehabilitation. If p•ople can be trained 

or encouraged or aided to improve th•mselve• economically, they 

can hope to make a break from the mellah. For there is no law 

which keeps them inside except th• law of poverty. Once they gave 

a •p•cific trade or skill at their command, young men and women 

could always find work in an •xpanding labor market. The fixed 

Job is the key to fre•dom. 

ORT has • large and wonderful vocational training school in 

Casablanca. 400 boys are accomodated in a boarding school. A 

large workshop provides for metal working, welding, woodworking, 

motor mechanics and other special skill• which the boys are 

learning. There a r e dormitories for sleeping, classrooms for 

study, dining hall for meals. The lunch we saw consisted of fish, 

v•g•tables, beans and zucchini, with dates for d••••rt. 

Just a few months ago, the first cooperati ve loan society 

was opened. Here small loans a r e avai lable, up to tl~O, to enable 

a craftsman or artisan to purchase tools which will enable him to 



• earn more. Th••• loans are given interest-free, repayable in 12 

months, and must be approved by a board which determines the 

merit of the applicant. The original capital fund was •10,000, 

and chosen from thousands of aplicants 147 have been approved so 

far. Most of the original money is therefore out in circulation, 

and the rate of repayment is so successful that the JDC plans to 

put a n additional sum at the dispos al of the soci•ty. 

• 

• 

We read through one typical history. A printer'• apprentice 

requested the maximum loan of $1~0 to buy some type to set 

himself up as a printer. He made so much more than he expected 

the very first month that he volunteered to repay his loan in 1 / 2 

year instead of taking the full t i me. In the long run, this kind 

of assistance is better than all the charity in the world • 

What is the ultimate solution for these third-of-a-million 

Jews in French Morocco (and, incidentally, their brethren nearby 

in French Tunisia, whose situation i• identical?> What can and 

should be done? What conclusions did we r each? 

It seems to me that the picture i s clear. It might be very 

I admit, because our visit was short. Had we stayed 

longer, th• answers might have grown more complex. But we talked 

to lots of people and got very clear answers which seemed to fall 

into neat categories. Three major conclusions emerged1 

1. The future of the Jews in Morocco will be difficult, 

if not impossible, as the Arabs continue to win more 

and more independence from the French. 

2. Their immediate emigration is also difficult, if not 

impossible, for Israel cannot take them now, unless 



• there should be actual pogroms. I •hall explain this 

in detail when I report on Israel in two weeks tim•. 

• 

• 

3. It i• therefore obviou• that we mu•t u•• this 

interim period, however long it should be - ~ or 

10 year• (NOTE - it actually took only 2, for the 

fir•t pogrom occurred in 19~~) - to continue to 

improve health, education, and economic conditions, 

with an eye toward ultimate emigration. Life itself 

will thus become more bearable inside Morocco, and 

Israel will ultimately receive a population whose 

general standard• will be considerably higher. 

One last matter.At th• JDC International Conference in 

Paris, which it wa• our good fortune to attend, someone asked why 

we should be concerned about th••• Moroccan Jews. Haven't they 

always lived in •qualor and poverty? How far can we go to rescue 

every remote remnant of the Jewish people in the world? Th• 

questioner went on in thi• vein, expresssing the mood, 

apparently, of many American Jews who wonder why their UJA money 

should b• us•d in this fashion. 

My answer to this comes from the h•art. I am convinced that 

these Moroccan Jew• are good human material. They have been 

ground down under bruta l poverty and ruthless Arab oppression for 

centuries. We have found them now in this condition. Miracle• 

have been wrought in the 4 short years that organized help has 

been brought to them. They constitute a small replacement for the 

six million murdered in Europe. If we have found this reservoir, 

let us not be dismayed at the temporary burden it represents, but 



• 

• 

• 

let us rather r•joic• that h•r• are some who can b• gath•r•d in 

to •nlarge th• fold. Why should w• be concerned about them? 

Simply because they are ours - brothers and sisters. 

In one of th• villages near the Sahara Desert, in the 

foothill• of th• Atlas Mountains, far from Warsaw and Berlin and 

New York and Jerusalem, a car with American v is i tors stopped. The 

visitors talked to two young boys, and a•k•d, with lov• and 

kindness• "What do you n••d? What can we send you? " Out of th• 

poverty and the want and the fear came the strong simple answer• 

"Please send us a few Hebr•w books. " 

Acr o s s ma ny centuries and wide,wide spaces, Jew was speaking 

to Jew . 

I spent many months, trav•lling around th• United States, 

telling th• story of Moroccan and other North African Jewries. 

This was all new, and involv•d the recital of much historical 

background, to sensitiz• the basically Ashkenaai audience to this 

phenomenon of a r•latively larg• Sephardi population of brethr•n 

in need. The audience waa curious, cautious, fairly slow to 

react, but I could feel th• gradual acceptanc• of r•sponsibility. 

It was adding a n•w layer to the two already accepted ones of 

Holocaust and Israel . I f•lt it was important to accomplish this 

familiarization process b•for• some dire actual problem exploded, 

which did ind•ed occur sooner than even I anticipated. 

In th• middle of 19~4, two years after th•y had first 

approached me, Messrs. Rosenwald and Warburg r•-appeared, with 

the same request. They had been searching all this time1 had 



• found no one po••••••d of the qualification• which wer• min•• 

wer• e v•n more impr••••d by my r eputation which continu•d to grow 

in the many communities I k•pt v isiting, and Dr. Schwartz had 

reached the •nd of his •ndurance. Th•ir arguments war• strong, 

and echoed in my ••r• with greater urg•ncy this time, not only 

due to the Moroccan trip described abov•, but because of a small 

cloud appearing on the international scene, which bothered me, 

but was invisible to almost everyon• el••· The French had just 

lost th• battl• of Dien Bi•n Phu in Vietnam. It was incr•dible to 

• 

• 

r•aliz• that this powerful European nation 

some pajama-clad jungl• gu•rillas. But it 

had be•n defeat•d by 

had happ•ned. And as 

th• Fr•nch pr•pared to withdraw from southeast Asia, I could see 

them, in my mi nd'• eye, withdrawing from North Africa as w•ll • 

And so I could ••• a period ahead in which a huge transmigration 

would begin aero•• North Africa, from the Atlantic to the Nile. 

Thi• would have tremendous repercussions in Israel as well , for 

war was looming there as well. All in all, it seemed harder to 

refuse now than it had been before. My reasons of two yeara ago 

appear•d to m• l••• valid now, in the fac• of curren t and n•ar 

future h i storic imperati ves. Further, Warburg and Rosenwald wer e 

joined by Dr. Nahum Goldmann, president of the World Zionist 

Organization, who urged me hard to assume the role for which he 

felt I was destined. We had a friendly relationship, and I 

respected many, if not all, of his judgments. 

I talked the matter ov•r with Ben Saltzstein and Ed Prince, 

th• two men who had brought me to Milwaukee in th• first place, 

and I record here my respect for their broad-mindedness. They 



• were •normously pleased with what I had accomplished in the 

T•mpl• in a few short year•J were genuinely sorry to lo•• wha t 

• 

• 

they could for••• as great additional benefit• if I wer• to 

rema i n; yet agreed th•t they should not stand in my way. Seldom 

does one find lay lead•r• capable of putting their own proj•cts 

aside for what they understand to be some lar ger communal good. 

But that quality is exactly what attracted me to them in the 

My wife had been happy in Milwaukee. The two older children 

were growing nicely, the new baby had been born here, the new 

house being built had occupied gr•at attention and en•rgy, and 

many new friends provided enjoyabl• social outlets. All in all, 

time passed swiftly and pl•asurably. When we discussed th• UJA 

position, she understood th• historic dim•nsions, and while 

Milwaukee had offered a happy e xperience, still th• prospect of 

returning to the East Coast was very pleasing to her. Having 

li v ed most of her life in Connecticut, she looked forward to 

returning. She knew the off ice was located in New York City, but 

on• did not li ve in the middle of th• city with small children if 

living in the suburbs was financially feasible. And she probably 

had that in mind, for wh•n we eventually made the move, she found 

a house for us in Westport, Connect i cut and I commuted by train. 

Th••• matters having been settled, I accepted the UJA offer 

<salary was never discussed> effective one year hence, i . e. in 

June 19~~. when the Confirmation Class would have been brought to 

completion, th• year'• synagogue calendar ended, and enough time 

elaps•d in betwen to enable a search committ•• to find a 



• successor. All parti•• were sati•fied with that time-table, so it 

rested. 

• 

• 

But life ha• a way of ••tting its own momentum, and the 

condition• in North Africa continued to deteriorate. Th• 

immigrant ab•orption picture in Israel was also showing •train. A 

report given to th• UJA National Conference on December 10, 19~4 

provided a look at the international situations 

"On Augu•t 3, 19~4, in the Moroccan town of Petitjean, 

there was a flare-up of mob violence .•• •iK Jew• were dead. Thar• 

has been no recurrence since th•n, thank• to th• vigilanc• of the 

Franch authorities. However, th• memory of it cannot be erased • 

Th• vast majority of Jaws live on the thin margin of a crumbling 

economy. In a depr•••ion, such •• the one currently plaguing 

Morocco, the Jews are pushed to the very edge of starvation and 

despair. Thus emigration become• a compelling necessity. 

The Jews are caught squarely in th• tightening vi•• of 

the struggle between the Arab nationalists and the F~ench. If 

Morocco and Tunisia become theocratic Moslem State• the position 

of th• Jews will be untenable •••• Pr•••nt plans call for the 

transfer of about 22,000 Jew• from Morocco and a,ooo from 

Tuni•ia. Priority will be given to tho•• in outlying districts 

where the control of French authoritie• is not strong. 

According to •ocial workers on the scene, this North 

African influK promi••• a higher percentage of social problem• 

than earlier waves of immigration ••• Many will be undernourished 



• and ill, b•aring scars of gh•tto lif•. Th•y will requir• th• 

utmost h•lp to h••l and absorb th•m ••• A f•w y•ars ago almost • 

quart•r million persons were living in the primitive conditions 

of tent camp• and tiny huts. When winter storms broke, th••• 

camps b•cam• sc•n•• of di•organization and despair exposed to 

biting cold, lashing rain, flood and mud and th• ever-present 

threat of •pidemic. Now - fewer than 80,000 live in the temporary 

settlements - none of them in tents. So, it will go a bit better 

for th••• new North Africans. 

Shadow of the Gun 

Politically, Israel is in serious straits. The 

expulsion of the British by the Egyptians from the Suez Canal 

Zone1 the projected supply of Communist arms to Arab countri••I 

• the provocative acts along Israel'• borders and the whole 

paraphernalia of hostility and aggression, have affected every 

sphere of the country'• life. The Arab neighbors, in their 

official government budgets, show a total of •~OO million for 

military allocation• alone - exceeding Israel'• entire budget. 

Thus the menacing shadow of the gun has fallen across 

Israel'• plans and works ah•ad, c•ntering about the North African 

immigration. <Author'• note• David Levy, now I•rael'5 Foreign 

Minister, came as a young boy with his family in this wave.> The 

air is filled with threats of a ''second round" by which the Arabs 

hope to drive the Jew• into the sea. 

Israel has mad• forward •tride• at great cost in 

• personal sacrifice, belt-tightening and hard gruelling work • 

American Jews have helped make pos•ibl• th••• advances by 
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tremendous contribution• or resources and energies. Today'• 

immigrants, unlike three year• ago, will avoid the discomfort• 

and degr•dations of 

within five hour• 

reception center and 

of their arrival, 

camp living. Instead, 

newcomers will find 

themselves in a shio-to-swttlwment operation that transfers them 

quickly to home• and jobs in new aettlemants. Of those who 

entered the countryr in the final months of 19~4, some 44 percent 

went directly to agricultural settlements, ~2 percent found 

employment as manual laborers in rural areas and only 4 percent 

went i n to reception centers. 

Thi• process is possible now only because Israel i• 

beginning to reap the benefits of years of hard work •nd 

planning. In the last six years, 420 village• were founded ••. One 

of the single most dramatic accomplishments of Israel today i• 

the huge pipeline which is diverting the course of the Yarkon 

River down to the thirsty settlements of the Negev. Thus, while 

the immigrant• converge on Israel, the giant pipelin• push•• 

southward opening for them new settlement areas which, for past 

generations, had b••n arid, desolate and uninhabitabl•. 

It must be realized that th• decision to receive & 

minimum of 30,000 North African n•wcomer• in 19SS, plus a minimum 

of ~000 immigrants from other areas, is based on a calculated 

risk. A• Or. Giora Josaphthal, Treasurer of the Jewish Agency, 

has saids 'We will take them in. Thi• is our raison d'etra ••• but 

this immigration can wreck the whole achievement of the last 

three years.• Whether it does or not, will depend to a great 

extent on the Jew• of th• United States and the funds they 



• provide." 

• 

• 

After reading this prognosis, with its dire closing 

paragraph, I sat back and started to think, in very graphic 

images, for the first time, of the job to which I had committed 

myself. Up to now, I reflected, my thoughts had been conditioned 

by abstraction• and ideology. Suddenly, a great wave of anxiety 

almost drowned me, for the reality came al iv• - not "nationhood" 

and "peoplehood" - but a living land, with roads and water and 

guns and sick children coming from a place of fear to a place of 

safety. They needed a house, not a tent, and a house cost lots of 

money . I now had to lead the effort to get the money. Suppose I 

failed? Suppose I didn't know how? Suppose I got some, but not 

enough? Suppose a war broke out in my first year on the bridge, 

and tons and tons of money were needed? My God, what had I done 

to myself? 

Slowly the anxiety attack dissipated itself, the sweating 

cooled down, and I began to think in that linear logical manner 

which always gave me comfort, and provided the modus operandi by 

which to solve the particular problem. First, gather all the 

facts - go out in the field to get them, if necessary. Anywhere 

in the world is only an airplane ride away. Be absolutely armed 

with reliable data, immediate and certifiable as to source. 

Second, add a strong dash of opinion to the rec i pe. Facts are 

sometimes dry, and opinion is the spice. Those who eat the dish 

might sneeze, but at least they are awakened by the sharpness • 

Third, add the magic ingredient called inspiration, so that th• 



• consumer i• thrilled and challenged and adrenalized. And lastly, 

set the target and turn the hunter loose. Calmed, and once again 

in control of my thought• and mood, I began to make not•• of what 

had to be done in the half-year or •o before I stepped out to 

what I was now beginning to reli•h a• an incredible, enormou• 

opportunity. Of course, event• once again grabbed the reins of 

history, a• a major communal crisis exploded which, before it was 

• 

• 

over, changed my timetable considerably. 

Henry Montor, whom I have de•cribed a• a flawed geniu•, once 

again manifested th• paradoxical characteristic• of great 

creativity, followed by equally great destructiveness. He it was 

who pushed for the establishment of th• Israel Bond Organization . 

He persuaded the Israeli Government to issue the Bonds, convinced 

the UJA leadership not to fight the decision, established many 

ofic•• in the larger cities 

consciousn••• of th• local 

of 

lay leaders as another means of 

helping Israel grow stronger, and, all in all, he should have 

been happy to watch the new tree bear its fruit, slowly 

but surely. 

Four short years after the launching of the new campaign, he 

wa• already deep in a controversy which ended with the 

destruction of his career, the defection of a dozen key lay 

leaders from both the Bond• and the UJA, and a setback for the 

Bonds which took a decade to overcome. His impatience and 

impetuosity were the twin catapults which one• more hurled him to 

defeat. The issue was neither grand nor complex - rather •imple, 

as a matter of fact. The is•u• was timing. The local Federations, 



• which conducted the annual campaign in each community, on behalf 

of both th• UJA and the local needs budget, now had to adjust to 

the fact that there was another large campaign which would take 

place on their turf. Th••• Federations would not be sharing in 

the proceeds of the new campaign, which was entirely for Israel. 

Some Federations were broad-minded, and understood that fund-

raising wa• essentially consciousness-raising, so that any new 

stimulus or impetus which increased an individual'• willingn••• 

to part with money would probably redound to the benefit of many 

other causes which would come in the future to solicit that 

individual . Other Federations had a narrower scope, worrying 

about competition, basing their judgment on the theory that there 

was only a limited amount of money available for charitable 

• purposes, and while the Bonds were an inva•tment in Israel, not a 

contribution, still their sale in the community might have a 

negative affect on the annual campaign. Th••• attitudes, whether 

• 

broad or narrow, shifted from time to time, often in the same 

community, and depended, often, on who 

Federation President was. Two friend• 

created an atmosphere of cooperation, 

the Bond Chairman or the 

in th••• two offices 

while two ideologues in 

th••• office• created conflict. Over the year•, a gradual peace, 

or at least modus vivendi, developed through the pragmatic 

application of the typical compromise, which involved partition -

not of space, but of time. Partition the calendar, and lat th• 

two campaigns function, each in its own time s lot, which would 

give each the maMimum opportunity to succeed. Generally speaking, 

this division allocated the first half of the year to th• 
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Federation, and the second half to the Bonds. 

War erupted in Detroit, where 

partition principle, and insisted 

Montor refused to accept the 

that his Bond office would 

function all year round, would not be restricted in any fashion, 

would not engage in any process of Hclearing'' names (a mechanical 

system whereby the two campaign• informed each other when a big 

donor had done hi• duty by one, so that the other could then 

approach him after a decent interval>, would not clear calendar 

dates for the holding of big gift functions, and if there were 

two dinners being held in two consecutive weeks, so be it. His 

declaration of war was incorporated in a memorandum entitled '' THE 

NONSENSE OF TIMINGH, which was published throughout the United 

Stat••· It had the same effect as the firing of the British 

muskets on the green in Lexington. The communities rose in a roar 

of protest . 

Since the immediate fuse was Detroit, the fight against this 

Montor broadside was led by Isadore Sobeloff, the executive 

director of the Detroit Federation, one of the most respected and 

senior executives of that generation. In the acrimony of the 

ensuing weeks, much speculation was wasted on the question of 

whether Sobeloff really cared about Israel at all. How could he 

fight against the Bonds, upon which Israel was dependent for 

capital expansion? How could he possibly think that the local 

needs of Detroit Jewry were more important than Israel? How could 

he believe that the UJA-Fedaration campaign (out of which only 

half the money went to Israel> had greater significance than the 

Bond campaign? Th••• and similar questions formed the barricades 
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•rected by the Montor supporters. The rationale off•red by hi• 

opponents was based on the fact that two campaigns had to learn 

to live with on• another, so that neither would suffer and both 

wo uld prosper. Then Israel would e n joy 

Bond result, plus a lar ger UJA result. 

loved Israel more, but simply how to 

the proceeds of a l a rger 

It was not a matter of who 

increase both results. If 

these two campaigns were scrapping with each other all year long, 

f i ghting over dates for functions, or lay leaders, or competing 

for big-nam• speakers, or pre ssuring Isr aeli personalities to 

a ppear on their behalf, such constant guerilla warfare would 

absol ute ly damage both. The Montor opponents based their cas e on 

the argument that it was nonsense to think that th• disciplined 

cor ps of big gi vers would agree to such anarchy • 

As the week• went by, ear ly in 19~~, the sides hardened, and 

the demands e s calated. The communities coalesced, more and more 

adopting the anti-Montor position, to the extent of demanding 

that the Israel Government re i n Montor in. The confrontation was 

inev itable and in March <?> the climactic meeting took place in 

the Waldorf-Astoria Hotal in New York. The Israeli contingent 

came o vert th• Montor contingent of his devoted and loyal 

supporters, led by Sam Rothberg, probably the single most 

power ful and effective lay leader in the entire country, gathered 

in all its strength1 and the local Federation forces aasembled a 

repres entative gathering from across the country. It was 

i nteresting that the UJA itself was not a factor in this 

equation. Many UJA leaders were present, but •• individuals, not 

as an entity in the dispute. 
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Levi Eshkol, Financ• Mini•t•r of th• Stat• of Isra•l, the 

••nior official immediat•ly r••ponsibl• for the State Bonds, was 

in the chair. He kn•w that th• final decision would b• hi• to 

make, and h• knew further that h• would h•v• to decide on backing 

th• communiti•• or Montor. It was a tr•m•ndously difficult 

d•cision, for Montor'• whol• lif• to thi• point had b••n spent 

serving the cause of Palestin• and Israel, and he had enormous 

achievement• to hi• cr•dit. Now th• Israeli chi•f would have to 

d•cid• hi• fat•. Th•r• wa• no compromi•• possibl•. Montor'• 

resignation was being demand•d, and h• him••lf wa• offering it. 

The other senior Isra•li pr•••nt was Dr. Giora Josephthal, a 

noble son of th• German community, migrant to Pale•tine shortly 

after Hitler'• ascension, now Treasurer of th• Jewish Ag•ncy, 

thu• custodian of the UJA philanthropic dollars. In the 

background was Dr. Nahum 

reparation• agr••m•nt, and 

Organization. Hi• presence 

Goldmann, 

Pr••idant of 

wa• a symbol of 

of the 

th• World Zioni•t 

th• fact that th•r• 

might be con•trued in this whole controversy som• Israel-Diaspora 

conflict that would require hi• intervention. 

The di•cussion w•nt on for hours, all th• arguments on both 

sides war• pr•••nted, ov•r and over, emotions •bbed and flow•d, 

the opponents held firm, n•ith•r •id• budg•d. Montor said he 

would conduct hi• campaign as h• saw fit, and th• community 

representatives said this wa• not acceptabl• to them. In the 

•arly hours of th• morning, the thr•• Israelis retired to an 

upstairs room in the hotel, to make th•ir d•cision. At on• point 

they call•d for Dr. Schwartz to Join th•m. I pr••ume they war• 



. 

• confirming with him th• fact that he would be prepared to take 

over the management of the Bond Organization if they accepted 

Montor's resignation. I presume he gave them that assurance. 

Shortly thereafter they summoned me, to make certain that I would 

be available for the UJA. There was an awkward moment, for I told 

them of the timetable I had agreed to, namely, to remain with the 

congregation until June, giving me time to finish with the 

confirmation class, and giving the Board time to find 

replacement. After that Schwartz was to remain with me from June 

to December, in order to give me a proper briefing and break-in 

period. E•hkol said that this was impossible, for events were 

mov ing mueh fa•ter, and I had to be available much sooner. He and 

• I were good friend•, •o he was not pr•••uring me, rather wa• he 

pleading. Giora took me aside, trying to strengthen me by paying 

the compliment that I did not need a lengthy break-in, further 

that I was the key link that would complete the circle. The 

Israelis could make the hard decision about Montor, if they were 

certain that the crucial bases of Bonds and UJA were covered. It 

was clear that this was no time for me to cavil nor to create 

obstacles. Without further thought or discussion, I agreed to be 

available whenever they needed me. I left to go back downstairs, 

and th• Israelis followed almost immediately. They announced 

their willingne•• to accept the Monter resignation1 the 

Federation people pledged their be•t efforts to make the Bond 

drives in their cities a• successful as possibla1 the Montor 

• people marched out in disappointment and defiance • 

As a post-mortem note to thi• potentially explosi ve moment 



• in Isr••li-Ois•por• r•l•tions, m•y I record th• f•ct that the 

•n•uing dec•d•• witnessed • steadily calmer and quieter 

• 

• 

anvironm•nt, with incre••ing cooper•tion, const•ntly 

r•sults in both c•mp•igns, fri•ndly relations between loc•l 

city m•nagers And local Federation eMecutives, a sense of common 

cause, and, of course, the occasion•! flare-up in one city or 

another, which only proved th•t mainly all was quiet on the 

western front. It is intere•ting to note that the original cause 

of the quarrel has long since f•d•d into dust, for tod•y there 

•r• no arguments •bout timing, And if such • question were to 

•ris•, everyon• would agree it WAS simply nonsan••· 



• CHAPTER F IVE 

Section One 

Quick alterations in th• timet•ble w•re required. Everyone 

involved cooperated beautifully. The confirmation class agreed t o 

a lat e March ceremony, which was probabl y most welcome to many o f 

the kids who saw the advantage of eliminat ing the extra months of 

study. Th e family p l an was for me to go ahead to New York , live 

i n a hotel, get settled in the job, while Elaine woul d come alon g 

later, wit h the chi l dren, after she had found a house for us. She 

was quit e f i r m on the matt e r of locating us in a p l easant suburb, 

for mid-Manhattan was no place to bring up three smal l children. 

• She insisted t hat they needed grass, t rees, space, schools - none 

of. which were to be found in the canyons of tall apartment 

buildings. 

She searched diligently, and one day took me out to 

Connecticut o n I-95. We left the highway a t an exit marked 

Westport, and entered this small quiet l ovel y v illage, whose 

preci5e location be came known to me only when we found the sma ll 

station of the New Haven Railroad, and a posted schedule revealed 

that the ride to Grand Ce ntral in New York was 1 hour 6 minutes. 

Th e house itself was large, set on three acres, mostly trees, on 

an unpaved r oad off Bayberry Lane. The school was not far, but 

station wagons a n d car pools were the o r der of the day . In 1955 

most women had not yet e ntered th• labor market, and the mother• 

• were the family chauffeurs, taking husband to train, kids to 

school, household chores, shopping, kid& back from school, 



• husband back from train, one more day done. The Temple was 

nearby, for there was already a growing Jewish community, as more 

and more emigrants from the city chose the bucolic beauty of this 

delightful country town. The people who came here were largely 

literate and sophisticated, engaged in advertising, publishing, 

public relations, major corporations, academia and the arts. The 

town boasted a good summer theatre, even that early, excellent 

parks and beaches, a wonderful rural hinterland, and was still 

quite small. It is no wonder that Westport, over the years, 

developed into one of the most desirable destinations in 

Fairfield County. Today it is probably very overcrowded, but then 

•• it was pristine, and a good choice for our family. I commuted for 

seven years, until a divorce and remarriage took me to New York 

City, but Elaine and the three children remained in that house 

for many more years. 

As for the office, and its working conditions, the beginning 

was quite a shock. Instead of receiving help and advice from my 

predecessor, I was quite alone, not even knowing how to work the 

buttons on the telephone. The UJA was housed at 165 West 46 

street, an old building right on Times Square. It was owned by 

Columbia University, the rent was $2.00 per square foot, and the 

electric current was D.C. It was impossible to operate an 

electric typewriter, or air conditioner or pencil sharpener 

without a converter. I vowed to move us out, and started looking • 

• Sixth Avenue was just starting to become built up, north of the 

Rockefeller Center towers. Eventually I took us into the second 



• completed off i c e building, named Sperry- Rand, occupyi ng the 

e ntire 29th floor <30 , 000 sq. ft . at $8.00 per foot> . One of my 

lay leaders, Jack Weiler, a renowned r ea l estat e developer, at 

first was critical of the deal I had made, b ut as pr ices 

escalated at the turn of the decade, and we were offered a half-

million doll a r profit on our 20-year lease, he called me a real-

estate genius. Jack is one of the most generous, warm-hearted, 

devoted J ewish leaders in New York. He c onstructed a SO-story 

off ice buildin g o n the c orne r of S i xth Ave. and 42nd St , named 

the Grace Building, a nd outfitted the roof so that a tremendous 

Sukka h cou ld be erected each year. I t has become famous as the 

• Sukkah-in-the-Sky , and e very year, it is booked solidly by all 

the Jewish organizations in the city who a r e eager to enjoy the 

e xc it e me nt o f a meal and a meeting up there in heaven. J ack ia a 

wi lling host . 

Another " f i rst thing to do " , beside the physical space itern, 

was the matter of the payroll. I had no bac kground knowledge 

wh a t soeve r , no i dea of how the staff gr ew, no real understanding 

yet of what staff was n eeded, but from my year s of travelling 

around as a volunteer speaker, I had seen moat of the field staff 

in operation, and had talked with thern about the details of their 

jobs. My i ntuition told me, and my impressions also dictated the 

conclusion that the organization was not lean. As I moved around 

th e office, I began to develop the same feeling about the 

• internal staf f. I resol ved to begin cutting staff, slowly a nd 

methodically, carefully, not to engender any panic or crisis in 



• 

• 

• 

morale, but still to reduce the payroll. I discovered there were 

two persons who considered themselves to be the keepers of the 

keys to the executive offfice. One was Irving Jacobs, the 

comptroller, and the other was Melvin Goldstein, the former 

amanuensis of Dr. Schwartz, having served him as private 

secretary f or 15 years, since Lisbon. Jacobs and Goldstein, tall 

and short , light and dark, were an inseparable pair, always 

appeared together , no matter what the agenda item, and always 

presumed that their combined seniority entitled their counsel to 

automatic acceptance by me, or anyone else to whom they offered 

it. There was a certain arrogance about their assumptions and 

manner. On the other hand, these were e xactly the types whom one 

did not wish to antagonize, for their enmity could be disastrous. 

I was always willing to listen to their opinions and advice, 

sometimes accepting it even when my own judgment differed, simply 

for the sake of allowing them to win a point now and then. At the 

same time, I found a way of letting them know when I was 

particularly firm on some poi nt, so that they would realize there 

was no sense in trying to push me. Such a point was my 

determination to reduce the staff. I seem to recall two numbers: 

total staff I found when I entered the job, 250 persons; total 

staff one year later, 150 persons. 

Relations between us were perfectly normal, and the 

organization did not suffer because of the tension I have tried 

to describe. But I knew that there must always be a sense of 

wariness, for these gentlemen were determined to control me. Five 

/ 



• years passed, and an iss ue arose on which they apparently decided 

to stake all. I wanted to employ, as my administrative aid, a man 

with whom I had worked long ago in Germany, a Major Abr-aham 

Hyman, for whose abi l ities and int e ll ect I had gr eat respect, and 

whose s ki lls as l awyer and admi ni strator would be most useful . 

J acobs and Goldstein r e fused t o agree. They saw in him a person 

who mi ght i nterpose himself between them and me, who might become 

a threat to tnei r hegemony. I was shocked at their ne rve a nd the 

magnitude of their challen ge to my authority. I was the Chi ef 

Executive Off icer . I had the ultimate power . What were they 

trying to prove - that th e y had the ultimate veto? Such cond uct 

• was insubordination, and I was tempt•d to dismiss them both. 

I nstead I tried to reason with them. Thia failed , for they 

escalated the fi ght to the lay leader l e vel . They suborned a& 

their c hampion Mr. Edward War burg, by appealing t o his loyalty as 

JDC Chairman (Jacobs and Goldstein offering their loyalty to the 

JDC over decades as proof of their higher fidelity to the UJA, 

whereas my loy• lty was based on my l ess des irable record aa a 

Zi onist (shades of the old JDC- Zi onist st rug g leJ) , Warburg and I 

were then, and have remained to this day, good f riends, with a 

high degree of mutual respect, based mostly on an intellectual 

rapport. But he sided with them, and told me that thei r record 

with the UJA entit l ed them to be c ons idered part of the 

management team, so I could not impose a decision about hiri n g 

• some one for a senior position whom they opposed. I told my friend 

Eddie th,at ther e was not goi ng to be a "tl"'oika " running the UJA. 



• Either I was the boss, or I was not. If he wanted my r esignation 

he could have it in 5 minutes. No - that was not what he wanted, 

nor did he want their resignations either. Dewey Stone, the head 

of the Zionist organization partner in the UJA corporate 

structure, was called in to the act, which, by now had become 

widely known throughout the lay leadership ranks. And most of the 

l aymen, non-politicians by temperament, looked at the matter from 

a simple management perspective. I had done a fabulous job for 

the past five years - the communities sensed the strength 1 

brought to the Job, the Israelis were happy, even the JDC, whose 

integrity Jacobs and Goldstein were presumably attempting to 

• defend, were more than pleased with my work. So what was this 

squabble all about ? If we have to decide who is more va~uable to 

the organization, those two men or Friedman, there is no contest. 

And so it ended. The two men left, with handsome severance 

arrangements, and the palace revolution, the only such episode in 

my entire career, was over • 

• 



• 
' ct ion 2 

On the weekend of June 3 - 5 , 1955 a n extraordinary National 

Confe r e nce o f the UJA took place in Washington, D.C. Its purpo se 

was to commemor ate the 10th Anniversary o f liberation from Nazi 

tyrrany and to celebrate a decade of unprecedented humanitarian 

victories, 1945-1955 . The very top leader ship of the organization 

gather ed in their hun dreds from across the nation, and a unique 

array of America's wartime military leadership accepted the 

invitation to be pr esent. This was the first time since the war 

ended that such a group of three and four-star generals had been 

• presented to an American Jewish audienc•. In addition, the six 

civ ilians who had been appoi n ted as the Adviser . on Jewish Affairs 

to the Comma nding General wer e all pr esent, as were the two 

former DP's who had been chairmen of the Central Commit tee of 

Liberated J ews in Germany, as well as the one man who had been 

Director-General of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation 

Administ r ation CUNRRA>. Iar&el was represented by both i ts 

Ambassador a nd Minister P lenipotentiary to the United States. 

This was the first and last time that such a powerful and 

comprehensi ve assemblage ever sat at one dais. The collection of 

their speeches, preserved for posterity, embraces all the 

emotions, from horror at the memory of what they had seen, to 

elation at the v ictory of the human spirit in today's renaissanc• 

• of the Jewi•h people and the I sraeli stat•. It was truly a 

singular event. 



• The Program Participant~ 

GENERAL JOHN H.HILLORING 

Assistant Secretary of State, 1946-47 

GENERAL JOSEPH T.McNARNEY 

Commanding General, U.S.Forces in Europe 1945-46 

Military Governor, U.S.Occupied Zone, Germany 

GENERAL LUCIUS D.CLAY 

Commanding General, U.S.Forces 1n Europe 1947-49 

Military Governor, U.S. Occupied Zone, Germany 

GENERAL MARK W.CLARK 

• Commander-in-Chief, U.S.Forces of Occupation 

Austria, and U.S. High Commissioner for Austria 

1945-47 

GENERAL CLARENCE R.HEUBNER 

Acting Commander-in-Chief, European Command 1949 

Acting U.S. Military Governor, Occupied Zone, 

Germany, 1949. 

************** 

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN 

Governor, State of New York 

U.S. Senator, State of New York 

Director-General UNRRA, 1943-46 

************** 

• JUDGE SIMON H.RIFKIND 

Advisor on Jewish Affairs, 1945-46 



• RABBI PHILIPS.BERNSTEIN 

Advisor on J ewish Affairs, 1946-47 

JUDGE LOUIS E.LEVINTHAL 

Advisor on Jewish Affairs, 1947-48 

DR. WILLIAM HABER 

Advisor on Jewish Affairs, 1948 

MR. HARRY GREENSTEIN 

Advisor on Jewish Affairs, 1949 

MAJOR ABRAHAMS.HYMAN 

Advisor on Jewish Affairs, 1949-SO 

************** 

DR . ZALMAN GRINBERG 

• DR. SAMUEL GRINGAUZ 

Former Chairmen, Central Committee of Liberated 

Jews, Germany, U.S. Zone 

************** 

HIS EXCELLENCY, ABBA S.EBAN 

Ambassador of Isr••l to the United States 

MR. REUVEN SHILOAH 

Minister Pl enipotentiary of Israel to the U.S. 

************** 

MRS.ROSEL.HALPRIN 

Acting Chairman, Jewish Agency for Pal estine 

MR.WILLIAM ROSENWALD 

• General Chairman, United Jewish Appeal 

MRS.HAL HORNE 



• Chairman, National Women•s Division, UJA 

MR.MORRIS BERINSTEIN 

MR.SAMUEL H.OAROFF 

MR.JOSEPH HOLTZMAN 

MR.SOL LUCKMAN 

MR.JACK WEILER 

National Chairmen, UJA 

************** 

DR. JOSEPH J.SCHWARTZ 

Retiring Executive Vice-Chairman, UJA 

RABBI HERBERT A.FRIEDMAN 

• Executive Vice-Chairman, United Jewish Appeal 

************** 

The weekend program began with an extraordinary ceremony in 

the Rose Garden of the White House on Friday afternoon, June 3, 

1955. President Eisenhower graciously received a delegation of 

UJA officers, in the presence of top officials and the media. He 

reminisced about his personal experiences i n visiting liberated 

concentration camps with his Chief of Staff, General Walter 

Bedell Smith, and described his emotions of shock and horror in 

viewing the few survivors. Those early visits conditioned his 

attitude toward the role of the army in providing relief and 

succor for the next several years to the swelling DP population. 

He recalled his decision to find someone who could counsel the 

• Commanding General on the needs of this surviving remnant, and 

his appointment of an army chaplain, Major Judah Nadich, a 



• conservative Rabbi from New York, to act as Eisenhower's own 

adv iser f or the next f ew months. This established the precedent 

which resulted in a series of six such advisers serving during 

the course of the ensuing five years. The truly amazing 

relationship between the United States Army and this band of 

Jewish men, women and, yes, even babies, who managed to slip 

through the death net and were alive through luck, ingenuity, 

accident, help from non-Jews, and miracles, was one of the bright 

aspects of post-war life in Germany. That a battl~-hardened army 

which had experienced the brutality of the hard fight against the 

Nazis should have accepted the responsibi l ity for the tender care 

• these survivors needed during the next several years until their 

fate would be determined politically is magnificent testimony to 

the American tradition of decency, fair play, tolerance and 

kindness. All of this was put into play by General Eisenhower'• 

automatic reaction to what he witnessed. The encounter in the 

Rose Garden was historic. 

At its conclusion, Mr. William Rosenwald, the UJA chairman, 

tendered to the President a glass bell jar, under which was a 

small clay oil lamp. An inscription reads 

To Dwight D. Eisenhower 

President of the United States of America 

who has kept the Lamp of Freedom burning 

• Presented in deepest gratitude by 

the United Jewish Appeal for his 



• distinguished humanitarian service 

to victims of Nazi tyrrany. 

This antique lamp from the Land of 

the Bible, dating from approximately 

5 0 C.E., symbolizes 20 centuries of 

Jewish history in which each generation 

renewed its devotion to freedom's ideals. 

Among those in the delegation to the White House, in 

addition to Mr. Rosenwald and myself, were Samuel Daroff of 

• Philadelphia, Sol Luckman of Cincinnati, and Abe Kaye of 

. Washington. 

One of the incidental purposes of this weekend conference 

was to take note of the retirement of Dr. Joseph Schwartz as 

Executive Vice-Chairman, and to install me in that position. When 

Rabbi Philip Bernstein was called upon for his address, he said 

some kind things about both of usa 

'' It was a matter of historic significance and something for 

which we have the greate~t gratitude that Joe Schwartz was 

the head of that job CJDC in Europe, later UJA in America) . 

Because of Joe's early rabbinical training, because of his 

closeness to East European Jewish life, because of his 

innate kindliness and warmth of heart and sympathetic 

• understanding and vast competence and ability to get people 

to like him, these made him ideally equipped to do the job 



• he had to do, and it was, I repeat, a historic job. 

I for one, and here I speak with strong feeling and 

personal knowledge, am highly gratified that Herb 

Friedman is now going to take his place. I hated to see 

him leave the rabbinate. We need men like him in the 

active rabbinate in America, but apparently - and thia 

is his Judgment and your& - you and our people need him 

more. In a sense I can say that Herb is my boy. I 

helped to guide him into the chaplaincy. I helped him 

to get an assignment in Europe so that he could serve 

both in his military capacity and at the same time 

•• become one of the succorers of his people, and so it 

worked out to his great gratification and to theirs, 

and I came upon him in Berlin in early 1946 doing a 

tremendous job there. 

I asked him to come with me to Poland in the 

summer of 1946, immediately after the Kielce pogrom 

when 42 Jews were done to death in cold blood by people 

who didn't even know them, and thus made perfectly 

clear that there was no future for the surviving Jews 

in Poland, and he went with me. I persuaded him later 

to leave his exciting job in Berlin and come back to 

Frankfurt with me to be my aide and my colleague in the 

unique responsibilities that were ours. I watched him 

• grow step by step as he undertook new responsi bilities, 

and I tell you that in all America, the Jewish 



• community, you could not find a better person for this 

,job than Rabbi Herbert Friedman. He has energy, he has 

drive, he has vast abilities, he has the capacity to 

get peop l e to work with him. He has a selfless devotion 

and consecration to the welfare of our people. The work 

of the United Jewish Appeal is again in good hands. " 

Bernstein talked about hi ti mission, his 

appreciation of the US Army, and above all, nis respect 

for the indomitable Jewish spirit. His was a ringing 

voice, eloquent with love for his sUbJect, impacting 

because of his sincerity. He continued: 

• "I went to Europe in the spring of 1946 to be the 

adviser to General McNarney, Eisenhower's successor ••• I 

have never known a finer human being. I have never 

known a man with more genuine goodness of heart. I have 

never known a person in a position of historic 

responsibility with so much innate humaneness and 

kindliness •• General McNarney displayed •.. I had a 

feeling that I was going to encounter a beaten people, 

an abnormal people, a neurotic people, and after a few 

weeks of listening and coming close to their lives and 

hearts, I found I was dealing with a vital people with 

perennial, unquenchable sources of faith and hope and 

courage ••• Herbert Friedman and I went to Warsaw and 

• stood on the ruins of that ghetto. Looking out at what 

had been th• teeming center of Jewish life in eastern 



• Europe, we saw there wasn't a single building standing. 

There was every reason to despair as we looked out on 

that terrible destruction. Tonight our mood is not 

despair but gratification, because AM YISRAEL CHAI, the 

Jewish peop l e live. Somehow they found hope and 

courage, somehow they retained their faith, somehow 

they went on toward a better life, a freer,more 

dignified life, for themselves and for all mankind. 

Tonight, it seems to me, we go beyond rescue and 

physical rehabilitation. The establishment of the State 

of Israel was an attempt to right an historic wrong. It 

• was an investment of the conscience of the world in the 

future of the Jewish people. It was an attempt to 

establish democracy in a backward feudal part of the 

world, and because this is the ultimate meaning of the 

State of Israel, our gratification tonight goes beyond 

the rescue of those people. I believe we have a 

spiritual significance on this occasion. We salute 

tonight the Jewish will to survive. The Jewish people 

is indestructible so long as there are Jews who have 

faith in it. The late and very much lamented Rabbi 

Stephen Wise summed it up1 'True redemption will come 

to the Jew if he bear his name and every other burden 

imposed upon him by destiny with gleaming courage and 

• radiant nobleness which, whether or not they evoke the 

love of the world without, will justify the Jew in his 



• own sight and hallow him anew in the presence of the 

Eternal, to whom alone he is ultimately accountable.' 

Yes, tonight we salute the destiny, the essential 

decency and goodness of the American people and their 

l eadership. We reaffirm the inner kinship of Israel and 

the United States, the oldest and the newest of 

democracies, the greatest and the smallest of 

democracies, held together by a common faith in the 

free and dignified way of life. 

Tonight we reaffirm our faith in the future of 

mankind. If a little decimated people such as that we 

• encounter ed Just ten years ago could rebuild its life, 

could so quickly establish something so new and 

wonderfu l out of the ashes of the old, could so soon 

bring a functioning democracy into e~istence, why 

should we despair of the future of mankind ? Why should 

we despair of the future of peace and freedom? Israel 

points the way, Israel holds out, not to Jews alone, 

but to all mankind, the beacon and the prom i se and the 

hope of what men can be. Yes •• hope. 

Herbert Friedman took me to the bunker where 

Hitler met his death, and we looked down into what had 

been the heart of evil. Then we looked not many 

hundreds of yards away to the balcony of the 

• chancellory, where only two years before he proclaimed 

that he had destroyed Jews and Judaism forever. Now he 



• was gone. God got tired of him. Mankind's commnon sense 

caught up with its problems. We do not need to despair. 

We can move forward with hope and courage. 11 

General McNarney, visibly moved by Phil 

Bernstein's oratory, rose in his usual quiet, almost 

somber mode, shaking his head slowly, as though 

recalling those days a decade past, and then snapped 

out of it, to bring himself back to the present. In a 

prelude, before starting his speech, he acknowledged my 

presence 1n his gentle, kindly manner, referring to an 

episode 8 years earlier. He reported: 

• " As I recall it, I was on my way to address a UJA 

in Wernersville, Pennsylvania whe~ the conference 

weather closed in and my plane was grounded ••• You 

called on a young man who used to do some work for Phil 

and myself in Germany, and who had also just arrived 

from there, to say a few words in my stead. He made 

such a remarkable impression on you then - and has 

continued to do so for the past several years - that 

you have just elected him to be Executive Vice-Chairman 

of your great hum~nitarian organization. I refer to my 

f riend and former associate in Germany, former chaplain 

and captain in the United States Army, assistant to the 

Adviser on Jewish Affairs, Rabbi Herbert Friedman • 

• Along with all of you here, I want to express to Rabbi 

Friedman my heartiest congratulations on his new 



• assignment and to wish him that full success which I 

k.now he will attain. " 

He then went on to make a remarkable speech, so sen5itive, 

so understanding of the Jewish spirit, so deeply spiritual as to 

reveal that the true nature of the American-Israeli nexus is 

based on religious and moral themes. He actually said that the 

Bible played a major role in the upbringing of Presidents Truman 

and Eisenhower, thus creating an atmosphere of understanding on 

their parts. The speech, crafted by a military man, surprises one 

temporarily, until the realization dawns that the men who rise to 

the very very top of that profession must be thoughtful, even 

• philosophical, who believe it is pos&ible for humankind to 

transcend its more primitive destructive instinctB. If they did 

not believe that, they would be brutes, and they are not. Listen 

to McNarriey, and then decide what you think of him. Portions of 

his speech follows 

"I look, and today there are no displaced Jews left in 

Central Europe. 

Meanwhile, on the far rim of the Mediterranean, on the 

soil where thousands of years ago their forebears 

worked and built and thought of God and created the 

Book of Books, there exists the young democratic state 

called Israel. And in this new Israel, peopled by a 

proud and freedom-loving citizenry, every fifth person 

• was once an inmate of a DP camp, and thousands bear as 

a badge of remembrance the number which the Nazi 



• tyrants tattooed on thei r arms in the death f actories 

and concentration camps of Hitler's Germany. Fina l ly, I 

know too that it would not take me ve ry l ong to 

discove r in any large city of our own country many 

industrious, useful, well-integrated and loyal 

Amer icans whose addr ess but a few s hort years ago was 

Fe lda f ing , Foehrenwald, Landsberg, or some other DP 

camp in the heart of Germa ny or Austria. For e xample, I 

not e with pleasure t he pr esence here of Dr. Samuel 

Gringauz, who s o ably l•d the Central Committee of 

Disp l aced Jews when I was in Germany. 

• The re are wor ds in the English language that have 

lost thei r ori gi nal freshness. because, like a worn and 

dull coin, they have been pasaed a round too often. One 

of t hese is the word 'miracle'. But if you have stood, 

as I have stood, i n the midst of a just-liberated hell 

of hells called a Nazi concentration camp; if you have 

seen, as I have unbelievingly seen, the unburi ed Jewish 

dead stacked like cordwood in such terrible placesJ if 

you have been, as I ha ve been, numbed beyond words 

before crematoria in which tens of thousa nds of 

innocent peo ple were gassed and thei r bodies burned1 if 

you have gazed, as I have gazed wonderingly, upon those 

who remained alive, those l iving ske l etons we found in 

• the camps who seemed a bout to draw their l ast breath1 

yes, if you had witnessed all these things, then you 



• wou l d know the f ull and awesome meaning of the word 

'miracle' as you contrasted them with what has since 

come t o pass. 

As we broke into such death camps as Ohrdruf, 

Dachau and manmy others in 1945, who would have thought 

it possible that in a matter of a few short years the 

Jewish OP problem would be well on the way to solution. 

When I served i n Germany the DP's adopted• decorative 

s ymbol which expr e s sed their inner most hopes. This 

s ymbol showed the stump of a mighty tree which had been 

cut down, and out of this stump there sprouted a lone 

• but living twig. Today, it is obvious th•t the twig has 

grown again into a . sturdy trunk fed by roots that are 

deep a nd undying . 

I have often asked myself 'How d i d this come 

about ? ' I believe the answer rests, in part, with the 

fact that the American people and the American Army 

were l ed by men to whom it was a ma t ter of the utmost 

mor al r espsonsibility that the fullest possible aid be 

extended to those who had suffered most at the hands o f 

the Nazi tyranny. By understanding the problem, by 

issuing the proper orders, and by insisting on their 

fulfillment, they set the pattern of h umane and helpful 

treatment of Jewish DP's that was to prevail in the 

• Amer ican Zones of Occupation. Perhaps it was more than 

an accident, too, that Presidents Truman and Eisenhower 



• are men who, among other things, were brought up in an 

atmosphere where the Bible is an important symbol of 

man's finest hopes and aspirations. For my own part, I 

regard it as a great privilege to have been able to 

make a contribution to the work of saving and restoring 

the Jewish displaced and persecuted. I was happy to be 

able to recognize and give official status to the 

Central Committee of Liberated Jews in Germany. I am 

happy that I was able to issue the order that Jew~sh 

persecutees from Eastern Europe would be admitted to 

haven and sanctuary in the American Zone of Germany. I 

• am happy that, with General Clay, I was able to help 

make poss~ble the publication of the Talmud in the land 

where Hitler once ordered it burned. And I am happy 

that the army was able to help in the material sense of 

providing housing and food . 

But with all that it was possible for the army to 

do, you, through the UJA, played a major role. The army 

gave the people in the DP camps 2000 calories per day, 

but you raised it well above that with your vast 

transports of food. You sent in the teams of social 

wor kers and teachers who could counsel the people, 

retrain them in workshops and classrooms, provide 

recreation and reassurance. And when the time came that 

• the DP's could go of right to the State of Israel, you 

provided the passage and helped to settle the people in 



• their new homes and occupations. It seems to me that 

what the army did in Germany through its humane 

treatment of these people, and what you have done since 

that time, represent very real contributions to the 

winning of the peace. The army and the American people 

demonstrated to millions of Germans, in a manner which 

I believe they will never forget, that democracy is 

more than a word and the United States is more than a 

mechanized civilization but affords the average man the 

opportunity to live in dignity, safety and to share in 

the good things of life. 

• Yes, works of peace grow, especially in as the 

. turning Israel into a garden, and turning people who 

were once terrorized into free and self-sufficient 

citizens; as the people of Israel learn to deal with 

their barren, difficult land, and knowledge of their 

advances in agriculture and industry spread through the 

Middle East, the neighbors should discover that they 

can gain much by working together and assisting each 

other. This goal of peace, of harmony and further 

development cannot sound implausible to you who have 

shared in the miracle of the last ten years. Perhaps 

another ten years from now, it, too, will have come to 

pass. You have every cause to be proud of it and want 

• t o adv a nee i t • For in it, you are making a great 

contribution to your country, to your religious 



• heritage, and to humanity. Thank you. " 

<The a udience r ose and applauded. > 

General John H. Hi lldring was appointed in 1946 

Assistant Secretary of State in Charge of Occupied 

Areas. I n late 1947 he waa alternate delegate to the 

United Nations when the Palestine partition vote came 

up, and in the spring of 1948 he became a Special 

Assistant on Palestine Affairs. In all of his posts 

Ge neral Hilldring became one of the strongest 

supporters of emigration to Palestine and of the 

• • r ebui lding of a sovereign Jewish State. His words 

ep i t omize his conv i ctions• 

" I was whole-heartedly in favor of a solution 

which would mean that the homeless Jews of the OP camps 

and the pioneer Jews of Palestine would be given an 

opportunity to live their lives in a country they could 

call their own. I told you at your UJA Conference in 

At l antic City in December 1947 , that I was confident 

t hat this new State 'would emerge a virile, prosperous 

and happy land', and I believe that history has borne 

out the right ness o f my views. Prosperity and happiness 

a r e relative matters, of course, but I still marvel 

with what record speed, how efficiently and with what 

• moral courage the people of Israel squared their 

shoulders and set to work fashioning their land into a 



• full democracy. 

Therefore, I pay tribute to you, and to the 

courageous citizens of I s r ae l , for what they have done 

and what you h ave helped to bring about. And I am proud 

that the Government of the United States has done its 

part in granting great material aid to democratic 

Isr ael. Since the prediction I made in 1947 has turned 

out so well, I wil l dare venture another toni ght1 that 

Israel's people will reach their goal to stand on their 

own feet, stable and self-sufficient within their 

bor ders, and they will do it with your help. I feel 

• conf i dent that leaders will work Israel'• present 

unceasingly toward the establishment of peace in their 

part of the world. I trust that the ot he r l eaders in 

that a r ea will reciprocate. 

Meanwhile, as men and women of consc i ence, you 

know your j ob and you will do it as well as you have 

always done . I am glad to pay tribute to you, the 

l eaders of this fine united e ffort. " 

<The audience arose and applauded. > 

The next person to be called to the podium 

was Ambassador Abba Eban, whose oratorical genius had 

earned him the sobriquet of " The Voi ce of Israel " . No 

speaker, in any l a nguage on earth, could summon the 

~• 
glory a nd the grandeur of Israel's rebirth as could he. 

Audiences e verywhere were overwhelmed by the flood of 



• vocabulary, intricacy of grammar and sheer excitement 

unleashed by the power of his tongue. Whenever he rose 

to speak, every listener's adrenalin started to flow . 

This evening, because of the unusual accumulation of 

American military and diplomatic personalities on the 

p l at f o r m, Eban devoted his major thrust to the matter 

of American-Israeli relations, but began with an 

overview of the decade just past. 

"This decade has been the story of a spasm i r1 

the life of a people which counts its 

generations in thousands of years. Never will 

• it find any period which can compete with 

this, in the poignancy of its suffering or in 

the sublime heights of its exaltation. Nor 

was this a period in the history of the 

Jewish people alone, for the international 

conscience was actively engaged in the 

problems of Jewish massacre and of Israel's 

emergence. The conscience was agitated, was 

discussed and sharply debated as a theme of 

the moral conscience of a whole generation. 

The United Jewish Appeal has not been an 

idle spectator of these great events. It has 

attended all of these turbul ent changes with 

• its vigilance, its love • sustenance and its 

It has mourned the dead, consoled the 



• bereaved, lifted up the fallen, healed the 

sick, sustained and revived the a nci ent pride 

of the Jewish people, l aid the foundations of 

a homeland, guided and reinforced its infant 

steps. It has brought the Jewish people from 

the threat of its total extinction into the 

absolute certainty of a proud and sovereign 

survival, amidst the dignity of statehood and 

the youthful exuberance of its newly won 

freedom • ••• 

It would be wrong, however, to recall 

• the liberation of Europe by Allied Armies as 

the only turning point in this dramatic and 

turbulent story. The military victory was not 

the e nd of the danger. As the nations of the 

world gathered in your great city of San 

Francisco in the aftermath of the war, the 

world came perilously near to a disgrace more 

h e inous than any which had been overthrown in 

the succesful assau lt upon Nazism. It came 

perilously close to the following moral 

paradox1 that all the nations of the world 

would be established in freedom e xcept the 

people which had suffered the most. 

• Many countries, including those who have 

suffered little and given nothing upon the 



• altar of the revived human freedom, were to 

be recognized in the full panoply of 

emancipated sovereignty, while inferior and 

banished outsside the gates there stood the 

people which had gi ven the most abundant and 

immeasureable sacrifice of blood and anguish 

upon the very cause which the international 

commun ity had assembled to celebrate. This 

was the moral danger to which the world came 

perilously cloa• in the Second World War, 

that the bluepr int of the new international 

• order would be based upon the purposeful 

exclusion of that people upon whoa• very 

blood and tormented flesh the edifice of 

human freedom had been constructed. 

From this reproach the civilized world 

purged itself, perhaps belatedly, in some 

a little too grudgingly, but 

nevertheless decisively, when within a few 

years it consecrated and recognized the right 

of the Jewish people to its Homeland. The 

memories of this anniversary of Jewish 

frustration, inferiority and exclusion, 

crowded upon us with special acuteness this 

• month. Ten years ago at San Francisco it 

appeared to be that freedom and sovereignty 



• were the inheritance of all people except 

ours. Next month the United Nations again 

reconvenes in San Francisco, but th1s time 

the international community has gained a new 

di rnens ion. This time we shall be there and 

the f act that this flag now takes its place 

among the banners of free nations 

<applause > symbolizes one of the few 

genuinely moral achievements • • of these past 

ten years. The UJA was not merely the 

architect of survival for hundreds of 

• thousands of individuals1 it was also the 

bu ilder of a state, the architect pf a 

nat i on. <Aut hor's note s Mr. Eban today, at 

age 7 S, is the last person alive from among 

those who raised the flag of Isra el in front 

of the UN headquarters in 1951. > •••• 

We have passed in a single decade from a 

wor ld in which the e x istence of a free Israel 

seemed inconceivable, i nto a world which is 

i nconceivable without its e x istence. 

<applause> • • •• • 

In my rece nt consultations in Israel, I 

elicited as th• main c onclus ion of our 

• governmental and public mind , the fact that 

we are passionately dedica t e d to the primacy 



• of American friendship as the central focus 

of our aspiration ••• Partnership and 

friendship between these two peoples who hold 

so many ideals and purposes in common is in 

the interests, the welfare and to the 

advantage of both ••• we attach great 

importance to the treaty which Israel and the 

United States initialed yesterday and which 

makes them partners in the peaceful use of 

atomic energy. Ever since President 

Eisenhower took his statesmanlike initiative 

• in this question a year and a half ago, our 

people, our government, and especially our 

scientific community have been exhilarated by 

the thought of what this uncannily compact 

and transportable fuel might mean in terms of 

an accelerated strength and solvency for 

Israel . Here are vast and abundant energies 

which modern science has bequeathed to our 

universal potentiality, and it is, I think, 

fitting that in the peaceful politics of this 

awesome power our two democracies should be 

formally associated •••• 

We must begin to testify in our national 

• life to the universal visions which should 

inspire a Jewish society, visions e voked from 



• the glorious Hebrew past, the true 

credentials of our nationhood, the real claim 

to Israe l's aristicracy , to the spiritual 

annals of the world. For century after 

century, the mind of the Jewish people has 

revolved around the gr eat issues of human 

destiny and progress. To those issues we must 

now set our gaze as we advance into the 

challenge of the next decade. May the rich 

achievements of Israel in these past ten 

years be the monument for those millions whom 

• we mourn and with whom w• enter a covenant of 

remembrance. We could have wished for no 

better monument than the freedom of modern 

Israel, than the verdur• of its valleys and 

fields , than th• r•viving and buoyant 

enterprise, than its great exaltat ion of 

freedom , than ita devotion to ancient and 

imperishable Hebrew ideals, than its 

reverence for its Biblical past, than its 

robust democratic impulse, than its 

infectious generation of Jewish pride in all 

the lands of our dispersion. 

Look back with gratification upon the 

• rich tapestry of this achievement. We advance 

with bold steps to the toil and challenge of 



• the future. You have lingered piously and 

reverently tonight in the avenue of memory, 

but after all, the Jewish people has now 

become far more than a momory. It has a 

monument, it has a citadel, it has the pride 

and the opportunity of a home over that 

citadel. Across the monument and above the 

roofs of our home flies the banner of David, 

the proud symbol of Israel's resurrected 

statehood. Let us assemble at the foot of 

that banner. Let us hold it aloft. Let us 

• strengthen its honor. Let us permeate it 

forever with the love and grace of our 

undying devotion. " 

<The audience rose and applauded.> 

The evening concluded with the presentation by the Honorable 

Herbert Lehman to the Generals and Advisers assembled of the two-

thousand year old oil lamps similar to the one which had been 

presented to President Eisenhower the day before. Senator Lehman 

had been Director-General of UNRRA, and after irwoking 

Eisenhower's name, recalled a story about the President and 

UNRRA. 

"In 1945, when we were seeking the appropriation of the 

second U.S • contribution of $1 billion 350 million, 

• which we were morally obligated to the 43 other nations 

in UNRRA to do, we were held up for a considerable time 



• in Congress in securing these funds which were so 

sorely needed for the suffering millions of refugees 

who depended on our help. I was not then a member of 

the Congress nor did I at that time know as much about 

Congressional Committees as I do now, but day after day 

my associates and I appeared before committees with 

please for prompt action. The situation was critical. 

Our resources were nearly exhausted. 

On Thanksg1v1ng Day of 1945 Gener&l Eisenhowe~ left a 

sick bed to appear before the Foreign Affair• Committee 

of the House of Representatives. I recall that day very 

• well indeed • It was a mean, cold blustery day. General 

Eisen~ower was sick, but he came and dramatically told 

the story of the displaced persons camps and the great 

help that UNRRA was giving in repatriating millionss of 

people to their homes, if they had homes, and of caring 

for those who no longer had any homes. It was a 

powerful appeal to the Congress and the nation and it 

greatly helped to bring about early and favorable 

action by the House. My friends, I shall never fail to 

be grateful to General Eisenhower for the humanity he 

showed on that and many other occasions. " 

It was a long, full, emotionally exhausting evening, yet so 

rich in its evocations, so precious in the memories stirred, so 

• authentic because of the actual participation of the honorees, 

that all in the audience that night knew they had been witness to 



• a never-to-be-repeated spectacle of the makers of history laying 

bare the living bones of a story, which e ve r thereafter would 

only be a page in a history book. All present were awed by the 

magic which their eyes had seen. 

The conf erence resumed the followin g morning in a more 

prosaic mood, with a long l ine of delegates at the microphone 

proferring their checks and testimonials as to campaign progress 

in their communities. Aft e r the incr edib l e e motions of the 

evening before, this was a welcome change. But not for long. When 

the money matters were done, and q uestions from the floor al l 

answered, a new mood was created through the introductions of two 

• individuals who were living reminders of the dead. These two, 

each an outstanding leader, each a former chairman of the 

quarter-million J ews in the DP camps, offered their personal 

stories, laid bare their own fears and hopes, e xorcised their 

demons, extended their thanks for what had been done a decade 

earlier t o bring them back from the edge of the abyss. The first 

t o speak was Dr. Zalman Grinberg, a physician, liberated near 

Dachau, elect ed first chairman of the Central Committee of Jews 

in Germany, and now director of the Beilinson Hospital in Israel, 

the largest in the country. 

" My friends, I come to you as a living witness. It is 

not d ifficult to r ecall the hour of liberation when the 

dedicated forces of the American Army br oke open the 

• notor ious Dachau Concentration Camp ••. The noise of the 

oncoming American troops visibly disturbed our German 



• guards. ~s the noises grew louder, the master race 

tightened up with fear. They couldn't decide on a 

course of action. Finally, in a frenzy, they started to 

flee, but opened a last reckless burst of machine-gun 

fire, and in the very last minute before the Americans 

crashed in, there were 136 more Jewish victims of 

German bullets. 

A group ot us, physicians, started to give first aid to 

the prisoners still living. We gathered the sickest and 

wounded and carried them off to a nearby monastery, St. 

Ottilien, where there was a German military hospital. 

• 
We turned this into the first Jewish DP hospital with a 

capacity of 1600 beds. Liberation takes tim~. You fed 

us and made us physically well. You clothed us, not 

merely with garments, but with dignity and self-

respect. You lifted our eyes, so that we could see the 

sun once again. You set out to destroy the odor of the 

concentration camps that tenaciously held on to the 

membranes of our nostrils. Before too long, we had a 

book on our shelves, a newspaper in our pockets, and an 

argument upon our lips. We were once again swirling in 

the world of thoughts and ideas, on the way to a full 

and complete liberation •.• 

We came home, home to the land of Israel, home to a new 

• beginning • It was a difficult beginning but then we 

learn in life that birth and creation bursting forth to 



• the new horizons, tackling dreams, these are the most 

difficult of man's enterprises. We began, and with you, 

to build the land and at the same time we built our own 

liberation. The fields themselves must have heard of 

our coming. They gave up their desolation and flowered 

with gr ain. Waters were harnessed, power was e xt racted, 

wheels turned and the city dreamed. Each bit of 

pro gr ess was a source of satisfaction and i nspiration. 

I remember the day the first automatic traffic light 

was hung in the street of Haifa. I was intrigued. I had 

seen many traffic lights before, but not in Haifa. I 

• drove around the square two or three times to watch it 

blink and to rejoi~e e ven in this bit of progress. 

My dear friends, we have come a long way, a distance 

not to be measured in cubic feet or gross tonnages, but 

in liberation. We have become free. The rays of the sun 

now warm us. The horizons excite us and the language of 

the waters of the Mediterranean against our shores is 

music to our ears. The liberation of our peo ple must 

continue. We are now free, made free by what you are 

and what you have done. We join hands with you in the 

task that remains to be done. At this time, however, 

let my purpose be merely to bring to you, from the 

desolation and despair of Dachau 1945, and now from the 

• life and hope of Jerusalem 1955, a humble word of 

thanks to you Americans, and to you, my Jewish brethren 



• 
of America, f or a decade of humanitarianism which is 

our l iber ation. " 

The second representative of the DP's and survivors was 

Or. Samuel Gringauz, a former JUdge in his native Lithuania, and 

former chairman of the Central Committee of Liberated Jews in 

Germany, who signed the charter of recognition together with 

General McNarney. Living today in the United States, Dr. 

Gr ingauz , by training and experience an author, l ecturer, 

intellectual, &poke of the ideology of the DP's, the "shearit ha-

pleitah " , the remnant of the r efugees, and compressed their point 

of view into five elements. He began by briefly paying tribute: 

• " I personally had the privilege of working continually 

with Rabbi Philip Bernstein and his wonderful team of 

Abe Hyman, now director of the World Jewish Congress, 

and Rabbi Herbert Friedman, now your Executive Vice-

Chairman. The names of Bernstein, Hyman and Friedman 

are connected with the greatest achievement in the 

fi eld of refugee policy, the opening of the gates of 

the American Zone of Germany to the infiltrees. By this 

act about a quarter million of Jews were saved . •• In 

this connection I deem it appropriate to mention the 

splendid work accomplished by the field workers of the 

JDC. Their work in the years after the war adds a 

glorious page to the history of this humanitarian 

• organization • • • 

And now some words about the OP's themselves. They 



• dissolved the mselves through emigration to I s r ae l, u. s . 

a nd other cocuntri es. Howe ver, out of the deep 

e xpe ri ence of oppression a nd i nJUBt ices, we developed 

c e rtain emotional and i nt ellectual i n gredients of an 

ideology .•• which we brought with us into the new 

countri es of our settlement, and these are the five 

articles of faith of t he "shear ith ha-p l eitah " as they 

emerged in the year s a fter the liberation. 

F irst, we wanted to preserve the memory of the great 

catast rophe as a source of awesome r espect to the 

rnagni t ud e of suffe ring, as a source of moral 

• edification a nd pur if ication for gene r atiaons to come, 

, intending to st r engt hen the unity of J ews and to foster 

understanding a nd s ympathy among al l people of good 

will. 

Second: From the first days until the liberation, we 

were devoid of inspiration from the totalitarian world 

of Eastern Europe. We knew from our experience that 

wher e Communism rules, Judaism must die. We bent al l 

our e ffort s to save as many Jews as possible from the 

Communist organ , subor dinating i n the firs t year s al l 

our e ndeavors to th is paramount objective. 

Third1 It was our deep conviction that the great 

cat astrophe was not an ordinary link in the chain of 

• J ews, but a structural upheaval, bri n ging about a 

comp l ete transformation of the J ewish global set - up, a 



• transformation requiring particular responsibility on 

the part of Jewish leadership. 

Fourth: Out of the depth of their tragic experience, 

the "shearith ha-pl&1itah" brought home an ardent desir• 

for Palestine. This desire was irrelevant to previous 

affiliations and sometimes even independent of personal 

determination to settle in Israel. The adamant attitude 

of the OP's in breaking all legal administrative 

obstacles, aroused the Yishuv <population in Palestine> 

and finally brought about the withdrawal of the British 

and the acceptance of the idea of the Jewish State by 

• the great majority of nations • 

And lastly: The experience of totalitarian persecution 

developed among the "shearith ha-pleitah " the belief 

that the old moral tenet of not doing as you are done 

by, is inadequate at a time when evil doing is being 

perpetrated by totalitarian mass movements 

concentrating overwhelmingly, politically, militarily 

and ideologically in their power and tending to world 

domination. At such times moral attitude cannot but 

mean resistance to evil, and that is exemplified by the 

heroic uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto, by the noble 

rescue operation of the Danish people, and by the 

active fight for cooperation and mutual respect among 

• the people of different descents, with different 

cultural tinges. The "shearith ha-pleitah" brought home 



• the conviction that the propaganda of hate, 

discrimination and prejudice, if untrammeled, tends to 

lead to horrible crimes. Free society has to defend 

itself against this propaganda in the same way as it 

defends itself against other crimes, by national and 

international laws entailing individual punishment, 

collective indemnification and moral turpitude. 

These are the articles of faith set forth almost a 

decade ago. I daresay that they have retained their 

validity for the present days and for the years to 

come. 

• Ladies and gentlemen, we express the hope that American 

Jewry will face the years to come with the same firm 

determination to continue contributing to the welfare 

of the Jewish people and of the free world at large. I 

thank. you. " 

The audience felt itself to be in the presence of the quiet 

civilized intellectual, the man of reason, of belief in the rule 

of law, the quintessential Jew - yet the man who would urge 

resistance and uprising and war, once quintessential evil showed 

its face on earth. Gringauz was a powerful example of the dynamic 

required when a man of thought must become a man of action. No 

paralysis here. 

Two final items remained on the agenda of the Conference • 

• One was th• parting word of Dr. Joseph Schwartz, and the other 

was the incoming word of myself. Schwartz was introduced by 



• 
Morris Berinstein, a lay leader from Syracuse who later became 

the genera l chairman of the UJA, who admired Joe very deeply, and 

presented him with overflowing praise. Schwartz spoke about his 

flight from the Nazis, setting up shop in Lisbon, returning to 

Paris after the war, aiding the DP's and ended with a passionate, 

prayerful coda about the meaning of the new St ate of Israel. His 

words are memorable: 

"You know, as I listened to Dr. Grinberg, whom I have 

known and admired over the years, I heard him use an 

expression which impressed me. He said the OP's were 

looking for a place in addition to medical assistance 

• and help of all kinds. They wanted a place, and it 

occurred to me that in the Hebrew language, which has 

many words and expressions for the Deity, there is one 

which employs the term "Ha- Makom", which means " the 

place. " The Hebrew word for place is also a name of 

God. 

To those people in Germany it certainly had a Divine 

ring . Th is place we are building, this home is not just 

a new territory. It is not just a new political entity. 

It is not just a monument. It is a place which is 

important, because in addition to e verything else, it 

has a deep spiritual role to play and is in harmony 

with the Divine pattern. That is the significance of 

• this name of God which we pronounce upon the soil of 

Israel, which is a place and yet more than a place, 



• something that is important to the preservation of 

everything that is dear and holy to us in our long 

history ••• 

I n these days when we are commemorating this great 

historic episode of liberation, we must not only look 

back upon everything that happened, but we must at tha 

same time look forward to see to it that that edifice 

which we have started to build is completed, that that 

work which we have undertaken with so much dedication 

in 1945 is continued without interruption, until it is 

brought to a successful conclusion, that that place 

• upon which we put so much hope and so much of ourselves 

and our souls, that that place become really a place 

where the Divine will, the Divine will with respect to 

the future and the survival of His people will be 

carried out to the full. When we are looking back, I 

know we also look forward and I know that same 

determination that swept across us in 1945, that it 

cha l l not happen again, will continue to drive us, all 

of us, until the job is brought to a full and 

successful conclusion. 

For whatever part I have had in this effort, I am 

deeply grateful. I am grateful to the Jews of America 

and to the JDC which gave me this opportunity to serve • 

• I am grateful to the American Jewish community which 

had the confidence to take me and give me this 



• 

• 

• 

opport unit y of serving in the UJA, and I a m grateful t o 

the J ews of the United States and to the people of 

I srae l for having placed this add itional bur den <Bonds) 

upon me, which I hope with your help is a burden that 

can be lightened. And, finally, I am deeply grateful to 

al l o f you in this room and to my de•r friends around 

this table f or this token of friendship with which they 

have presented me. Everything that has happened in 

these sessions deals in symbols, and I suppo se it is 

symbolic that others have received an ancient lamp but 

I received a desk set . It means that I am expected to 

conti n ue to work and I look forward to the fact that 

you wil l work along with me. Thank you ver y much. " 

Mr. William Rosenwald retained for himself what he called 

the "honor " o f introducing me, al")d did so in his usual style of 

star ting with a joke. He told the story of a high government 

official who was asked why a particular man was applying for a 

certain government position. The anewer was, " I think he needs 

the money and I d on't think he knows what he ia getting into. 11 

This opening enabled him to say that neither condition obtained 

in my case. He described me as being "one of the most sought 

a ft e r young rabbis in t h i s country ••, and a per son intimately 

familiar with the work of the UJA after serving as a volunteer 

for eight years, to say nothing about thr ee years in the 

chaplaincy working with the Holocaust survivors and the Haganah 

in Europe. "He is also ve ry familiar with Israel. I met him there 



• i n 1gs 1, heading a group of rabois. Before that he attended the 

J erusalem Conference in 1950 which eventuated in the Bond Drive, 

and he was again, as a representative of the UJA, at the 

Jerusalen1 Conference in 1953 from which f l owed the Consolidation 

Loan. He also knows our campaign very well, because he has 

travelled all through this country making speeches for us as 

National Chairman o f our Speakers Bureau . 

It is quite striking that at the age of 37 he is the 

youngest person ever to head our campaign. He shows a wisdom far 

beyond his years, and we already know his fine personality, hi5 

contagious enthusiasm and his great talent of presentation. I 

• should like to read a cablegram we h&ve received from the Prime 

M1nister of Israel& 'To know Herbert Friedman is ,to know that the 

UJ A has in him a devoted, able and inspiring man, whose work is 

guided by an encompassing knowledge of Jewish affairs and by a 

passionate responsibility for the welfare of the Jewish people. 

Looking forward to cooperat i on with Rabbi Friedman and to his 

f orthcoming visit to Israel, my w•rm reg•rds to all associated 

with you in the magnificent work of the UJA. ' aigned Moshe 

Sharett . " 

I thought it a good idea to respond to his opening joke with 

a feeble attempt of my owri. " Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, 

when Mr. Rosenwald s a id I knew what I was getting into, h e was 

wrong . In the course of only siM days in office I have apparently 

• put a whole year on my life. In truth I am still 36 • 

I am glad to be getting into this and to be put into 
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this by his hands. The General Chairman of the UJA is a 

person who sits at the summit of Jewish life in 

America, and for us to know that we have one such as he 

is a reassuring thought. The knowledge that he is 

possessed of the strength and conviction which are his 

gives us the firm feeling that we are under the 

captaincy of a man who knows he is involved in the 

major enterprise of American Jewish philanthropy. To 

have been installed in offic• by him is something which 

I shall not forget . 

I will try to bring a message to the young Jews of 

America, try to explain to them the meaning of the 17 

years of work since the UJA was ~reat ed, the billion 

dollars of money which was raised, the two and a half 

million people who 

resettled. I don't 

wer• helped, the million people 

know if anyone can understand or 

grasp what such huge figures as these really mean. Try 

to think of one family settling into one house, and 

then a whole village of 80 families, and so on. Think 

of all the Jews of Morocco who must be brought from the 

mo~ntains of the Sahara to the mountains of Judea. The 

UJA has had a record of standing at historic moments 

and assuming historic tasks. For this year and next the 

task will involve the Jewry of French North Africa, 

They will come from the fastnesses of the Atlas and the 

squalor of the Casablanca mellah. The y will come 



because there is an irrepressible urge to be resettled 

in the land of their f orefathers. They will come 

because history has its own dynamics and the Jews are 

starting to leave. Momentum will accumu l ate, the tempo 

wi l l on l y increase. And the role of the UJA is to stand 

at the side of any man o r woman who says they want to 

o r need to go to Israel . There we shall resettle all 

who ask. 

What of the Israel to which they go? This gallant 

beleagured nation has, without a moment's hesitation, 

taken every single person who knocked at her doors. 

• This Israel has problems which are continuous. This 

Israel cannot endure a ,sporad1c or e r ratic response 

frorn us. If the problems are continuous, our response 

must be continuous. It is the height of immaturity and 

i r responsibility to make one or two gigantic 5purts of 

response at one or two peak years, and then to slough 

off the job undone, partially done, done well up to an 

extent, but by far, not really done. 

If the record of serv ice of 17 years has any meaning at 

all, it means that there is within it the seed of 17 

more, should that be necessary, and pray God it will 

not be. There is no peace, there is no war, there is 

only that uncertain, restless, i nsecure, nervous 

• condition in which a country can be worn down by 

attrition, and a supporting people on the side, such as 



• we profess to be, can also be worn down by attrition. 

Let this happe n in neit her case. Let not the people of 

I srae l in the land, nor the childr en of isr ae l outside 

the land ever be worn down. Let us go on, day by day , 

year after year , build ing settlements on the borders 

that will house the newcomers, flinging pipe across the 

land that will br ing water, for water br i ngs li f e. We 

will bui ld houses and seat people at tne tables in the 

houses, whether the q uestion of war or peace is settled 

or not. 

a beauti ful custoM among the medieval rabbis 

• i n France. They used to study at long t ab l es, and when 

they died, ~hose very tables wre f ashioned into 

coffins. Th is was their immortality, thei r resistance 

to death. I should li ke to r e ve r se thi s procedure. I 

shou l d l i ke us to f a s hion tables t o put in the houses 

for our chil dren of the future, out of the coffins of 

our martyred dead of the pa~t. Each generation has two 

responsibilities - backward toward its pr edecessor and 

forward t oward its successor. Our predecessor 

gene ration has gone to its coffins. Our successor 

generation shall go to its tables to live and work and 

eat in peace, and by their side for whatever time shall 

be necessary will stand this p ious and devoted 

• fraternity, as Mr. Eban characterized us l ast night, 

this UJA from whose constituent stren gth shall flow the 



• love and the e motion and the life which will keep the 

people o f Israel and the land of Israe l surviving for 

all eternity. So sha ll it be, wi th your will. Thank 

you. " 

<The aud ience rose and app lauded. ) 

So ended the me morable Washington Conference of 1955, 

ce l ebrating ten years of freedom and rehabilitat ion, repair a nd 

recor1struct ion, and o pening what no one really dreamed of 

decades a nd decades of the most devoted effort - whose e nd is 

nowhere in sight. This means that the American Jews have 

deve loped the mature understanding a nd the pati e nce a nd the 

• s t a ying power to see the terrible, yet maJestic, 20th century to 

it s e nd, , a nd, if necessary, e ve n furthe r until peace a nd 

stability are genuinely achieved for land and people • 

• 



• 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

S•ction Thr•• 

and as th• Fr•nch flags slowly cam• down, so th• fat• of th• J•w• 

•lowly dr i ft•d toward th• dang•r zon•. The day that Sultan 

Moha mmed V r•turn•d from hi• •xil• in Madaga scar to Casablanca in 

a whit• DC-3, containing 20 ladi•• of His M•J••ty•s Royal Har•m, 

th• flag of th• Mosl9M Istiqlal <Indep•ndence) Party went up the 

flagpoles, and rioting started against th• Jews. Th• Sultan tried 

to discourag• such •xc•••••, but th• political and r•lig i ous 

pa•sion• of th• c•l•brating Moslem nationalists ov•r came hi• pl•• 

for mod•ration. Th• French were no long•r in control, and th•ir 

• 'ffor ts to mai nt&i n or-d•r w•r• i neffect iv•. Th• crowd sought 

Jewish blood, a n d found it. More than a thousand wound•d w•r • 

r•mov•d froM the Mellah and brought to the more secure grounds of 

th• Talmud Torah, where the doctors and nur••• gath•r•d to h•lp. 

I sp•nt th• first two w••k• of July in Morocco, travelled to 

many eiti•• wh•r• the •am• story was being r•p•at•d, talk•d to 

•cores of prof•s•ional peopl• on the staffs of JDC, ORT, 

Lubaviteh, Allianc• Franc&is, and oth•r or-ganizations, including 

the Jewish Ag•ney p•ople from l•r&el who w•re functioning 

clandestinely, and who b•g•n imm•di&t•ly to form small groups of 

young men to receive training in self def•n•• with the long 

stav•• so •ff•etive in the Asiatic martial arts cadres. All th••• 

~ kind, caring outsiders who were devoting their lives to improve 

the w•ll-being of th• local Jews came to similar conclusion•• th• 
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future safety and security of this community was to be found only 

in migration. Moslem nationalism of the Istiqlal Party was not 

compatible with a large Jewish presence in Morocco. Th• lesson 

wa• clear to all, and was brought home to me through MY own 

first-hand observations and interviews with hundreds of plain 

people at every level. There was a thin layer of wealthy, 

socially assiMilated faMilies, living in luxurious circumstances, 

and even they agreed with the diagnosis. Many of them admiitted 

to feeling more at home with French culture, language and 

citizenship than with Israeli, and for them th• d•stination was 

Paris, or even th• alternative of remaining in Morocco if they 

felt close enough to the Royal Palace and faMily. But they agreed 

that the solution for the masses, who h•ld to traditional 

Judaism, was to be found in the n•w Jewish State. I w•nt back to 

New York convinced that we must work imm•diat•ly toward this 

solution. Further Jewish casualties would be unconscionable. 

The historic flow of this narrative must be interrupted by 

an eMplanation of how the UJA received it• funds, for th• 

Moroccan issue now burning, required a large inJeetion of new 

money in order to sustain a large new wav• of immigration. The 

UJA was a partner with the local community in sharing the 

proce•d• of th• annual campaign. When th• national UJA campaign 

was started in January 1939, following the infamous Kristallnacht 

in November 1938 when all th• synagogues in Germany were ravaged 

and burned, th• strong emotional desire of the Am•rican Jews was 

to offer aid to br-othera and sister• under •i•g•, and to offer 
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natural haven of those fleeing from Europe. It was intended from 

the very beginning that th• great bulk of the funds raised in th• 

local American Jewish community would be designated for th••• 

overwhelming pyrpo••• over••• •• and this was Ynderstood by th• 

contributors and th• local campaign committees. As th• years went 

on, the funds raised each year were divided between th• local 

community and th• national UJA (for use over••••> in th• ratio of 

approKimately 70~ for over•••• and 30~ for local needs. This 

ratio prevailed for approMimately a decade, but by the early 

19S0'•• •ho~tly after th• State of Israel was established, a 

• d•t•rioration set in, and the ratio b•gan to slid• closer to a 

SO-SO split. 

When I took over in 19SS as chi•f executive officer, th• 

situation I found conc•rning this problem was quit• delicat• and 

ev•n dangerous. A brief study, for I was already with on• foot 

out the door head•d for Morocco, uncovered four basic reasons by 

which to account for the unhealthy state of affairs& 

1. The local community was developing a growing 

desire .for a stronger infrastructure - new synagogues, 

day schools, community centers - all of which required 

additional capital fund campaigns. 

2. A peculiar mis-reading of history, namely, 

now that the State of Israel was •stablished, 

• and th• miracle had finally occurred after 

two thousand years of praying for it, the 
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struggle was over, and l••• money was being 

raised in ••ch year'• annual campaign. 

3. Furth•r, the State now had a new financial 

instrum•nt at it• disposal, th• Bond 

Organization, which could stimulate a new 

soure• of income for overseas needs. 

4. A sense that the UJA would not fight hard 

for a gr•ater percentage of the local 

campaign, since it was clear th• Dr. S~wartz 

had no stotnach for the hard politicking 

necessary to conduct a vigorous, even 

• controversial effort in a real struggle over 

the money. 

A very keen awar•n••• of this problem, and the reasons which 

caused it, remain•d with me throughout the days and weeks in 

Morocco. How could I possibly plan any effective financial 

support for a larg• •migration, if th• facts show•d a st•ady 

diminuition in the amount the UJA was receiving from the 

community campaigns? It was quiMotic and whimsical on my part, 

pure wishful thinking, to agitate for migration plus highly 

incr•a••d int•rim social ••rvic•• on behal! of Moroccan Jewry if 

I had no plan with which to obtain th• additional funds. A• I 

mull•d over th• puzzle, a solution gradually evolved. It was 

really quit• simple. I would have to devise a method of raising 

• money without sharing it in the normal communal fashion. Why not 

call into •Ki•t•nc• a Special Fund which would b• utilized 
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•><C'lusively for Mor-oC'can Jewry, to assist them inside Morocco and 

to migrat• to Isr ael. The two major organization• spending UJA 

funds wer• both working in Morocco, and therefore, nothing 

unusual was required other than to place all the •><tra money at 

th•ir disposal. Both of them, the JDC and th• Jewish Agency, 

enjoyed the confidence of American donors, and this natural 

familiar manner of handling the mon•y would facilitate th• 

raising of it. There was only one big hitch in my brainatorm. 

Would our partner•, the local F•d•rations, &gr•• to th• 

organization of a apecial campaign in which they would not share? 

That was the key question. What plan would we have to construct 

in order to obtain community agreement to this new invention? On• 

thing was very clear to ••· Whatever •nergy, ingenuity, · 

cr•ativity waa required to be invested in this effor t was not for 

th• one-time purpose of assisting Moroccan Jewry. I felt in my 

bone• that fut ure event• would requir• this aame solution, and 

th•r •for• it was worth any •><•rtion to ••tabli•h this new 

pattern. Of course, the m•thod should b• used only for genuinely 

difficult a i tuations, infr•quently, and th• fact that I wa• 

thinking about the future need not be revealed now. All th••• 

thoughts swirled around as I visit•d hospital• and aehoola, 

talked to th• wound•d about their fears, talked to the mothers in 

the child-ear• clinics, talked to the lsra•li t•aehers, to the 

Fr•neh Military, to the American E•b•••Y officers. Out of that 

• melange of impr•••ions, a ••n•• of order emerged, and I saw 

clearly the steps to be taken, one by one. 
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A one-day n&tional eonferene• was called for November 18, 

19SS. Threem hundr ed and seventy top l•ader• from eommuniti•• 

aero•• the entire country att•nd•d. On• of th• most prestigious 

J•wish p•r•onaliti•• in th• nation, S•nator Herber t Lehman, was 

in th• chair. The For•ign Mini•t•r of the Stat• of Isra•l, Mr. 

Mo•h• Sharett, mad• a special trip, to lend hi• prestige and 

str••• the ••riou•n••• of th• meeting. His word• w•r• brief but 

tellin g& "The gov•rnment had be•n planning to •t•p up our 

appr opriation on behalf of the North African immigration. W• now 

find ourselv•• utterly unable to cope with that increase ••• 

because of the ••eond emerg•ncy into which w• were flung ••• when 

• Egypt found itself assured of a vast, overwhelming sup•riority of 

arms." He left his listener• in a stark and somber mood. The 

arehiteeture of the meeting was simple, hinging on two 

presentations - one by Edward M.M.Warburg, president of th• JDC, 

and the other by myself - followed by questions and discussion 

from th• floor, culminating in a vot• approving th• •stablish•ent 

of a Special Fund on behalf of Moroccan Jewry, entirely ear-marked 

for th• UJA. An eMtra gift was to b• solicit•d from eaeh donor, 

so designat•d on a separat• pl•dg• card, or on a second line to 

be print•d on th• r•gul•r pledge eard. Eaeh community was to make 

its own d•eision whether to employ • second card or a second 

line. Th• national goal was to be 2~ million dollars for the 

Special Fund. Let it be noted that the total for th• regular UJA 

• campaign in 19S~ was l••• than SO million. Thus, the goal for the 

•Ktra fund was a v•ry bold assertion. But if I had l•arned one 
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thing about fund-raising, it was the fact that th•r• was a 

d•finit• relationship b•tw••n th• amount sought and th• amount 

obtained. Obv i ously, on• could not b• crazy, and th• aMOunt 

sought had to be r•lat•d somehow to th• donor'• pr•vious r•cord, 

financial c&p&bility, •mot i onal id•ntification wi th th• eaus•, 

and many oth•r factors, but all th••• eonsid•red, th• larg•r th• 

amount b•ing asked for, the larg•r would b• th• ultimat• 

contribution. The constant application of this princ:ipl•, 

••p•eially among tho•• d••ignat•d as "big givers", r•sult•d in 

th• constant iner•a•• of campaign totals as th• years w•nt on. It 

is an int•r••ting faet that th• number of big giv•rs in 19~~ 

• <d•nominated as tho•• who•• annual contribution was •10,000 and 

higher> totalled 400 in th• •ntir• nation, that is all. That pool 

in 1990 has r••ehed almost 9,000. 

In order to create some •xeit•m•nt, to interject some 

controversy, to present our ea•• in an unusual format, Mr. 

Warburg and I decided to play a rol•-r•versal a•••· H• was 

publicly known as th• JDC president, who strongly advoc:at•d 

support for Jews in n••d in many eountri•• around th• glob9. It 

would have been th• most natural stanc• for him to b• the 

spokesman on ~•half of th• J•w• in Morocco. I was publicly known 

as th• fiery Zionist, the pro-Isra•l advocate, the on• who should 

hav• warned that the effort to divert funds to Morocco must not 

oeeur at th• expense of Israel. Inst•ad of playing th• rol•• 

• expeet•d of each of us, w• d•eid•d in advance to r•verse 

positions. It was lik• playing th• good eop - bad eop routin•, 
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and did indeed •ueeeed in keeping th• audience alert and 

intere•ted. Warburg launched hi• attack by ••king why we were 

d•lib•rating on rai•ing •o much eKtra money for Morocco when 

I•rael wa• in •ueh d••P trouble and n••d•d mon•y much mor• 

fare on I•r••l'• bord•rs. ~ibbutzim were forced to divert 

manpower for guard duty. C••ualti•• oceurr•d •v•ry night. All of 

thi•, incidentally, in mounting ere•e•ndo, was the eau•• of war 

by a year later. A eonvineing speak•r, coming from that ••gment 

of the German-Jewi•h community who•• earlier po•ition had been 

anti-Zioni•t, he made a •triking impr•••ion and really •hoekltd 

• the audience. 

My r••pon•• was to attaek him. · Rather than attempting the 

usual eKhortation of an audience whorn one was attempting to 

convince toward a certain vote, I seemed to ignore the audience 

and direct my anger at my opponent. I agreed with him that I•rael 

wa• worthy of support, but ba••d my argum•nt emotionally on Jew• 

who•• bloody plight eould be avoided only by getting them out of 

a plaee i n which they had no future and no pr•sent safety. I 

talk•d about babies who needed Milk, and children who•• sealJ)9 

were crawling with tinia. He responded he was worried more about 

the nation of Israel, than a population of Jew• in trouble in any 

one country, and I rebutted that immediate danger had priority, 

• and back and forth we went. The escalation of argument found u• 

almost shouting at each other, he asserting hi• JDC loyalty, but 
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placing his Israel concern even higher, and I asserting my Israel 

loyalty, but placing my concern tor the weak and downtrodden even 

more demanding at that moment. The effect of this dialogue was 

startling. It became obvious to everyone in the audience that 

both position• were correct, of course, and our underlining of 

th• dilemma steered them toward th• conclusion that a 11 normal " 

campaign in 19~6 would not satisty both sets of needs. A 

d i fferent, unusual approach was required, and that was •Kactly 

what we were proposing in the Special Fund method. The select 

aud i •nce •pproved it, without realizing that they had just 

changed the course ot major fund-ra~sing in America. To .complete 

• this part of th• story, let me report that the Regular Campaign 

in 19~6 raised more than the previous year, and the Special Fund 

for Morocco raised about •1~ million. The new venture was clearly 

Two additional values emerg•d from this new approach. I 

introduced a department in the UJA which had n•ver eKi•t•d befor• 

call•d PCB, pre-campaign budg•ting. The procedure involved 

sending a team of UJA peopl•, lay and professional, to meet with 

a similar t•am of local F•d•ration p•op1•1 in adyanc• of ·th• nttKt 

y•ar'• campaign, to argue out the division of funds. The 

discussion was theoretical, in th• ••n•• that no one knew eKactly 

how much would be raised, so the d•cision was made on the basis 

of p•rcentage. Sometimes th••• meetings wer• cordial and easy. 

• Th• local people did not attempt to eMagg•rate their needs, and 

the UJA p•opl• did not •••k to fight over every last percentage 
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point. On th• oth•r hand, in soM• coMmuniti•• th• m••tings w•r• 

bitter, even to th• eMt•nt of threat•ning divorc•, and holding 

two ••parat• campaigns for th• two ••parate purpo•••· I r•call 

with gr•at clarity that such brinksmanship occurr•d in both 

Chicago and Los Ang•l•• for many con••cutiv• y•ars. I was 

p•rf•ctly willing to go my ••parat• way in both citi••• for I 

firmly b•lieved that th• ••ntim•nts of th• larg•st contributors 

were in f•vor of Israel and world Jewry in ne•d, and • campaign 

•xclusiv•ly int•nded for th••• two cau••• would rai•• more than 

UJA was currently r•c•iving from • Joint campaign including the 

local needs. Th• eventuality n•v•r came to pa,a, because my lay 

le&d•r• •• well as th• local leaders always hesitated at th• 

brink, and settled on a formula which both sid•• acc•pted, albeit 

r•luc tantly, when ••ch compromised a bit toward th• other. Th••• 

PCB m••tings took plac• in 30 or 40 of th• major communities in 

th• country during a hectic period in October and early Novemb•r, 

in preparation for th• n•Mt yea~'• campaign. Th•y required an 

eMtraordinary amount of work, Mobilizing lay leaders to do the 

travelling, teaching them th• arguments to b• u••d,and arranging 

th• logiatics, but th• results were worth it. Aft•r ••v•ral years 

of this effort, we had brought the UJA share of th• national 

campaign back up to SS~, every percentage point translating into 

million• of dollars. Thi• whole proc••• was one distinct valu• 

which •m•rged from th• Sp•cial Fund concept • 

There was a second value, closely linked, of cour .. , and 

that was th• id•ological, having to do with a definition of 
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priority. In th• simplest terms, th• question in every PCB 

meeting was - what i• more important, Israel or our local Jewish 

community? and that question was thrashed out over and over, 

in city after city, year after year. The cumulative effect of 

th••• discussions, ••emingly r•volving around money, but really 

revolving around philosophy and belief, was to lead hundreds and 

hundreds of top leaders to come to a conclusion as to what they 

thought and felt about th• historic demands of the times through 

which we were living. And that was My goal! My whole purpose was 

to educate a lay leadership into an understanding of Jewish 

history. The only successful way t~ raise Money is to raise 

• people who are thoroughly and passionately convinced that they 

are serv ing the destiny of th• Jewish people. And to bring them 

to sueh a state of understanding and conviction, I felt it my 

responsibility to utilize every possible occasion to teach, 

interpret, •Mplain, convince. I placed th• whole struggle on the 

high••t level, the historical level. I eMplained that I was not 

fighting for UJA organizational prestige, which is a petty 

motiv•1 nor was I •••king to win points <money>, as in a football 

game. I confessed that I was trying to get th•• to understand 

that if they guaranteed th• building and strenghtening of th• 

State of Israel, as well as the ingathering of th• beleagured 

Jews of Africa, Asia, hopefully the Soviet Union, and wherever 

el•• necessary, they would be guaranteeing their own survival 

• here in the United States, because they would become linked to a 

transcendent cause, so much larger than themselves as to draw 
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their atrength from it. If we lost over••••• whether in Moroeeo 

or in Israel, and were left alone here, we would be amall, 

diminished, d•pleted, diagusted with ••lf, and with no pride to 

transmit to our chi l dren, so that in very few generations we 

would proba bly dwindle to a tiny ••et. And on the contrary, if we 

won on the larger stage of Jewish destiny and historical 

survival, we would flourish here, filled with a ••n•• of self-

worth and strong determination to build our own American- Jewish 

community into a fantastically creative apparatus. The more money 

we poured into Israel and world Jewry, th• more we would raise 

for our local needs. Giving .more and more money each year becomes 

easier and easier as people grow more and More aeeustom•d to the 

mitzvah. There are always dips, du• to temporary changes in the 

national and individual economic conditions, but th••• straighten 

out. When one speaks and thinks in terms of decades, •• I always 

did, one •••• only growth. The history of fund-raising, while I 

was directing it, and after I left it, attests to the accuracy of 

that prediction • 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

S•ctlon Four 

It i• appropriat• at thl• Junctur• to sp•ak furth•r about 

th• int•ll•ctual and philosophical conc•pt• which motivat•d ••, 

but I pr•f•r to do so using practical •xampl••• rath•r than 

•laborating with abstractions. In oth•r words, l•t M• speak of 

obJ•ctiv•• and long-range goals which I planned to introduce into 

my work, all of which required a cOMblnation of cr•ativ• 

planning plus energetic: •M•c:utlon, and almost all of which were 

very successful, some in th• very short run, and others over a 

longer period. I shall present theM in th• past tense, based on 

their accompli•hMents, although th••• id••• •Misted at the 

beginning of MY incumbency. 

1. The UJA taught American Jews bow to give money, and all 

ctu••• benef itted. 

I remember an interview with Howard Sachar, th• 

brilliant historian, whose two volumes on the 

history of Israel form th• bedrock of 

knowledge concerning th• new state, and who•• 

other volum•• on Diaspora Jewry round out the 

story. To understand the modern Jewish world 

one Must read Sachar. He was asking, in this 

interview, for an elaboration of the point 

above, and I decid•d to answer using the 

ex1Mple of hi• own father. Dr. Abram Sachar, 

himself a for11idabl• historian of the entire 
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epoch of Hebrew eMiatence, waa the Preaident 

and now Ch&nc:ellor of Brand•i• Univ•r•ity for-

many decades. 11 Abe 11 Sachar-, aa 

affectionately known by the thousand• of 

people whom h• aolicit•d, was the per-son who 

built th• Univer-sity. He per-aonally r-aiaed 

tens of Million• of dollar-a - one of the most 

r-emarkabl• individual suec••• ator-i•s of 20th 

century fund-r-aising. Certainly th•r-• w•r-• 

lay leaders, boar-d member-• and other-. who 

helped, but hi• waa the ener-gy which fueled 

• th• engine. One of hi• favor-it• techniques 

was to ur-ge the pr-oapect to think of 

him/her-aelf as a gr-aduate of this new 

univeraity, and to make an "alumnus/a•" gift 

of •1000 annually. Fir-st of all, that was a 

v•ry lar-ge gift in the ~O'• and 60's to an 

untr-ied ventur-e, and ••eondly most of the 

people aolicited had graduated froM other-

schoola, long befor-e Br-and•i• was ever 

founded. Thus ther-e was a double chutzpah in 

his requeat. Vet, h• once told .. , he was 

encour-aged to take such an approach because 

the UJA was teaching people how to give 

• money, and nobody was shocked at r-eceiving 

such a r-equest, Not ever-yon• would or could 
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give it, but th• eliMate had b••n created for 

this l•v•l of ehall•ng•. And once th• eliMate 

had been ••t for thousand-dollar in•t•ad of 

hundr•d-dollar bills, so the eliMate was also 

set for hundr•d-thousand instead of on•-

thousand with tho•• few selected eandidat•• 

who could afford such sums. Universities, 

hospitals, schools, co11111unity centers, homes-

for-the-aged, every necessary institution 

benefitted, as the UJA raised the level• on 

behalf of Israel and over••••· Courage was 

given to ••k•r and donor alike • 

2. Tht UJA t1uaht Zionism, withoyt e1llina it that. 

a. Th• centrality of Israel 

We stressed in every way possi~l• th• fact 

that Israel stood at the cent•r of th• 

corporate eMistenee of th• Jewish people. We 

were born there, and would end there with th• 

coming of the Messiah. Love of that land, 

depend•nc• upon it for our spiritual 

dimension, reliance upon it for physical 

s•curity, 111 blended together in th• ••ga

image that people, land and faith were one, 

Th• main tool by which to demonstrate that 

image was to take people to Israel on what we 

called "missions 11
• The very first Mission was 
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sent in 19~4, a year before I entered offiee. 

It was small, •Hpttrimental, yet deeMed a 

suee•••, when meaaured by th• reaction• of 

tho•• who went on it. I detel""Mined to eHp&nd 

that program just •• far •• possible, for I 

felt intuitively that if w• did it properly, 

we eould ereat• link• between thouaand• of 

people, over time, which would, in itself 

k••P producing more Mi••iona to Meet more 

people in an ever-increasing web of 

relationships, which would produce future 

student• coming to Israeli univer•itiea, or 

•P•nding vacations, or even making aliyah. 

One• an individual wa• caught up in that web, 

one• American Jews had a clear picture in 

their heads of a likable p•r•on whom they had 

met on a kibbutz, or a squad of soldier• they 

had Met patrolling th• border, or a new 

immigrant from some distant country 

struggling to learn Hebrew, or a bu• driver 

who pointed out every Jewish cow along the 

road, once all th••• eHperi•nc•• sunk in, 

th••• American tourists had fallen in love 

with th• Israelis. Th• same happened with th• 

land itself, for it i• truly beautiful, with 

an incredible variety of scenery which could 
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be •••n in Just a few days, including d•••rt, 

•ea, mountains, wildern•••, panorama, plus 

many form• of rural and urban dwellings. 

After •ome days of travelling, the onlookers 

fell in love with the land. Most especially 

did this occur when th• guide was 

knowledgeable and charismatic enough to ti• 

the land of today to the land of the Bible 

and the ~ing• and Prophets and Temples and 

Romans and Maccabees, so that it all came 

alive and the ov•"'""•lmed tourist did not 

know in which century he stood at the MOMent, 

but he did know that this was his, part ' of 

h i s her i tage, homeland of his people, going 

back almost 4000 years. As though meeting the 

varieties of people and landscape were not 

enough, the mission member was eMposed to the 

proble11tt1 of the day. Thi• meant taking them 

to the at"tly and bord•r•t seeing plan•• and 

tanks and hearing military eMplanations of 

the po••ibl• neMt war. This meant taking them 

to a reception center for new iMMigrants, and 

listening to the stories of the most recent 

wave, and hearing their worries about 

obtaining housing and Jobs. This 

visiting an old-folks home or hospital, to 
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hear th• tales of escape frOM th• Nazis, or 

the pleasant tales of those ending their days 

in the midst of flowers and 

gardens. 

Th• missions sold Israel, its importance, 

its people, and its problems. After a few 

years, when th• mission program was solid and 

as many as a thousand persons were going on 

the three or four trips per year, I decided 

to take a risk. I was convinced that if we 

did actual soliciting during the days of th• 

mission we would obtain much better results 

under the emotional impact of what the people 

were •••ing and hearing. Other vole•• warned 

me it was a mistake, for word would spread 

and mission recruitment would suffer. People 

would not register for fear that they might 

be high-pressured. Realizing that such might 

be a possibility, still the potential gain• 

outweighed th• possible lo••••• and I 

arranged a procedure involving two elements• 

th• "back-of-the-bus" and 

Solicitors invited prospects to come to th• 

rear bench of th• bus, which had carefully 

been left vacant, at a fitting moment during 

th• day'• Journey. In a conversation which 
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was not ov•rly long, th• prosp•ct was asked 

for the requisit• amount which had been 

decid•d upon in consultation with hi• P••r• 

back in their hometown. Thi• was called the 

"rating.. which would contain the type of 

incr••s• deemed to act as a bell-wether for 

others to fol low. If the solicit•• wa• 

prepar•d to reply iMmediately, the aolicitor 

called the ne>et person to th• back of th• bua 

and ua9d the former peraon'• generou• 

reapon•• aa an e>eaMple to the new person. If 

• the solicit•• asked for time to think it 

over, auc:h was graciously granted with the 

hope that a reply be forthcoming before the 

mission ended. So it went, hour after hour, 

on bus after bua, with the Jungle t•legraph 

whispering the news through th• hotel lobbi•• 

at th• end of the day as to who had done 

what. 

The causus was aimply a meeting, or more 

than one meeting, if th• Mission was very 

larg•, held on th• ne>et-to-last day, in order 

to give an opportunity to any peraon who 

wiahed to e>epre•• eMOt ions, opinions, 

• impressions, personal feelings, ending up 

with an announcement of a pledge. It was an 
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unpr•••ured meeting, no one wa• called upon, 

only volunteers, and yet th••• caucus•• took 

hours, thr•• or four, at least, for almost 

•v•ryone wanted to speak, to ventilate, some 

peopl• c:ri•d publicly wh•n reciting a 

particularly poignant •xp•rienc• they had had 

during the w••k. AlMoat •v•ry contribution 

was d•gr••• high•r than would have r•ault•d 

from • normal solicitation back 

c:onduct•d in th• no..-.11 fashion. The caucus 

becante a sort of therapy ••••ion, in which 

th• participants gav• money, to be sure, but 

that was merely the way of reasserting their 

identity, tight•ning th•ir links with land 

and people, restating their loyalty and 

reaffirming their very ewistenc:e. The whole 

ayst•m was a brilliant succ••• which has 

c:ontinu•d for MOre than thirty years. As for 

th• original f•ar that w• might suffer a loss 

of attendanc:•, during all th••• thirty yeara, 

attendanc:• on missions has increased to the 

l•v•l of many thousands per y•ar, •ometim•• 

•• many as ten thousand. There are ups and 

downs, of course, but not even years of war 

or postwar hav• low•r•d numb•r'• 

sub•tantially. When J•w• beli•v• in •om•thing 
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they are very stubborn. Everyone knows that. 

Apparently they believe in missions, are 

willing to go to the back of th• bus, and 

actually like caucuses. 

b. Tb1 ynity of th1 J•wi1b p1opl1 - we •re 

c:. Thi r11pon1ibilitv of each Jew for all 

a.u. 
Th11• two additional principles as part of 

what I define as Zionitm are 11lf-evid1nt 

frOM ev1rything I hav1 said above~ If we hav1 

• succ•ssfully the concept that espoused 

Isr-·ael' • welfare, status, dignity, security 

art central to 1very Jew, thin th• corollary 

propositions, as listed here, require no 

furth1r •Hplanation. 

3. Th• UJA h1lp•d build comtnunity 1tr1nath in 

th• United Stat••· 

Aside from the negotiations with the 

c:ommuniti•• ov1r th• share of tht ·campaign, I 

had no quarr1l nor idtological difference 

with the local Federations. On th• contrary, 

I was int1rest1d in 1tr1ngth1ning th1M, for 

the bett1r they were, the mor• mon1y would be 

• raised. Better is a vague word, but it can be 

analyzed to r1f1r to better l1ad1r1, c:le1r1r 
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goals, more inspi r ation, greater e•phasi• on 

Judaic: values, more cooperation with local 

synagogues and rabbis, MO re effective 

speakers, and any other it••• in this genre. 

I had no right to become involved in internal 

community problems, nor any mechanism to do 

so aside from my own brain and mouth, but 

whenever I was invited to eMpress an opinion 

on how a community could iMprove its 

performance <and sometimes when I took the 

initiative to do so even without an 

• i nvi tat ion>, I gave •Y ~ udgment as to 

pl""iol"'iti••· Fighting anti-semi ti•• was 

l"'elatively low on •Y list1 day school 

education was high. Major support to 

hospital• was low1 coMMunity-suppol"'ted summer 

camps was high. You c:an ••• the drift. I was 

Ul""ging communities to spend their Money on 

helping to educate their citizens in JudaiSM, 

for this would guarant .. continuity, future, 

and serve as the only antidote to 

assimilation and disappearance. If we still 

need community campaigns 2S yeal""s fro• now, 

we had better educate that neMt generation in 

• the values of JudaisM, and pl""Ovid• answers to 

th• basic: question as to why we should bother 
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to surviv• as a s•parate and distinct people. 

Communiti•s which have constructed a good 

educational system, ttn1bracing children to 

mature adults, will be stronger and •ore 

productive for a longer time than other 

communities which neglect this basic fact. I 

believed this, preached it, and offered to 

help achieve it wherever I could. 

4. Th• UJA built a leadership cadre through a 

specific trainina proaram. for both yoyna and 

older lead•rA· 

I will leave for later narration th• whole 

story of th• Young Leadership Cabin•t which I 

started a few years after cOMing into office. 

Suffice it to ••Y now that th• obligation to 

identify, recruit and teach those individuals 

possessed of leadership ability and 

motivation was • matter of primary iMportanc• 

on My list of things to do. One of my 

absolutely fundamental beliefs was the aMiom 

that people raise the money and the primary 

task of • fund-raiser is to raise th• 

volunteer people who will take on the task. 

Raising people demanded an intensive tutorial 

approach to on• individual after another, to 

inspire, th• nuances of 
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•al••Man•hip, c:r•at• an ••prit de c:orp• - all 

in all a retail operation, •i•ilar to 

handling football •tar• or army offic:•r• or 

Rhode• •c:holars. I took this to be a basic: 

obligation of th• National UJA, and started 

to work on it immediately. 8011• •ay that the 

Young Leadership Cabinet wa• the •ingle 11o•t 

aignific:ant ac:hieveMent of •Y c:areer. Mor• 

about that later. 

~. The UJA empha•ized long-range ar>d long-

term hittoric: goals for AM•ric:an Jewry. 

Let me give you an •M&Mplw. I had started 

thinking about th• matter of Soviet Jewry in 

19~4, a full year before coming in to the UJA 

post, •• a result of a conversation with 

Mo•h• Sharwtt, then Prime Minister of Israel. 

Sharett'• brother-in-law, Shaul Avigur, 

formerly with Aliyah B, who• I had met once 

in Germany, was now posted to the Mo•1ad, in 

c:harge of th• effort to get Jews out of the 

Soviet Union. Thia involved a two-pronged 

project of maintaining the spark of Jewish 

identity in the heart and soul of ac:tivista 

inside Russia, as well •• dirwc:ting a 

propaganda effort outside Russia to "l•t 11y 

people go". One of Avigur'• MWn in Mose-ow was 
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a aeeond aeeretary in the Israeli EMbaaay 

named Aryeh <Lova> Eliav, with whom I becal'Mt 

quite friendly over the year• a• our path• 

ero•••d on various projects. P.M. Sharett 

used to tell me atori•• of how Avigur worked. 

A hand-written calendar, with th• date• of 

the Jewish holidays, was a precious object, 

and a dangerous one, for it waa considered an 

object of "ant i-atate propaganda" by th• 

Ruaaian ••eret police. Such calendar• were 

amuggled by th• Moaaad into the labor CAMP at 

• Vorkuta, in Siberia, thus enabling the Jewish 

activists to celebrate holidays secretly. 

Similarly, tiny Bibles, prayer books, PaalM 

book• <such a• Bharanaky was to cheriah 

decades later during hi• year• in prison> 

were smuggled in, and served to •aintain th• 

flaM• of Jewish identity and loyalty. It is 

incredible, in a way, to think of sOMething 

the aiz• of a match-boM containing that much 

power. But the first atomic bomb waa very 

small also, waan't it? 

I received a letter one• fro• a dear 

friend, Rabbi Morton Berman, forMttrly of 

• Chicago, now lying in the ceMetery on the 

Mount of Olives. He waa writing a book of 



• memoir•, and aak•d me the following queation1 

"Waa your decision to accept the UJA post 

moti vated by your desire to help Jews get 

fro• Russia to Israel?" 

My reply to hiM was1 "My main motivation was 

to help build th• new State of Israel and to 

eMpedit• the ingathering of i•migrants from 

many countries. In MY acceptance •P••eh I 

touched on th• subject of th• ultimate dreaM 

of re-uni ting the Jews of Russia with Israel 

and th• entire Jewish people, but it was a 

• a peech of pure vision. Th•r• was no shred of 

empirical evidence at that MOMttnt <19SS> to 

believe that such a possibility could com• 

true, but the thought of rescuing that most 

important segment of the Jewish nation was 

uuperinost in my mind from the beginning." 

In addition to •Mpr•••ing th••• thought• to 

Berman, I recall another conversation with 

Rabbi Ely Pilchik of Short Hilla, New Jersey, 

who asked me, in 19~S, why I had left th• 

practicing rabbinate to take a "m•r•" fund-

r a i sing Job. I t r i•d to • Mplain the history-

making possibilities inher•nt in the position 

• and used th• eMampl• of bringing Million• of 

Jews from Russia to Israel. He looked blank 
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at first, but slowly hi• facial e Mpr•••ion 

changed, as he caught on to the incredible 

notion. He asked if I thought it was really 

possible and I told hiM what Shaul Avigur was 

doing in that amazing secret operation, then 

stated MY faith in that tiny program. Pilchik 

r.ealized this was a dre am on my part, but 

many tim•• i n later years, when migration 

began, h• complimented me for such far-

sighted vision. 

The value of setting up ~ long-range goal, 

such •• that of liberating Russian Jewry, and 

k••ping it constantly be for• th• 

consciousness of the Jewish public relates to 

the psychological fact that giving peopl• an 

ideal in which to believe, and which may come 

to fruition only in a distant future, 

provides a ••n•• of security that we will all 

live to ••• that future, and prepares us to 

make the necessary sacrifices when indeed th• 

time for action does arrive. Keeping an i dea 

alive also k••P• hope alive. I was always 

reminding the audience, as we proee•ded, year 

after year, to clean up country after 

country, that someday we would get the chance 

to rescue Soviet Jewry. The ••••nee of the 
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•peech wa•• Some day Ru••ia will open. It 

mu•t happen. You will have to be re•pon•ible 

at that time. I warn you. The Jewi•h •pirit 

i• alive in Ru•sia, smothered, but alive. The 

in•tinct for survival burns. The chance will 

come. Can I prove it? No. It i• an act of 

faith. Get ready. You think you are being 

a•k•d for a lot of money now. Wait until 197S 

or 198S or whatever year they start coming. 

Then you will be a•ked for ten tiMeS as Much. 

Well, in 1990 "then" has cont•, and the 

• Disapora, a• well as th• Jews of the 

Israelis, are responding marvelously, with no 

•ign of weakening. We see a Magnificent 

display of Jewish solidarity and awaren••s 

and determination not to fail. 

It is time to set new long-range goal•, 

looking ten and twenty years ahead1 atomic 

energy for water desalination and electric 

power in Israeli five more universities to 

aecOMOdate a population which will outstrip 

American Jewry in the neKt quarter-century1 

intensive R & D to fashion great new 

industries and create a GNP which can offer 

• th• needed Jobs for a population of 6 Million 

or •ore. American Jewry needs it• own long-
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rang• goal•• a network of communally 

organized day school• in every eity in this 

eountry1 a similar network of Hebrew high 

schools, which are in sueh short aupply 

today1 easting JCC'• and synagogue• in a new 

role of adult education centerst iMporting 

thousand• of Israeli teachers to provide 

Hebrew literacy to hundreds of thousand• of 

American J•ws1 th• list is almost infinite. 

Long-range goals will contribute to the 

maturity of th• Am•rican Jewish cotnn1unity and 

• switch its thinking away from th• qu••tlon1 

"What is this year'• crisis? What ar• we 

giving our money for?" Th•r• May very well bit 

a "this y•ar's" war or iMmigration or housing 

crisis, and that must b• handl•d in stride. 

But th• long look is guaranteed to ~•intain a 

postur• of long attention, and I find that a 

healthi•r stronger attitude. 

From time to time I shall be r•ferring to a ••ri•• of 

i nt•rviews, calling them by th• tit l• "Kaufman interviews... Th••• 

were don• in my offic• in th• H•br•w Union Coll•g• in Jerusalem, 

between Oeeemb•r 197S and April 1976, at the request of the 

Institute of Contemporary Jewry, Section for Oral OoeuMentation, 

• of th• Hebrew University. Th• interviewer was Menach- Kauf111an, 

assisted by Rosali• Lurie, and the talks were wide-ranging, 
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unstructured , covering his questions, which always led into 

lovely digression•, taking us into unanticipated canyons and 

arroyos, some of which were dead-ended, forcing us to backtrack 

to familiar ground. 

In one of the early Kaufman i nterviews, I was trying to 

eHplain to hiM the necessity of basing fund-raising on long-term 

goals, which would require lots of education of th• donors, lots 

of repetition, lots of concentration on the goal as a pi•e• of 

history which had to be shaped, or solved. Long range historic 

obj eetiv•• might not start th• adrenalin running, might not seem 

"••Hy" , _ mi ght not even be understood at first - but they were the 

• only basis, in my opinion, for building a long rang• ••n .. of 

obl i get ion. And in the long run, they would yield the 

satisfaction which could eom• for the American Jew only when he 

realized that he was a partner with the Israeli Jew in building 

th• land and re-shaping th• destiny of the people Israel. To 

illustrate my point, I was using the eM&Mpl• of Moroeean Jewry 

and it• fate, subjects totally unf&Miliar to American Jewry. 

H• asked a queation1 " You really felt that it would be more 

successful to tell the story of what was going on with the Jews 

in Moroeeo than to tell the story of what was ;oing on with th• 

Jews in Israel at the same time <referring to the fedayeen cross-

border raid• so prevalent in late 19SS and spring 19S6>? " 

I replied1 "It wasn't a question of more successful. I never 

• look at it from the point of view of what is more successful at 

the moment, because that'• like looking for a giMmiek and I'• not 
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that way. I didn't run the UJA that way. What I tried to look for 

w•r• historic tr•nds, and to teach the people what I knew th•y 

had to l•arn in order to give long-time support, n•v•r just 

quick, immediate support. I beli•v•, that from a long-ter• point 

of view, the most important problem that I had to bring to th• 

awaren••• of the Jew• of America was th• security of Israel, that 

w• were in a war that was going to be a hundr•d y•ars war. I 

always taught them what I b•lieve, and if they didn't want to 

accept it, th•y didn't have to. But I had the responsibility to 

be a t•acher and to try to interpret history for th•• - at least 

that'• how I d•fin•d my responsibility. Nobody ever told •• what 

my r•aponaibility was, so I decided for myself." 

He •••med astoni•h•d. "Thi• r•ally was a fact? Nobody i\"I the 

fram•work of th• UJA decided what should be told to the Jewish 

community?" My replya "No." He continueda "You, yourself, decided 

about that?" My replya "Yes, that is right, sir." I went on to 

elaborate that sometimes a few of the lay leaders would eom• 

together for a discussion on publicity or •••king a slogan or 

d•v•loping a lin• for th• speeches they had to make, but th• 

policy decision as to th• basic line was eMpected to come from 

me. The transcript shows that I continued, as followaa "I think 

it is always this way when th• person sitting as a leader gives a 

lead, people are very happy to acc•pt the lead. If you don't give 

th•• a lead, th•r•'• a lot of fumbling around. I was always a 

• strong p•r•on and always came in with •Y own opinion. I someti••• 

had argum•nts and differenc•• with other people, but MOst of th• 
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tirn• nobody challenges a leader. That"• a fact of life ... 

Htta "You didn't discuss your policies with Israeli leaders 

corning to the United States? With Eshkol? 

Ia "No. I can't recall any discussions with Israeli leaders 

on th• pol ici•• of th• UJA approach <to American contributors>." 

Hea "Thi• was your own initiative, your own idea and your 

own way?" 

I I "Y••· ti 

• 

• 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Section On• 

Thi• year, 19~6, was to b• a busy on•, a year in which I 

learned what it meant to work und•r pr•••ure, a Y••r in which 

•vents of major historic importanc• followed one another 

relentlessly. Th• sweep was •Mciting, nothing was normal, 

happ•nings were larger than life, one was simply c&rried •long 

with not much time to think or plan. There was war in October, 

fol l owed by the Hungarian R•volution in Novemb•r, capped in ••rly 

December by th• flight of refuge•• whose story was told in a 

• later book by John Hersey entitled ''Th• Bridge at Andau". And th• 

year ended with Egyptian passenger liners dropping tens of 

thousands of J•wish refug••• in Athens and Napl••· 

The year beg&n normally enough with the intensiv• Job of 

raising the eMtra funds for th• Moroccan Special Fund. W• all 

worked hard, travelled widely across Amerie&, explaining this n•w 

animal, thrilling to th• response which was slowly gathering 

momentum. No one could describe it as electrifying, or m~mmothly 

gen•rous, or overflowing with sympathy but clearly it was 

getting aero•• to the communities that this campaign represent•d 

duty, if not •nthusiasm, and I was enormously pleased for that 

was exactly th• attitude I wanted. Inculcating th• hundr•d• of 

key workers and thousands of donors with a ••n•• of duty, which 

• would endure year after y•ar, which would sustain a long 

continuous effort, was th• most important objectiv• to be 
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p•rticul•r Y••r or crisis. This first, nov•l •ffort w•• 

succ••ding, And th•t augured w•ll. 

W• held a larg• Inaugural Conf•renc• for the 19~6 Campaign 

and Special Fund, and invited Dr. Giora Jos•phthal, head of the 

Immigration D•partm•nt and also Tr•a•urer of th• J•wish Ag•ncy, 

who had a v•ry •p•cial capacity to inspir• people with his 

simplicity and sincerity. He began thusly• "The message I bring 

you i• one of • Mt r •m• urgency and emergency, not comparable to 

any situation we in Israel have •Mperienced since th• 1948 War of 

Independence ••• Everyone in Israel knows Nasser'• announcement 

• that Egypt will be ready to fight eight months after they have 

recei ved Communist arms. Five month• have already pa•••d ••• The 

Ar•bs will not occupy our country. We will fight for every dunam, 

for e very inch of our precious water pipeline. Th• Arabs may bomb 

us in •n•ak hit-and-run attacks, but they cannot invade 

Israel ••• We in Israel are not panic-strick•n• far from it. But 

there is a feeling of loneliness. EMcept for you, we are quite on 

our own. W• tur n to the Jews of the world who wanted Israel, just 

as we wanted Israel, and wear• sur• th•re will be a res pons•. 11 

He went on to eMplain ther• was a five-point program b•ing 

put into operation in Israel, •• an overall pr epar•dness plan, in 

case war br eaks out. Th• total cost of this program ran to 

something more than ~O million dollars. The five points wer•• 

• 1. Accumulation of r•••rv•• of fuel, wh••t and raw 

materials - for at least a siK-month stockpile - in 
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e••• th• country is cut off from th• outsid• world. 

2. Construction of storag• faciliti•• for th••• r•••rv•• 

in a patt•rn of di•p•r•al throughout Isra•l, so that 

various localiti•• can b• ••lf-suffiei•nt, in ea•• th• 

country is cut apart. 

3. Construction and di•p•r•al of •l•etrie pow•r stations, 

in ease the two main stations at Haifa and Tel Aviv •r• 

d••troy•d. Electricity is n•c•••ary not only for 

industrial and civilian use, but also for water 

distribution. The pump• which circulate water 

throughout the country require electricity. Therefore, 

• there must be many small power plants in all part• of 

th• country. 

4. Building of air-raid shelters and slit trench••· At 

least some minimal protection must be provided against 

aerial bombardment. 

~. Increasing production of Israeli-made weapons. 

He clo••d with th••• words which sank into every hearts 

"In 1948, I doubt wh•th•r you really believed that we could b•at 

the Arabsf G~0,000 J•ws against 40 million Arabs. It •••med 

f.antastic at th• time. Neverth•l••• you gave us th• b•n•fit of 

the doubt. You stood with us and we were victorious. You must 

g•v• u• this chance again. 

Three months have passed since the Special Fund was ••tablished • 

• Since then th• situation in Israel ha• deteriorated 

progressively. You have made a good start on this Special Fund 
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but it has not kept pace with the ever-growing •m•rgency. 

I have never pl•aded. It is against our natur•. Today I beg of 

you. L•t th• facts speak for th•m••lv•s and you must be convinced 

that this is th• great•st J•wish emergency since 1948. And th•n 

you must act accordingly. Tog•ther we will demonstrat• to the 

world our capacity to survive in fr••dom." 

The security situation in Israel was heating up. Small bands 

of Arab guerilla fighters were constantly harassing kibbutzim and 

moshavim along th• borders, and making even deeper raids, so that . 

no farm or village felt itself to be completely beyond th• rang• 

of suicidal attackers. Isolated bus routes were vuln•~abl•t small 

• development townl•t• posted guards around their p•rimeter•1 watch 

towers w•re •r•cted, ••p•cially along th• edge of the Gaza Stripf 

farmers never went to their fields unarmed. The big cities w•r• 

beyond th• r•ach of th••• f•dayeen bands, thus urban dwellers 

felt only • momentary frisson when they read th• newspaper. The 

rural p•opl• carried the actual, not only th• psychological 

burden. W•dding celebrations w•r• invaded, casualties mounted, 

••ntr y duty at night became an additional chore for already tired 

farmer• who had worked all day. 

The program Josephthal had described w•nt forward. The 

Israeli media did its b••t to show the world what was happening. 

Ben-aurion himself, as well as General Moshe Dayan, the Chief of 

Staff, and other government and army officials, spent a whole day 

• at a border settlement strengthening th• d•f•nses. Newsreel 

camera• all over th• world showed Ben Gurion stringing barbed 
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seal• air-raid drill, in which all traffic stopp•d, p•opl• took 

sh•lt•r, th• wardens took char g•, and the civil d•fens• apparatus 

was t••t•d. 

I wrote a lett•r to th• national leadership and th• top 

local community offic•rs1 "W• must raise •• much money •• w• 

humanly can. Money can mean th• reduction of suffering' th• 

maintenanc• of new villages on the bord•r• th• quick•r absorption 

of immigrants. Mon•y can prev•nt break-down and can sustain 

courag•. 

W• hav• made a good start, y•t we cannot r•lax for a singl• 

instant. We have not attained anywhere near our maximum •ffort • 

More work, more att•ndance at meetings, more solicitations, mor• 

contributions must be the order of the day for the l•adership. 

Th• p•opl• will follow, I am confident, if th• lead•r•hip i• 

vigorou•, assertive, demanding. Let u• never forget that Israel'• 

v•ry life may depend upon the event• of the next few weeks." 

In the midst of this stress and danger, a new •m•rg•ncy 

dev•loped. On June 11, the Moroccan authoriti•• ord•r•d th• 

Jewish Ag•ncy, which operated under th• name Kadima <translation• 

forward march> in Morocco, to suspend all its activiti••• close 

its offices, its staging camp outsid• Casablanca, and d•stroy its 

files. Furth•r, th• Moroccan Int•rnal Security offic• refused to 

r•n•w th• visas of 20 I•ra•li p•r•onn•l who were running th• 

• immigration. Th• pressur• for this decision cam• from th• Arab 

L•agu•, which did not want larg• streams of Jews going to Isra•l 
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p•rmit individual •migration, with ••eh p•r•on processing hi• 

paperwork himself. Thi• was tantamount to r•dueing th• emigration 

to a trickle. 

The day b•for•, on Sunday, June 10, a French ship of 

Compagni• Paequ•t whieh had alr•ady sail•d witn 1100 J•w• on 

board, was radio•d by Moroccan police to r•turn to port with the 

p•ople. Sine• the v••••l was already outside Moroccan territorial 

waters, the French captain ignored the ord•r•, continuing to 

st•am toward Marseill•• where there was a Jewish Agency eamp 

whieh could r•eeive the emigrant•~ The Moroccans w•r• furious and 

• issued order• to police at all port• and airfi•ld• forbidding any 

fu~ther ma•• d•partur•s, with instructions to turn back all Jews 

who tri•d to leav• th• country. The sc•n• at th• camp near 

Casablanca, which contained more than 7000 people, n•rvous, 

panicky, une•rtain wh•th•r to remain •l••ping on th• ground or to 

try returning to the mellahs and villag•• from whieh they had 

com•, worri•d about getting food and wat•r - that scene was 

And, of course, th• solution in Morocco would b• found through 

the use of the same techniqu•s •• we had u••d then. Wh•n•v•r 

Aliya Aleph b•comes impo••ibl•, th•n Aliyah Bet mu•t b• crafted. 

And so it was. 

In a lett•r which I wrote from the King David Hotel on July 

• 14 to my constituent• in th• U.S. I de•cribed the status of that 

moment, that day, which was the Fr•nch National holiday, Bastill• 
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Day , Quator ze Juillet, commemorating the Fr ench Revolution of 

1789. The Fr ench had been delivering aircraft to Isr ael, and we 

celebrated the day by visiting an air base. I wrot•a " I saw the 

new French J•t• in operation, talked with the pilots and ground 

c r ews, saw how hard they were working to master this equipment. 

Th• intensity of effort was remarkable and thrilling. Then cam• 

the paradoM of watching a pilot who had just climbed out of this 

electronic marvel of a plan•, stripped off his G-suit, and turned 

in his automatic film of th• mission, walk out to the main road 

to hitchhike into town, because there were no J••P• on th• base 

to gi ve to the personnel. This sleek jet pilot became just 

• another anonymous hitchhiker without any frills or privilege • 

I rev isited Lachish in the northern Negev - having been 

there & year ago when th• first immigrants were brought in. At 

that time they were housed in wooden huts. Today th• huts are for 

tools and ch i ckens. Th• people now live in two and-a-half room 

concrete houses, have learned some Hebr•w and send their 

daughters to school.. Frankly I cannot bel i•v• my •Y••· Th•r-• is 

water, gr&•• and electricity, cotton, gladioli and sorghum, 

schools, synagogues and workshops. H•r• too a victor y is being 

won against unemployment, fear-, newness. Settlement and 

int•gration are proceeding at a wonderfully satisfying pace. 

I have just r eturned to th• hotel from a long visit with 

David Ben-Gurion. There had been another murder during l ast night 

• by Arab infiltrators and his •Y•• were r•d from •l••Pl•••n•••· H• 

spok• about th• wonderful moral• of th• people of Isr-ael under 



• this ceaseless harasament1 then asked about th• morale of J•w• in 

th• United States. 'I beli•v• they are with us,• he said1 and I 

assured him we w•r•. 11 

Back in New York, we went forward with the planning of a 

Study Mission for October, not having th• slightest notion that 

we were walking into a war. We knew the value of the mission 

technique, and were learning how to mobilize people in many 

communities to join, so that we could honestly allege this to be 

a national mission. If its r•sults in money and enthusiasm were 

to be substantially greater than the year before, then we could 

honestly publjciz• tho•• facts as being repreaentativ• of a 

• national mood. Optimism i• contagious. Therefor• it was vital 

that this mission succeed. We ••t a tl0,000 minimum aa a 

criterion for participation, and, knowing that there were under 

~00 such contributors in the entire country, w• nevertheless 

sought a mission membership of 100. It was a bold target. As the 

departure date approached, we achieved th• goal and enthusiasm 

mounted. 

Other events that summer had gathered an ominous momentuma 

June. 4 - Gamal Abdul Nasser announced there 

would be no renewal of th• Suez Canal Company : 

concession after its expiration. 

Jun• 13 - The last British troops left their 

Suez Canal base • 

• July 26 Na•s•r seized the Canal, and 

outlawed the Canal Company. 



Egypt. 

August 16 Nasser boycotted the London 

Conference, called to negotiate the Suez 

crisis. 

September 10 - Nasser rejected th• 18-nation 

proposals. 

September 23 - Britain and Franc:• submitted 

th• Suez dispute to the UN Security Council. 

Behind the scenes, in the greatest secrecy, other moves were 

being made. One of the most experienced and reliable Mossad 

• agents, Asher Ben-Natan, who•• code name in th• Aliyah B was 

Artur, with whom I had worked many years ago in Austria where h• 

was in charge, was called to th• defense ministry in Tel Aviv for 

a new assignment. Th• young director-general of the ministry, 33-

year old Shimon Peres, a favorite of Ben-Gurion, gave Ben-Natan 

th• following instructions <according to an account in the 

•xcellent book "Every Spy a Prince" by Dan Raviv and Yossi 

Melman> 1 "The Old Man wants you to leave for Paris immediately to 

renew your contacts and to serve as a special representative of 

the defense ministry for all of Europe. It i~ better that you do 

not ask too many questions. Everything will be clarified in a 

very short time." 

Within a month, Per•• and Ben-Natan having done their 

• preparatory work well, a secret meeting took place, on October 

22, under th• tightest security precautions imaginable, in a 
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private villa in the Paris suburb of Sevr••· About a dozen m•n 

sat around a larg• wood•n table, including David Ben-Gurion and 

G•n•ral Mosh• Dayan for Israeli Prim• Minist•r Guy Mollet, 

Def•n•• Minist•r Bourg•s-Manoury and For•ign Minister Christian 

Pin•au, for Franc•1 For•ign Secr•tary Selwyn Lloyd for Britain. 

Th••• m•n w•r• planning a war, which would b• known in Israel as 

the Sinai Campaign, and worldwid• as th• Su•z Campaign. 

The obj•ctiv•• of th• thr •• alli•• diff•r•d, but all had in 

common. th• goal of br •aking Nasser. Raviv-M•lman off•r a tightly 

cond•n••d summary• 

0 Isra•l'• aim• in th• war w•r• to d••troy Egypt'• Sovi•t-

• whil• br•aking Pr•sid•nt 

blockad• of th• R•d S•a rout• to Eilat. Th•r• was also th• 

publicly stat•d aim of stopping Pal••tinian t•rrorist attack• 

from Egypt'• Gaza Strip. 

Britain'• prim• mini•t•r, Anthony Ed•n, motivat•d by hi• 

vi•c•ral hatr•d for Na•••r, hop•d to r•stor• British control ov•r 

th• Canal, which th• Egyptian l•ad•r had nationaliz•d. Ed•n 

•Mp•ct•d that th• humiliation would toppl• N••••r, who was riding 

a wav• of Middl• East radicalism dir•cted against W••t•rn 

inter•sts. 

Franc• was primarily conc•rnad with stopping 'N••••ri•m' 

b•cau•• it provid•d inspiration to the FLN th• National 

Liberation Front in Alg•ria, which was fighting th• Fr•nch 

• occupying fore••· 

Ev•n b•for• th• Sevr•• Conf•r•nc•, Franc• had b•gun to arm 
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•hip• Arrived in the dArkn••• of night &nd unloAded An &bundanc• 

of weAponrya tAnks, fighter plAnes, c&nnon And &mmunition. " 

cours•, knew nothing at th• time. While they were preparing to 

meet in the Par isi a n suburb, our UJA mission was flying to Israel 

•nd star ting it• itin•rary, whieh w&• to eulmin&t• with th• 

•Meiting •vent of a StAt• Dinner in th• King David Hotel, hosted 

by Prim• Minister Ben-Gurion himself on Thursd&y evening, October 

25. The mission itiner&ry w&• emotionally r•w&rding. Th• Iron 

Curtain W&• opening a chink, and we s&w 65 immigrants alight -

• mostly Polish And some Rumanian Jews. A rel&tiv• would shout wh•n 

he SAW the long-&waited f&mily descending, then the surge of 

r•union, then the kissing and hugging &nd crying. Our people were 

never immune - they dried also. Another d&y we went to an 

agricultural school where hundr eds of children performed, some in 

chorus, others in ball•t, som• with flut• and timbrel, other 

distributing flowers. No immunity h•r• •ith•r - only heartf•lt 

identification. And •o it went for mo•t of the week - the general 

atmosph•r• of the country at larg• r•pl•t• with rumors of w&rt 

th• imm•diat• •nvironment. of the mission memb•r• r•pl•t• with 

emotional homeeominga and immigrant absorption. W• headed toward 

the elimaM of the week, th• Thursday night dinn•r. 

The King David Hotel dining room wa• done up to the nines. 

• Th• managem•nt and staff had p•rform•d to the m&Mimum of th• 

young country'• Ability, ••&rehing •v•rywh•r• for the crystal 
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va••• which w•r• th•n fill•d with th• gorg•ous flowers which 

Israel'• sun Always produc•dt starching th• table linen and 

po lishing the silver which had been borrowed from a dozen of the 

richest private hom••t dr essing and rehearsing the staff so that 

one felt that perhaps this was an old experienced Swiss cadre. 

Th• chandeliers were glistening and th• candles on all th• tables 

gave the room an 18th century feeling. Th• atmosph•r • was really 

exquisite. And th• people were also dressed to the nines. All th• 

jewelry was worn, having been brought long distance• for this one 

evening only, a• were th• thr ee-piece suit• of th• men and the 

most brilliant ti••· Every person looked polished, •xe•ctancy 

made it difficult to sit, so th•r• was much nervous table-

ho pping, and the ••n•• of excit•ment in th• air WAS palpable. How 

often, after all, do•• one din• with a Pr ime Minist•r? 

The presiding officer for th• •v•ning was Mr. Zalman Shazar, 

Chairman of the Jewi sh Agency, l•t•r in hi• c areer to become th• 

President of th• Stat• of Israel. He was a school teacher by 

earlier profession, kindly, chubby, twinkling of eye, baldish of 

pat•, late middle age, completely friendly, non-aug ust. Urging, 

but never commanding, he tri•d to get his flock seated, and 

slowly succeed•d, for protocol r equired that all persons be 

seated and all mov•ment c•a••• before th• Prime Minister and his 

party would enter th• room. 

But before the Prime Minister could enter the room, he first 

• had to re-enter the country, and that very afternoon he was 

flying back from France. As th• UJA people were gathering in the 



• hot•l dining room, his plan• was landing. His mind was crowd•d 

with many complic&t•d plans. No one knew bett•r than he th• 

seriousn••• of war, the fact that the opening moves could b• 

plann•d, but not th• sub••qu•nt ones, nor how it would end. And 

his •motions w•r• aroused •• well, for this taciturn, composed 

leader knew how fragile his young stat• was, and what & dangerous 

g&m• this was for its very existence. To add a burden to his 

alr•&dy overwrought mental and •motional condition, h• was 

suffering from a high f•v•r, which had attack•d hiM a day earlier 

•• th• aw••o•m• decision-making was r•aching it• climax. His 

common ••n•• should have t&k•n him hom• to bed and th• doctor. 

• His duty ••n•• took him straight to th• King David Hot•l • 

Entering th• room, with his short steps, rapid stride, he mad• 

for the •mpty seat at th• head table which was obviously his, 

placed him••lf Mr. Shazar and myself, nodded 

perfunctorily to one or two of the top lead•r• ••ated nearby, and 

imm•diat•ly ord•red Shazar to start the m•al. Th• abs•nc• of 

grace, or ev•n good mann•r•t the abruptness of behaviour' th• 

obvious preoccupation with som•thing oth•r than the pr•••nt 

mom•nt1 all th••• l•ft the onlook•r• slightly b•wild•r•d. He 

b•ckon•d for th• wait•r• to b•gin th•ir workt he was obviously in 

a hurry. Lifting spoon to soup, h• growl•d to Shazar and myself 

that we w•r• to ask him no qu••tions, discuss no politics, and if 

w• were comp•lled to talk, then confine ourselves to philosophy 

• or something equally abstract. His mood was so d•tached, his face 

flush•d with th• fever of which we were unawar•, that we sensed 



• som•thing most unusual was in th• wind. 

•v•ryon• gradually r•aliz•d that something was wrong. Th• 

audi•nc• await•d clarification, which was not forthcoming. Shazar 

start•d with an introduction of B.G. which was clearly going to 

b• long, •v•n elaborate, in d••cribing the virtues of Israel'• 

Georg• Washington. Ben-Gurion tugg•d at his coat, and curtly 

ordered him to finish. Th• Prim• Mini•t•r'• long awaited •P••ch 

to the mission con•i•t•d of one full sentence, in which he stated 

that the visitors should note well th• condition of the nation at 

this moment, should have confidence that the people of Israel 

• would rise to their duty and perform it heroically, and that 

they, th• visitors who had com• on th• mission with love, should 

r•turn home immediately &nd do their duty with equivalent fervor. 

One• again tugging at Shazar, h• commanded him to start th• 

singing of the national anthem. Neith•r Shazar, nor Ben-Gurion, 

nor I was capable of carrying a tune properly - but, as our first 

wavering not•• came out, the audienc::e ro•• and "Hatikvah" awell•d 

mightily through th• large dining room. Almost before it was 

finished, •~pecting no applause and not receiving any, th• Prim• 

Minister strod• from th• room, surrounded by aid•• and guards, 

leaving behind • totally bewildered audience. They had no id•& of 

what he had so guardedly attempted to warn them. The crowd moved 

out to th• hotel lobby, eMcitedly asking eac::h other, and tho•• of 

• us in authority, what his words and appearanc::e connoted. We could 

offer no eMplanationa, because we had none. Bewilderment turned 
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such •Kp•ctations •nded with • 
disappointm•nt. Our staff mad• th• r•quisite announcements 

conc•rning luggage and th• n•Kt morning <Friday> departure for 

the airport. Th• crowd slowly dispers•d to the bar or to b•d. 

Around midn i ght I received a t•lephone call from L•v i 

Eshkol, suggesting we meet imm•diat•ly. H• th•n told me what w•• 

happening, eKplain•d Ben-Gurion'• behaviour, and ~rg•d me in th• 

strongest terms to make absolutely certain that all th• American 

visitors leav• th• country on th• morrow, for Saturday th•re w•r• 

no flights which could accomodat• th•m, and Sunday might be too 

lat•. A Cabinet m•eting was set for Sunday morning which would 

discuss and ratify th• plans made a few d~y• ago in Franc•. War 

would start on Monday. Th• government did not want to worry about 

the fate of this important group of Americans J•w•, and it was my 

responsibility to mak• sur• th•y w•r• transported to safety. Once 

I kn•w what was happening, th• r••t was •asy. The gr eat majority 

left Friday morning. A f•w straggl•rs, who had mad• plans to stay 

a few mor• days, visiting Isra•li fri•nds or other institutions 

in th• country, wer• tracked down and urged to d•part. I found 

th• last mission member, a Mr. Ike Schin• of Bridgeport, 

Connecticut, at the Technion in Haifa, on Sunday morning, •nd 

peremptorily ••corted him and his family to Lydda Airport, 

promising him faithfully that by th• neKt day he would 

und•rstand. He was very annoyed, but a week later, wh•n I was 
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back in N•w York, &nd th• shooting was all ov•r, h• called to 

apologiz• for his ang•r. 

Link•d to th• Isra•li-Fr•nch collusion in planning th• Su•z 

War i• a matt•r of tran•c•nd•ntal significance - th• emergence of 

Isra•l as a nuclear power. I have n•v•r •••n •vid•nc• to indicate 

who initiated th• collusion, France or Isra•l. Each had h•r own 

motive for doing so, but in all probability th• idea cam• from 

the fertil• brain of Shimon Peres, dir•ctor-general of Isra•l'• 

Ministry of D•f•n••, and golden boy of Ben-Gurion'~ entourage. 

Per•• knew that hi• mentor'• fondest hop• was to obtain nuclear 

capability for th• fledgling state. B•n-Gurion had fashion•d 

Israel'• army out of the conglom•ration of pre-state underground 

forces. He had broken th• individual militias, including hi• own 

Haganah, and harnessed them into one command. With that he had 

won th• War of Independence. But no one knew better than he that 

th• future would contain many more wars which would cru•lly test 

the str•ngth of the little country b•yond all reasonabl• limits, 

and it was not automatically guaranteed that •h• would surviv• 

th•m all. The magic weapon, n•wly cr•at•d in th• world, th• 

ultimate d•t•rr•nce, was th• atomic bomb. B•n-Gurion'• 

pr•occupation with the thought of obtaining this weapon for 

Isra•l ob•••••d him •v•n in th• midst of th• War of Independenc•. 

H• met, in D•cemb•r 1948, with a certain Russian J•wish ch•mist, 

Maurie• Surdin, th•n living in France, working with the French 

~tomic Energy Commission. The talks cam• to nothing, but w•r• an 

indication of how ••rly h• started on the track. 



Two other key people supported the Old Man in this pursuit. 

Moshe Dayan was extremely enthusiastic, for h• too saw future 

wara, and was afraid that Israel might come to require a large 

standing army, which could bankrupt th• economically struggling 

state. Whil• th• acquisition of nuclear power was alao 

frightfully exp•nsiv•, still, in th• long run, one• the initial 

inv••tment had been mad•, it would coat l••• than the permanent 

standing army. And mor• importantly, it would be a much atronger 

deterrent, thua d•f•ns•. Th• other key p•rson was on• of Israel'• 

greatest scientists, German-born Ernst Bergman, chairman of the 

Isra•li Atomic Energy Commias~on, established in 19~2. 

• Th• window of opportunity auddenly opened in 195!, when 

· Preaid•nt Eis•nhow•r announced hi• program called "Atom• for 

Peace", which was anoth•r American idealistic effort, like the 

earlier Marahall Plan, to provid• asaistanc• to d•v•loping 

countries in the form of cheap•r •nergy. Under that program, th• 

Unit•d Stat•• provided for Israel a amall ~-m•gawatt r•••arch 

reactor, locat•d on th• sea, where th• brook Sorek entered the 

Mediterranean, a f•w mil•• from the Weizmann Institute. Now 

Isra•l could begin training technician• in th• new intricate art. 

Immediately th•r•after Shiman Per•• start•d pursusing the 

French for a larger reactor. H• exploited the fact that Guy 

Mollet, th• h•ad of th• socialist gov•rnment then in power, was a 

fri•nd from th•ir common membership in th• Socialist 

• International, whose meeting• Shimon attend•d faithfully, and 

through which he developed personal relationship• with all the 
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powerful Socialists in Europe. Mollet was sympath•tic, and 

introduced Peres to the various layers in the French bureaucracy. 

Th• •n•rg•tic Iara•li pushed and puah•d, to such an eMtent that 

many French officials began to think of him as Israel'• Foreign 

Minist•r. Thi• fact brought him into direct conflict with th• 

actual foreign minister, Golda Meir, who took a serious dislike 

to him and protested his conduct vigorously to Ben-Gurion. In 

addition Golda was passionat•ly against Israel going nuclear. Har 

reasons were not based on morality, but rather on economic and 

geopolitical considerations. Perea, however, had Ben-Gurion'• 

unqualified backing,_ and continued building support in Franc• for 

•• the project all through the year 19~6 • 

And here cam• th• linkage between the nuclear objectiv• and 

the collusive planning for the Sinai Campaign. As I said, it is 

not clear who suggested to whom that Israel would join the 

attack. Th• Franch and British had b••n discussing it betwen 

themselves. Suddenly the Israeli• were in the picture, probably 

because they offer•d a pow•rful incentive namely a strong 

ground force plus air force thrust across the desert, 

southwestward, enabling the French and British to make their 

thrust from the north, thus hitting Egypt from three directions 

at once. Israel became a moat attractive partner, and as an added 

inducement for her to Join the conspiracy, even though she had 

sufficient oth•r reasons of her own, Bourges-Manoury, th• French 

• Minister of Defense, offered on September 21, to give Israel a 

large reactor. On October 3, just a few w••ks before the 



• invasion, Bourges-Manoury, elevated in th• int•rim to th• prime 

minist•r•hip, and Foreign Minister Pin•au, sign•d a top-s•cr•t 

agreement to supply a larg• 24-m•gawatt r•actor, including th• 

necessary t•chnicians, know-how and •nrich•d uranium. 

Th• war came and went, •• d•scrib•d above. Construction of 

th• "textil• factory" start•d near Dimona, in th• Negev. Work 

took thr•• y•ars, during which rumors swirl•d worldwid•, but it 

was not until 1960 that concrete •vid•nc• b•cam• availabl•. An 

Am•rican high-flying U-2 r•connaisanc• plan• eluded Isra•li radar 

and took th• photographs which proved that th• factory was indeed 

a reactor~ Th• pictures were published worldwide and the U.S. 

• 0ov•~nm•nt demanded th• whole truth from the Israelis. Much more 

strongly annoy•d was Charles d• Gaulle, who had become president 

of Franc• two years earalier. He had been working on a policy of 

attempting reconciliation with th• Arabs, ev•n off•ring 

independence to Algeria <which did indeed become a fact in 1962). 

Knowledge that France had provided Israel with nuclear capability 

was not calculated to endear her to th• Arab world. Further, his 

attitude toward ~ additional country in th• world po•••••ing a 

fore• de frapp• was totally negative. He th•r•for• immediately 

threatened to cease supplying any further uranium, which would 

shut down the reactor when its present fuel rods ware exhausted. 

In June, Ben-Gurion went to Paris, to attempt to reason with him, 

but was asked bluntly why Israel needed a reactor at all. Ha 

• replied that it was only for research and peaceful purposes, and 

that no facility would b• built at Dimon• for producing weapons-



• grade plutonium. In D•c•mber 1960, Ben-Gurion announced publicly 

in the Knesset that Israel was building a second nuclear research 

reactor for peaceful purpo••• only. Thi• mollified DeGaulle, who 

agreed to supply th• final parts required to complete th• 

installation. 

Later, Francois Perrin, the scientific head of th• French 

Atomic Energy Commission, indicated that a reprocessing plant 

capable of extracting plutonium from spent fuel rods was part of 

the original agreement signed back in 19~7 by the then prime 

minister. Since DeGaull• had refused to do this, Perrin'• board 

~•rmitted • private company, St. Gobain, which built such 

• to sell 

•processing plants for Franc•'• own military reactors, 

technology and plans to the Dimon& project. Raviv-

Melman, their volume, concluded1 "The 24-megawatt heavy-water 

reactor at Dimon• could produce enough plutonium for at least one 

Hiro hima-sized 20-kiloton bomb each year." 

• 



• CHAPTER SIX 

S•ction Two 

The w&r w•• short. A combin•d force of p&ratroopers &nd 

armor moved out on Mond•y morning, October 29, 1956. The 

paratroopers were dropped f&r across th• Sinai Desert &t the 

Mitl& Pass, while the armor•d personnel carri•r• and th• tanks 

raced westward to link up with them, and both elements carried on 

toward the Suez Can•l, which was reach•d within th• first 24 

hours of the operation. The pr•-arr&ng•d tri-partit• collusion 

call•d for the Fr•nch and British to i••u• &n ultimatum at th&t 

point to Israel &nd Egypt demanding a cease-fir•. This occurred 

on th• 30th1 the Israeli• accepted and withdrew 10 kilometer• 

• eastward from th• Canal1 the Egypti•n• refused . Thia provid•d . 
permitting French and British 

int•rvention. Th• following morning, Oct. 31, th••• two alli•• 

bombed Egypti•n airfields, and fiv• d&ya later British paratroops 

landed at Port Said, th• northern t•rminus of the Canal, to 

recover control of the vita l waterway which N••••r had •arali•r 

nationalized . 

Moscow threat•n•d to l•t loo•• intercontin•ntal ballistic 

rock•t• on London if th• parties did not immediately c•a•• 

firing. The world want into shock. This was th• first real 

possibility of several major world powers becoming involv•d in a 

nuclear missile exchange. The Cuban missile crisis was still five 

• years in the futur•. The Russian threat was taken seriously, and 

the thr•• alli•s, who•• main objectives had e•••ntially b••n 




